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ABSTRACT 

Laboratory sparks a few meters in length can be used to simulate 
lightning current rates-of-rise and peak values and tc simulate some 
of the temporal characteristics of the lightning channel temperature. 
Long spark generators are inadequate for producing a simulation of the 
continuing current phase of lightning. Long sparks cannot be used to 
produce a simulation of the shock wave due to lightning except in that 
the spark data can be scaled by theory to predict the characteristics 
of the lightning shock wave. A short discussion is given of the several 
types of lightning which might be encountered by an aircraft. The 
validity of long-spark testing la determining the likely points of strike 
of a lightning discharge to an aircraft or other structure is briefly 
considered. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is thought that a lightning strike to an aircraft can result in the 
detonation of that aircraft's fuel, and it is known that lightning can cause 
the destruction or malfunction of unprotected electrical equipment. Long 
laboratory sparks are often used to test the vulnerability of aircraft and 
of electrical equipment to natural lightning. 

In the present report, we consider the validity of the use of laboratory 
sparks in testing for lightning hazards. An up-to-date review of all known 
physical characteristics of natural lightning has been published by Uman.*3 

The physical characteristics of 4- to 5-meter laboratory sparks created by 
the Westinghouse 6.4-mi11ion-volt impulse generator located at Trafford, 
Pennsylvania have been studied by Orville et al.2 (Appendix I*), Dawson et al.3 

(Appendix II), Krider et al.* (Appendix III), and Uman et al.5 (Appendix IV). 
The papers by Dawson et al.3 and Krider et al.* contain comparisons between 
some properties of lightning and of the long spark. Since the properties of 
long laboratory sparks are dependent upon the generator and associated elec- 
trical circuits which produce the sparks, we will, in ; ,is report, confine our 
discussion to those laboratory sparks created by the Westinghouse Trafford 
Generator. A detailed description o): the generator and associated circuits 
is given by Uman ez  al.5 

The following parameters of lightning and of the laboratory spark are con- 
sidered of primary Importance as regards the- lightning hazard: 

1. The maximum rate-of-change of electrical current, the maximum electrical 
current, and the duration of current flow in the object struck by lightning. 
These properties of the current are important in that they in part deter- 
mine the power generated in the path of current-flow and the voltages induced 
in the vicinity of the discharge. Further a lightning current of consider- 
able duration generates appreciable heat. The heat so produced could weaken 
mechanical structures and ignite flammable vapors. 

2. The temporal characteristics of the temperature of the discharge channel. 
To weaken mechanical structures or to Ignite flammable vapors it is necessary 
to apply a given temperature for a certain amount of time. In general, the 
higher the temperature, the shorter the necessary time of application. 

3. The shock wave (close thunder) generated by the expanding discharge channel 
in its initial phase. There is evidence (Few et al.6, Dawson et al.3, Uman 
et al.5) that a significant fraction of the input energy to an electrical 

The research described in the published papers reprinted in Appendices I 
through VII as well as that contained in the body of th<s report was sup- 
ported in part by the Federal Aviation Administration. Vne papers are 
reprinted with permission of their authors and publishers. 



discharge is transmitted to the shock wave. The shock wave is thus 
capable of damaging mechanical structures and may be able to ignite 
flammable vapors. 

It is shown in this report that the laboratory spark and natural lightning 
can be considered similar in some, but not all, of the above stated para- 
meters; and thus that, with caution, the laboratory spark can be used for 
lightning testing. In the following section we will consider the electrical, 
thermal, and acoustical properties of the usual cloud-to-ground lightning 
and of the laboratory spark. 



DISCUSSION 

Electrical Properties 

When the lightning stepped-leader approaches to some tens of meters above 
the earth, an upward-propagating discharge is launched from earth to the leader 
tip. The initial current measured at ground due to lightning is that of the 
upward-propagating discharge. When the lightning leader and upward-propagating 
discharge completely bridge the gap between cloud and ground, a highly luminous 
return stroke is propagated from earth to cloud. The rapid current rise to peak 
measured at ground is associated with the return stroke. The return stroke dis- 
charges to earth the charge, of the order of 5 coulombs for first strokes and 
1 coulomb for subsequent strokes, stored on the leader. The time from detec- 
tion of measurable current to peak current is generally a few microseconds for 
first stroke and can be less than 0.1 usec for subsequent strokes (Berger and 
Vogelsanger,7 Uman^). Current rates-of-rise in excess of 80 kA/usec have been 
measured (Berger and Vogelsanger7). Peak currents are generally 10 to 20 kAf 
but a few reliable values in excess of 100 kA have been obtained (Uman^b). 
Brook et al.°, Kitagawa et al.^, and Williams and Brook10 report that continu- 
ing currents of the order of a hundred amperes may flow in the lightning channel 
for tens or even hundreds of milliseconds. The input energy to a typical light- 
ning stroke channel is thought to be of the order of 105 j/m and the peak power 
input is thought to be in excess of 10^ watts/m (Dawson et al.^, Krider et al.*). 

The laboratory spark can be used to simulate the lightning rate-or-rise of 
current, peak current, and possibly peak power input. However, the spark gen- 
erator goes not supply a lightning-like input energy nor the type of continuing 
current characteristic of natural lightning. The Westinghouse 4- to 5-meter 
spark has a maximum current rate-of-rise of the order of 80 kA/usec, a peak 
current of about 8 kA, a peak power input of about 10^ watts/m, and an energy 
Input of 5 x 103 J/m (Uman et al.5). JThe current waveform is lightning-like 
in shape, rising from zero current to peak current in a few microseconds and 
then decaying relatively slowly to zero again (Uman et al.5). Current flow 
Is interrupted at about 70 usec from spark initiation (Uman et al.5). 

It is to be emphasized that changes in the generator and associated cir- 
cuit parameters will yield changes in the observed spark parameters and that 
the spark referred to in this report is that described by Uman et al.5 



Thermal Properties !   j 

Tiae-resolved lightning temperatures and electron densities have been I 
measured by Orville1* (Appendix V). Similar data on the laboratory spark 
have been published by Orville et al.2 A discussion of the validity of the 
temperature measurements has been given by Uman12 (Appendix VI). Both ] 
lightning and spark temperatures measured vith microsecond time-resolution j 
have peak values near 30,000*K, The lightning temperature decays to the J 
10,000°K to 15,000°K range in several tens of microseconds. The temperature 
decay of the spark is qualitatively similar to that of lightning but takes j 
place on a time scale about a factor of 3 faster. The lightning continuing 
current is essentially a 100 amp air arc^and thus should have a temperature 
of the order of 10,000'K (e.g., Maecker13). The continuing current may last 
tens or even hundreds of milliseconds. The laboratory spark has no continu- | 
ing current, although in principle a low voltage arc source could be paralleled 
vith the spark generator and switched into the channel et the appropriate time I 
to simulate the continuing current. After the current in the lightning or 
spark channel is interrupted, the ch&nnel temperature may still remain rela- j 
tively hot for an appreciable length of time. According to the theory of Uman 
and Voshall1^ (Appendix VII), the channel cooling tine is proportional to the | 
square of the channel radius. A lightning channel with a radius of about 1 | 
cm can be expected to take tens of milliseconds to cool from 10,000°K to 2,000°K. 
The fully developed spark channel radius has been measured by Uman et al.5 to be I 
between 0.5 and 1.0 cm. Lightning channel radii after the initial breakdown | 
phase are usually considered to be about 1.0 cm or slightly larger (Umanlc). 

The electron density in both the spark and in lightning has a value aver- 
aged over the first few microseconds of the discharge of about 1018 on"3. The 
lightning channel reaches pressure equilibria« with the ambient atmosphere in 
a time of the oroer of 20 usac; the spark channel in a time of the order of | 
5 ueec. After pressure equilibrium is reached, the electron density in both 
the spark and lightning will be of the order of 101? cm"3 until the temperature 
of the discharge decreases to below about 15,000°X. Values for electron density J 
as a function of time after current interruption are given by Uman and Voshall.** 
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Acoustic Properties 

The acoustic output of lightning has been studied by Few et al. , 
Few1^ Dawson et al.3, and Jones et al.16 The acoustic output of the 
long spark has been studied by Dawson et al.3 The theory of Few et al.6 

which relates the dominant acoustic frequencies present far from the dis- 
charge to the input energy to the discharge yields reasonable results for 
both lightning and sparks. 

The theoretical overpressure generated as a function of distance for 
various energy inputs to an infinite cylindrical channel is given in Figure 
1, which is adapted from a similar figure given by Jones et al.*6 According 
to all modern theories of cylindrical shock wave propagation, the shock front 
pressure for a cylindrical shock wave can be expressed to a good approximation 
as 

P - 0.2 x 10~5 — atmospheres (1) 
r 

where the validity of (1) is restricted to P > 10 arm, the strong-shock regime, 
and distances from the channel of more than several initial channel diameters; 
"W" is the energy input to the channel in joules/m assuming that the bulk of 
the energy input takes place in less than a few microseconds (which has been 
measured by Uman et al.' to be the ca ;e for long sparks); and "r" is the 
radial distance from the center of the channel in meters. 

As previously noted, the energy Input to a typical lightning channel is 
thought to be of the order of 10^ j/-a. For this energy input the theoretical 
shock front pressure for a cylindrical shock wave at a radius of 0.02 m is 
about 500 atm, at r - 0.05 m is about 80 arm, and at r - 0.14 m is about 10 
arm. According to the theory of Jones et al.16 and of Few et al.6, for an energy 
input of 10- J/m, the shock wave pressure will decay to near atmospheric in a 
radial distance of a few meters. Severe lightning discharges might be expected 
to have energy inputs an order of magnitude greater than typical discharges. 

For the laboratory spark with an energy input of 5 x 103 J/m the theoretical 
shock front pressure for a cylindrical shock wave at a radius of 0.02 m is about 
25 atm, decaying to near atmospheric in a few tens of centimeters. The avail- 
ability of theory describing the cylindrical shock wave makes it possible to 
scale up the laboratory results for a given energy input to the case of natural 
lightning with a larger energy input. Direct lightning shock-wave simulation 
cannot, however, be done with the laboratory spark. 

The cylindrical shock wave theory is only valid if the channel producing 
the shock wave is straight and is considerably longer than the dist'r-e at 
which the shock is observed. Since both lightning and long spiT'; . a^e tortuous, 
Few15 has suggested that various sections ("tortuosity lengths") of a channel 

3?L 
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Fig. 1 - Shock Wave Overpressure vs.* Distance from an Infinite Cylindrical 
Source. (Adapted fron Jones et al.^) 
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will produce individual shock waves. When the observer is closer to a 
radiating channel section than the length of the section, the shock wave 
will be cylindrical. When the observer is much further from the radiating 
channel section than the length of the section, the observed shock wave 
will be a spherical shock wave. In fact, far from the channel many spheri- 
cal shock waves should be observed, one from each radiating section of the 
channel. 

To investigate the validity of the ideas presented above, measurements 
were made at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories of the overpressure vs 
distance and the shock wave-shape vs distance for the 4-m laboratory spark. 
Measurements have been made at distances of 34 cm to 16 a from the channel. 
Additional measurements are planned. We show in Fig. 2 the overpressure 
data along with the best available theory. The dashed curve is Plooster's^ 
cylindrical shock wave theory which is essentially the same as the theory 
shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines represent the spherical shock wave theory 
of Brode^S for various assumed tortuosity lengths L for the spark channel; 
that Is, the energy input for the spherical shock wave is WL where W » 5 x 
10-* J/ra. The experimental shock overpressures fall significantly below the 
cylindrical curve. They fit best a spherical curve due to a tortuosity 
length between 6 and SO cm. Measurements much closer :o the spark are needed 
to determine if the overpressure approaches the cylindrical curve at distances 
less than the tortuosity length,    At distances of several meters from the 
channel, multiple shock waves are observed in accord with the idea of sound 
radiating from separate tortuosity lengths. Nevertheless, the analysis of 
the data using the tortuosity-length concept of Few*5 is not a unique analysis. 
Other analyses are possible. For example, one could argue that only a small 
fraction of the energy input is transmitted to the shock wave.  (To make a 
cylindrical shock wave curve go thrcugh the experimental points, the energy 
transmitted to ehe shock" wave would have to be about 0.2 of the total energy 
input.) 

One very important point la evident from the spark shock wave measure- 
ments. It is that the measured shock overpressure is always less than that 
predicted by cylindrical shock wave theory. It follows that conservative 
specifications for equipment or structures designed to withstand the lightning 
shock wave can be obtained using the cylindrical shock wave theory. 
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Fig. 2 - Shock Wave Overpressure vs. Distance at Mid-gap for a 4~m Spark 
of Energy Input per Unit Length 5 x 103 J/m.  (The solid circles 
represent data taken with a piezoelectric microphone; the crosses, 
data taken with a condenser microphone.) 



Lightning Strikes to Aircraft 

The preceding sections of this report have been concerned with the 
usual cloud™to-ground lightning. An aircraft, however, is most often 
struck by a lightning discharge which ends In the air, by an intracloud 
discharge, or by an intercloud discharge. There is some evidence that 
all three of these lightning forms are similar (Brook19). The intracloud 
discharge has been the most studied of the three types of discharges but 
still there is little definite information concerning it (Umanld).  It is 
thought that intracloud discharges generally take place between an upper 
positive cloud charge center and a lower negative charge center; that a 
leader of moderate luminosity bridges this gap in tenths of a second; and 
that a number cf relatively weak return strokes (K-changes) with peak 
currents of the order of 1 kA occur when the propagating leader contacts 
pockets of charge of opposite polarity to that of the leader. The total 
charge neutralized in an Intracloud discharge is thought to be of the 
same order of magnitude as the charge transferred in a cloud-to-ground 
discharge. It would thus appear that protection of aircraft from the dele- 
terious effects of cloud-to-ground lightning would suffice to protect the 
aircraft from the effects of intracloud discharges. 

The usual cloud-to-ground lightning discharges lowers negative charge 
to ground. Occasionally a discharge occurs which lovers positive charge 
(iJmanle). The positive strokes have relatively slow rates-of-rise of 
current compared to negative strokes, have peak currents of about the same 
order of magnitude as negative strokes, but transfer relatively large amounts 
of charge. Berger and Vogelsanger7 found that positive strokes transferred 
on the average about 3 times the charge cf negative strokes. They found a 
maximum value of 300 C for a positive discharge. Thus positive strokes may 
present a considerable hazard insofar as their high currents flow for a 
relatively long time. 

Aircraft flying in strong electric fields may initiate lightning dis- 
charges. It might be expected that leaders would propagate in two direc- 
tions from the aircraft toward charge concentrations in the cloud. This 
type of discharge would probably be similar to discharges initiated by upward- 
propagating leaders from towers or high structures (Urnan**). In discharges 
initiated by upward-propagating leaders, typically the leader current measured 
at the ground merges smoothly into a more or less continuous current of a few 
hundred amperes. The current rise tit» to peak is of the order of milli- 
seconds. Occasionally return strokes,, with their associated rapid increase 
of current, may traverse the leader channel. The aircraft-initiated discharge 
should present no additional lightning hazards from those of the usual cloud- 
to-ground discharge. 

In a study of lightning strikes to an instrumented aircraft, Petterson 
and Wcod-0 found that peak currents in the struck aircraft were generally a 
few thousand amperes and rise times to peak were of the order of milliseconds. 



It Is tempting to associate the relatively long rise tines to current peak with 
discharges initiated by the aircraft since, as noted in the previous paragraph, 
similar rise times are found in discharges Initiated from grounded towers. On 
the other hand, since the properties of intracloud discharges are not well docu- 
mented, the discharges to the aircraft could well have been normal intracloud 
discharges. In fact, ihe peak currents measured by Petterson and Wood20 are 
of the order of magnitude thought to be characteristic of lutracloud K-changes. 
The question of whether an aircraft actually triggers lightning or merely gets 
in the way of it has been discussed in more detail by Vonnegut*1 and by 
Petterson and Wood."-0 

We consider now briefly the validity of long spark testing in determining 
the likely points of strike of a lightning discharge to a flying aircraft or 
to a grounded structure. Since the characteristic step-length of the lightning- 
initiating stepped leader is some tens of meters and since the length of labora- 
tory sparks is always less than that step length, it would appear that lightning 
and long-spark breakdown might well differ in significant aspects. On the other 
hand, spark testing can be justified from an intuitive point of view by the argu- 
ment that the strike point of lightning is determined by the electrostatic field 
distribution on the structure and that this is relatively independent of the 
source of the field. This argument ignores, among other effects, the effect of 
space-charge field distortion which may be dependent on the temporal characteris- 
tics of the applied field. Thus, from the results of laboratory model tests 
using long sparks, one would expect natural lightning always to strike the tops 
of tall buildings. This is not always the case as evidenced by numerous examples 
of seemingly "Impossible" lightning strikes (e.g., to the side« of the Eapire 
State Building» to the base of the 42-story Cathedral of Learning Building in 
Pittsburgh). Just how valid the laboratory tests are la not known. They are 
certainly better than no teata at all and may, indeed, be reasonably valid. 

10 
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CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the preceding discuseion and the research performed 
for the FAA, the following conclusions are drawn: 

1. The long labor?tory spark can be used to simulate many properties of the 
usual cloud-to-ground lightning. In particular, the spark can be used to 
simulate lightning current rates-of-rise and peak values and to simulate 
the temporal characteristics of the lightning temperature for the Initial 
few tens of microseconds of the discharge and possibly during the time 
after current interruption. The long spark, by itself, cannot be used to 
simulate the continuing current phase of lightning. The spark cannot be 
used to simulate the shock wave due to lightning except that the spark 
results can be scaled by theory to predict the characteristics of the 
lightning shock wave. 

2. An upper limit to the shock wave overpressure expected near a lightning 
channel can be obtained by use of cylindrical shock wave theory. Over- 
pressure values can be read from Fig. 1 once the energy input W is chosen. 
A reasonable upper limit to W might be 10* J/m. 

3. If aircraft ara not vulnerable to  the deleterious effects of the usual 
cloud-to-ground lightning, they are probably protected from the effects of 
intracloud, lntercloud, and air discharges. On the other hand, very little 
Is known about intracloud, lntercloud, and air discharges, so that a reli- 
able listing of their characteristics must await further research. 

4. There are several obvious areas of lightning study relative to aircraft 
safety which need more research,  (a) More information in needed on the 
properties of intracloud, lntercloud, and air discharges, on the processes 
which initiate these discharges and the processes which initiate ground 
discharges, and on the effects of aircraft on the initiation processes, 
(b) Additional research is needed on the shock wave generated by an elec- 
trical discharge, so that a reliable estimate of the lightning shock wave 
properties can be made over a distance ranging from the strong shock regime 
very close to the channel to the acoustic regime many meters away from the 
channel, (c) While most research into the effects of lightning has been 
primarily concerned with direct strikes to aircraft, more attention should 
be paid to the effects of close lightning strikes. For example, a light- 
ning discharge occurring several hundred meters from an aircraft generates 
relatively large electric and magnetic fields at the aircraft. These 
fields can do considerable damage to sensitive electronic systems. Very 
little is known about these close fields, although, in principle, a calcu- 
lation of their characteristics is straightforward once a specification of 
the channel currents is made. 

11 
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Temperature and Electron Density in Long 
Air Sparks 

R. E. Oiraix* 
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AMD 

M. A. Vaut AND A. M. SIMTIM 

Wliüntkmil Mannt Itianltia, PiUAmrfh. Ptm»tykni* 

(Rcctivcd 16 September I9M; in faul (arm 26 October 1966) 

ALTHOUGH the long laboratory spark in air has been studied 
*» extensively using electrical and photographic technique», 
we have found nothing in the literatur- to indicate that quan- 
titative spectroscopy has been used in such studies. In this cora- 
reurdcation, we present the results of a spcctroscopic study of 
long laboratory sparks ia air. 

Five-meter-long air discharges were created between a negative 
rod and a grounded plane with a 6.4 MV impulse generator. 
The voltage applied to the spark gap reached its maximum 
value in 1.5 »«sec. In addition to electrical measurements, spectra 
(3900 to 8908 A) were recorded on film with 2-psec time resolu- 
tion. The near ir spectrum and current to ground for the long 
spark are shown in Fig. 1. The »em-time values for the spectrum 
and for the current may differ by 2 or 3 «sec. 

The spectrometer used was composed of a transmission grating 
and associated optics coupled to a high-speed Beckman and 
Whitley drum camera. A 6*m length of the spark channel was 
isolated for observation. Intensity calibration of the film was 
effected by passing the .'park spectrum through a series of neutral 
density filters; wavelength calibration was done by photographing 
a standard source. Reciprocity failure should not occur for the 
short exposure times involved.1 

It was not practical to attempt to measure radiative emission 

011IITT» 

OK4IS44« 

MIWMOO 

1    ■    ■    '    '    '    ■   J.   '    1—4—1 
0   O20»«0»6OlOB090«00W0 

Tims in »-Seconds 

Flo. t. Tin mar ir •pccinun ami cumst of i 5» spark In sir. 

as a function of spark radius. Thus the spectra obtained represent 
the total emission from a short length of channel as a function 
of wavelength and time. In the analysis, we necessarily assumed 
physic»! conditions to be constant across the »park channel 
diameter. 

Spark temperature may be calculated from the measurement 
of relative spectral line intensities and electron density from the 
Stark broadening of certain spectral lines. In order for these 
calculations to be meaningful, the channel must I«- optically 
thin to the wavelengths of interest. In addition, for there to 
exist a "temperature," local thermndynamic equilibrium > I.TK) 
must be present to some approximation. That the channel is 
optically thin can be determined by comparing with measure- 
ments the predicted intensity ratios of lines due to transitions 
from approximately the same upper energy level. These intensity 
ratios are independent of temperature. 

« The opacity check was made in the visible within the JVIK3) 
5680-A multiplet and in the near ir by comparing the intensity 
of the 01(1) 7774-A multiplet to 01(4) 8416-A rotiitipkt. For 
LTE to exist in the temperature range of interest, an electron 
density in excess of 10" cm~* is required.' Although these high 
densities are attained in the early stages of the spark, the meas- 
urable electron density in the latter stages is near 10" cm*. 
At these electron densities, "complete" LTE does not exist. 
However, all energy levels above the ground states of the ions 
and atoms of importance are populated in accordance with 
Bofttmann statistics (according to the criterion giver, by Orient*). 
Thus, at worst, the temperature determined from relative line 
intensity measurements (from a given atom or ion) is the electron 
temperature. The electron-ion kinetic-energy equilibration time 
is of the order of 0.1 jtsec. 

Temperature determinations were made by measuring the 
following three line-mtensitv ratios: 01(1) 7774 A/OI(3S) 
7947 A, 01(4) 8446 A/OK35) 7949 A, A'11 (39) 4041 A/.VIK12) 
3995 A; and by using the measured ratios in conjunction with 
the expression 

r- (£'- /•)/* ln(/XV/7/'XsiO. (1) 

where I, X, f, and / are intensity, wavelength, statistical weight 
(of the upper state of the line), and emission oscillator strength, 
respectively, of one line with excitation potential/;. The cor- 
responding quantities for the other line are primed. I'|>j«r energy 
level differences (/•;'-/•.') for the line |«ir* used were 3.35 eV, 
3.10 eV, and 4.57 eV. Typical temperature-vs time values are 
given in Table I. Tetn|jcraturc errors of «Unit IS', arc present 
due to errors in  intensity  measurement*  and  unnrlaii.ty  in 
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TABU. I. Some properties of a 5m spark in air. 

Electron Electron» 
Time Temperature density per air Pressure 
(»isec) !"K) 

3 4X10« 

(cir ->) 

11X10» 

atom 

14 

(atm) 

0-2 13 
2-4 2.8X10« JX1Ü" 1.1 24 
4-6 2.6X10« 2X10" 1.1 1.3 
6 8 2.4X10« 2X10" 10 11 
8-10 2.2X!0« 2X10" 1.0 1.0 

10-11 2 OX 10« 2X10" 0.97 0.93 
12-14 1.9X10" 2X10" 0.95 0.87 

transition probabilities. Agreement l>?tween temperatures de- 
termined by different line pairs is good. Temperatures determined 
from ion lines tend to be slightly higher than those determined 
from neutral lines, indicating that the ion radiation is emitted 
hum the hotter center of the channel while the neutral radiction 
is emitted from the cooler outer regions. Note that the time 
resolution is 2 «sec so that if the temperature varies rapidly 
{at it does during the initial 4 »sec), some average temperature 
is determined. 

Electron densities were estimated by comparing the Stark 
widths of Ha at 6563 A and of 01(4) 8446 A with theory.» 
Tre instrument function as determined from the widths of 
intrin jcally narrow lines was about 10 A. Measured Hnewidtht 

Wore correction for the instrument function varied between 
17 and 33 A. Thus, errors as large as a factor of two may be 
present in the electron density determination given in Table I. 

From a knowledge of tem|Kraturi- and electron density and 
with the assumption of LTE, the remaining physical properties 
of the spark channel may be calculated." Some of these data 
are given in 'he last two columns of Table I. The picture ob- 
tained is thst of aft expanding spark channel whose temperature 
and pressure dtcreaae monotonically with time. Due to the 
errors present the pressure values may be in error by a factor 
as large u two. The temperature and electron density increase 
at spark initiation is not resolved with 2-*$ec time resolution. 

Experiments were also performed on a spark of 2 5-m length. 
The temperature and electron density for the 2.5-m spark were, 
within the experimental error, identical to those values given 
in Table 1 for th* S-m spark. 

The research reported in this paper was supported in part 
by the Geophysics Branch of the Office of Naval Research. 
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Acoustic Output of a Long Spark 

G. A. DAWSON, C. N. RICHARDS, AND E. P. KRIDER 

Institute o/ Atmospheric Pkytie», The University of Anton» 
Tucson, Arisona SSTSt 

M. A. UMAX 

Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, /•• nnayluania 15230 

In a recent paper [Few et al., 1967] measure- 
ments of the average power spectrum of 
thunder were reported. The results indicated a 
very broad maximum at about 200 K*. A short 
theoretical analysis was also given that set a 
lower limit on the expected dominant frequency 
of about 57 Hs. In the analysis, the dominant 
frequency was shown to be inversely propor- 
tional to the square root of the energy per unit 
length dissipated in the discharge channel. 

Measurements have now been made «• the 
acoustic output of the spark from the Westing- 
house 6.4 Mr impulse generator at Trafford. 
For these experiments, the applied generator 
potential was 4.8 Mv, with a 1.5 /isec rise time, 
and the rod-plane gap length was set at 4 
meters. The acoustic detector was a miniature 
pieso-eleetric pressure transducer fitted into a 
small megaphon.- to improve coupling. 

At a distance of 17 meters from the spark, toe 
dominant frequency (as determined by the 
separation between pressure extmna) lay in the 
range 1350 to 1650 Hi, with a most frequent 
occurrence of approximately 1550 Hx. The 
signals were characterised by an initial large 
amplitude wave, the first excursion of «hieb 
corresponded to a compression, followed by a 
long-duration, email amplitude component of 
similar frequency, as shown in Figure 1. In this 

Fig. 1.  Amplified output from pressure trans- 
ducer. Sweep speed 1 msec per major division. 

osciilogram, the vertical and horizontal scales 
are 200 mv and 1 msec per major division 
respectively; more details of the long duration 
signal were obtained with increased gain. The 
beginning of the signal us* been lost by the 
choice of triggering level which gave stability 
in the R F fields of the spark. All signals were 
very similar to that of Figure 1, with the excep- 
tion of one signal that showed two quite sepa- 
rate large amplitude waves. It is assumed that 
this signal was produced by a channel with a 
pronounced fork. 

The energy per unit length dissipated is the 
channel has been determined by two inde- 
pendent calculations from data supplied by 
A M. Sletten of Westinghw ». The first was 
from the voltage and current traces of the spark 
itself, though since both these parameters 
change rapidly at breakdown there is neces- 
sarily some uncertainty in the calculation. The 
value determined by this method was 5 X 10* 
joules/m ±25%. The second calculation was 
made by subtracting from the stored energy of 
the generator 9 X 10* joules, the PS energy 
dissipated in the damping resistors of the circuit 
as the generator discharged, 7.2 x 10* joules. 
The energy re? unit length in the spark calcu- 
lated by iiiis method was thus 4.5 x 10* 
joules/m. The value that will be used for the 
subsequent calculation a 5 x 10* joules/m. 

Inserting this energy into the expression of 
Few et si. one obtains a lower limit of 1040 Hs 
for the dominant frequency to be expected 
from the spark, value that Is two-thirds of 
the observed values. 

Three points are worthy of note. First, since 
variations in the location, tortuosity, and energy 
distribution of the discharge channel, and at- 
tenuation and reflection of the sound are to a 
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large degr«e ili-iiit in i!i< >r<-sciit investigation, 
the spark more nearly approaehcs the theo- 
retical model of Few e! a I. Second, for the same 
reasons, a broad acon.-tic spectrum is not ou- 
tlined, but. rather .1 \ • i •- narrow mna»1 of 
frequenri --. Third, since both the dominant fre- 
quency and the energy per unit lencth are 
defined with fair aceuraev, more precise cheek»1 

on the theory ran l«e m a de, When tins is dune, 
agreement between experiment and theory i? 
quite good. 

Why, then, were the results of Few et al. not 
in better agreenn nt with theory? This was prob, 
ahiy lieeau.se they were etmeerned with a mini- 
mum dominant frequency ami henee a sinned n 
maximum r?asnnahle energy input. The one that 
was used, 10" joule?, is the value freqtieney 
quoted for the pnerey of a complete flash rather 
than an individual stroke. All the strokes in a 
flash can be expected to cont rihute to the thunder 
spectrum, but in different ways. The first stroke 
usually takes a large fraction of the flash energy 
and therefore should provide the minimum 
dominant frequency. Subsequent strokes have 
less energy and often tale place down the hot, 
decaying channel of a previous stroke, where 
the speed of sound is high. Individually, these 
strokes should therefore produce the higher fre- 
quency components observed. Col'ectively, they 
should produce some low frequencies by modu- 
lation at the stroke repetition rate. It is the 
energy that is dissipated in the first stroke of 
a flash, or a single stroke flash, however, that is 
required for comparison with the theory of 
Few et al. for the minimum dominant frequency. 

In a paper to be submitted [Krider et el, 
196S], a report is given of comparative measure- 
emits on the radiant energy emitted in the 
wavelength range 0.4 to 1.1 p \iy lightning and 
the long spark. These indicate that the total 

ein rev j»r unit length dissi.it.d in i «mil« 
lightning Mroke should be less than that as- 
sumed by Few el al. by a factor of about 7, 
ie, 2,-'> X Hi* joules'm. The use of flip er.erjx 
vatic for lightning leads t<- agreenienf uuli 
cyierini' tit licit is as good as hat h>r ih>- -puk 
Tie ana Ivsis «f Few et, at. yields I'll lb, tud the 
direct sealing down of the most often observed 
fre<|!i< n, v front 'he spark fl.Viti ll/i jmrs 2-Hi 
11'.. in «veilteni, agreement with »lit- thunder 
data. 

It seem--' elear from the jii-eeding discussion 
that, tlii atiih -i- nt" Few et al. civ e., i- it should, 
too low a e.ilue fur the lreoiunev. -line ii a--- 
sunn- that all the energy of a stroke i- used in 
fonning (lie shoek wave. Tim following simple 
empirical relationship aeeurately fits the avail- 
able data: 

/-= c?sIF) 
where 1 is tlte dominant frequency (Hz), r. the 
sjxvd of souml (m/sec), /' the atmospheric 
pressure (newtons/m*), and /.' the energy input, 
per unit length (jou!es/m). 

AeknoulrilQmentx. We should like to acknowl- 
edge the eoo|vration and assistance of Dr. A. M. 
Slettcn. 
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I.N'TRODI (TIOX 

A recent study comparing the atuu.-lic out- 
put of a long air spark and lightning \Dwvson 
et at., 1068] required a reliable value for the 
average energy dissipated per unit length in a 
.«ingle lightning stroke. Previous estimates of 
this energy have depended on a knowledge of 
the average quantity of charge transferred [ier 
stroke ami an edurated guess at the potential 
difference between cloud and ground \Mnlan, 
I963J, In the present study, the peak radiant 
power and the total radiant energy emitted 
within a given spectral region by a single-stroke 
lightning flash' art compared with those given 
off by a long spark whose electrical power and 
energy inputs are known with fair accuracy. 

EXPERIMENT 

The measurements onp similar to the meas- 
urements described by Ktider [1966]: A cali- 
brated silicon photodiede (E. G. & G. Model 
561 detector head) was used to record the 
broad-band spectrally integrated light intensity 
radiated by the source. Briefly the character- 
istics of this detector arc as follows: the sensi- 
tive area is 0.072S ear; the spectral response 
covers from 4000 to 11,100 A and is essen- 
tially flat from about 5000 to 10,000 A as 
shown by Krirler [10661; the absolute sensi- 
tivity at 8000 A, as calibrated by the manu- 
facturer, is 7.7 Mv/mw, using a 50 Q load re- 
sistor; the output current is linear over the 
range of light levels studied. The output voltage 
pulse from the detector, when viewing the 
complete channel of a typical single-Mrnkc 
cloiid-to-ground lightning flash, is reproduced 

' NASA Pre-Doctoral Trainee. Department of 
Physics, Uiirenrily of Arizona, Tur.«on. 

in Figure 1. (A photograph of this s'roke is 
given in Kioler \ I!t6t>|.) 

With the same detector similar light meas- 
urements have l>ecn performed on a 4-meter 
air spark produced by the Wcstinjdmuse 6.4- 
Mv impulse generator at Traffonl, Pennsylvania. 
Figure 2 shows the average photoelectric volt- 
age pulse obtained from about thirty observa- 
tions of a negative poin<-to-plane discharge 
with the generator operating voltage at 4.-'i*» 
Mv. It is immediately obvious that the lightning 
uui spark pulses differ in two important re 
spects: rise time and over-all time scalp. Apart 
from other factors, the rise time depends on the 
time necessary for the bright return wave 
to travel up the length of the channel. For a 
spark Ibis travel time is negligible, but for 
lightning it causes the slow rise time seen in 
Figure 1 [Kritlrr. pwut]. The over-all time 
scales arc inherent characteristics of the two 
tvpes of discharge. 

During the spark light-intensify measure- 
ment«, spark currents ami voltages were re- 
corded as functions of time by \. M. Kletten of 
the Westinghouse Research Laboratories A 
calculation of the peak electrical power and 
the total energy input to the spark can lie made 
from these records. 

If some simplifying assumptions are made, 
comparison of the curves of Figures 1 and 2 
permits calculation of the pe:;k power and 
energy dissipation in the lightning stroke as 
follows. The signal voltaces give the radiant 
power reaching the detector, which in turn can 
be related to the radmnf rwvver eü!p:;f of the 
sources from purely geometrical considerations. 
The radiant power • crsus time curves can then 
IH> integrated to obtain the total radiant energy 
eni'ttcd in the given bandwidth. These values 
for the spark are then compared with the mea« 

am 
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Fig. 1. The photoelectric voltage pulse corre- 
sponding to a «ingle-stroke lightning flash at a 
distance of 83 km. 

ured electrical power and energy input, and 
radiative efficiencies are calculated. These values 
are assumed to be th.? same for lightning (see 
discussion later), and hence the power and 
energy dissipation in the stroke can be found. 
The calculations will be performed first for the 
peak power of the lightning stroke and then 
for the total energy. The mmplifyiug assump- 
tions inherent in the calculation are discussed 
at the end of the paper. 

GEOUKTRICAL FACTORS 

It is first necessary to determine accurately 
the distance dependence of the radiant flux 
from the sources. In the previous paper this 
distance dependence was assumed to be that of 
an infinitely long cylindrical emitter, i.e. 1/Ä. 
However, it has since been demonstrated experi- 
mentally, using the long spark, that, with ge- 
ometries very similar to those of the lightning 
study, the distance dependence of the radiant 
flux is in fact 1/X* to within about 15%. This 
finding causes a revision in the value quoted 
by Arider [1966] for the peak radiant power 
output of lightning (see below). For the re- 
mainder of the discussion, a 1/Ä* geometrical 
distance dependence of the radiant flux will be 
assumed for both lightning and the spark. 

The total radiant power emitted within the 
detector bandwidth is given by 

p - {v/m**/*)       (i) 
where V is the detector output voltage, K is 
the pdse calibration factor, Ä in the distance 
from the source to the detector, and A is the 
sensitive area of the detector. 

For the lightning stroke, the distance R was 
previously estimated from the sight-sound time 
delay. For this note R has been found more 
accurately through the use of U. S. Weather 

Bureau cloud base height records at the time 
and location of the observed stroke. If we as- 
sume tbst the cloud ban height determined 
the length of the stroke that was visible, we 
can calculate the stroke distance from the sue 
of the photographic image and knowledge of 
the camera focal length. This method assumes, 
of course, the stroke was nearly-vertical and 
did not slant toward or away from the camera. 
Since the distance is obtained in terms of the 
stroke length, it should be noted that the quan- 
tities sought, the power and, on integration, 
the energy per unit length of the stroke depend 
only linearly on stroke distance. 

RESULTS 

Peak power. For the lightning stroke pre- 
viously reported, the cloud base height was IS 
km, and the distance calculated from the photo- 
graphic image ase was 82 km. At this distance, 
equation 1 and the signal maximum in Figure 
1 yield a value for the peak power radiated 
from the bjhtning stroke of 1.1 X 10" watts 
or, dividing by the stroke length, an average 
peak radiant power per unit length of 62 x 
10* w/m. These values replace and correct the 
peak radiant powers of Krider [1966] when 
a \/R distance dependence was assumed. 

The corresponding measurements for the 
spuk were made from a distance of 23 meters, 
and they give, from Figure 2, a peak radiant 
power within the detector bandwidth of 4.0 X 
10* watts or an average of 1.0 X 10* w/m, a 
value quite close to that for lightning. 

Tho peak electrical power dissipated in the 
spark was obtained most accurately from direct 
traces of current recorded as a function of volt- 
age. At the time of peak power, the current was 

400 i—I—i—i—i—i—r 

Microseconds 

Fig. 2. The average photoelectric voltage pulse 
corresponding to a 4-meter air spark at a distance 
of 23 meters. 
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about 5 X 10' :unp and the \uiiasic about 10" 
volts, yielding a peak electrical power input of 
about 5 x 10* watts or 1.9 X 10* w/m. 

Comparison of these two peak powers, radi- 
ant and electrical, yields for the spark an over- 
all radiative efficiency within the detector band- 
width of only Q&%. If the same radiative 
efficiency is assumed for üghtninj.' at the instant 
t/f peak radiant power from the entire channel 
(see below), the peak electrical power dissi- 
pated in the lightning stroke, calculated frum 
the observed radiant power, is 1.4 X 10" watts. 
Dividing the above value by the stroke length 
gives an average peak electrical power dissi- 
pation per unit length of 7.8 X 10* w/m. 

It should be emphasized that for light ling 
the above values for peak power, radiant and 
electrical, are given at the instant of peak light 
emission from the entire channel. Dividing a 
value at this instant by the stroke length prob- 
ably underestimates the peak power that actu- 
ally occurs in a given short length of channel 
because of the appreciable return stroke propa- 
gation time. That is, the power dissipation in 
a channel segment near the ground may rise 
quickly to peak and then decrease before the 
entire channel has developed. Therefore, the 
above results for peak radiant and electrical 
power per unit length represent, in the rase of 
lightniog, minimum values for a short channel 
length. 

Energy. Turning now to the total radiant 
energy emitted by the two sources, the areas 
under the radiant power versus time curves 
can be shown to indicate a total radiant energy 
within the detector bandwidth of about 60 
joules for the spark and 1.6 x 10* joules for 
the lightning stroke. Dividing the above values 
by the corresponding channel lengths gives 
average radiant energies per unit length of 15 
and 870 J/m, respectively. 

The electrical energy per unit length dissi- 
pated in the long spark, under the conditions 
of this experiment, has been calculated by two 
independent methods as described previously 
f Dtuvson et al., 1968]. The first method con- 
sists of integrating over time the product of 
the current and voltage values obtained from 
the traces taken during the experiment; the 
second involves subtracting from the stored 
energy of the impulse generator operating on 
29 stages, 8.1  X  10* joules, the energy dissi- 

pated it. tie series damping resistors i>."> x K>4 

joules. Both methods give a spark energy input 
in this experiment of about 4.0 X 10* J/m ± 
20%. 

Again, comparing the radiant and electrical 
energy values, one obtains an average radia- 
tive eflicieney for the spark of about 0..%%, 
less, than the value at the instant of peak power 
probabiv because of a lower average temper- 
ature. If it is assumed that the same radiative 
elliciency applies to lightning, the total average 
energy dissipated per unit length in the stroke 
is calculated to be 2.3 X 10* J/m. If the total 
stroke length was 3 km, this energy per unit 
length is equivalent to an over-all dissipation 
of ti.'» X 10* joules. Brook et al. [1962] found 
that, single-stroke flashes typically transfer 4.6 
coulombs of charge to ground. The above energy 
value corresponds to a discharge to ground of 
4.0 coulombs from an initial potential differ- 
ence of about 3 X 10" volts, a value consistent 
with the 10"-I0* volts estimated by Malan 
PW3]. It has previously been shown [Dawson 
ft al., 1P6S] that the use of the energy -alue 
obtained above for a lightning strok», 2.3 X 10" 
.1 m. also leads to excellent agreement with the 
thunder data of Few et al. [1967]. 

The above estimate of energy dissipation in 
litrhtning is, as before, oased on the assumption 
of equal radiative efficiencies of the two sources, 
in this case, time-averaged. 

FURTHER CALCULATIONS 

Other interesting rough calculations can be 
made utilizing the above data. Foi example, 
the voltage applied to the spark gap at the 
instant of peak input power was about 10* 
volts and the current was about 5 X 10' amps. 
Assuming a uniformly conducting channel be- 
tween the two electrodes, we find that an 
average electric field of aoout 2.5 x 10* v/cm 
was present during peak power dissipation. If 
the conductivity of the spark channel under 
these conditions is abcut 180 mho/cm [Uman, 
1064], the above electric field and current values 
give an average current density of 4.5 x llf 
amp/cm* and a channel radius of 0.6 :nm at 
this ins'ant. 

A siriilar estimate can be made for lightning 
by assuming a current on the order of 10* amp 
I Malan, 1963] is present, at the time of peak 
power dissipation. In this case, the calculated 
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IH-itk power gives an average electric field of 
7.s x Itf v/cm, a value similar to that of the 
spark. Assuming a conductivity of ISO mho/cm, 
we obtain a lightning current density of 1,4 X 
10* amp/cm' and a channel radius of 1.5 mm 
at |K\-tk power dissipation. For lx>th the spark 
and lightning, the instant of peak power prob- 
ably occurs Ix'furc appreciable channel expan- 
sion has taken place, after which the channel 
diameters could l>e on the order of centimeters 
\Vman, 1«H»}|. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

General comparison of the two sources. 
Since the detector used has a flat spectral sensi- 
tivity over mast of its broad bandwidth, the 
signal voltages obtained should be substantially 
independent of the input spectral distributions 
and the variations of these distributions with 
time. Therefore, we assume the radiant power 
detected at a given time is proportional to the 
total power output of both sources within the 
detector bandwidth and is given by the ob- 
served voltage output of the detector divided 
by the pulse calibration factor. 

Equal radiative efficiency at peak power. 
The above comparison of peak power dissipation 
lias been based on the assumption of equal 
ladiative efficiencies for lightning and the spark 
at the instant of peak light emission. This 
assumption is based on the following experi- 
mental evidence. Time-resolved spectroscopie 
studies of the spark [Orville et al., 1967] and 
lightning \Orviile, 1966] indicate that they are 
spectroscopieally very similar, particularly at 
r.lxmt the instant of peak radiant emission. 
Similar peak temperatures and electron densi- 
ties are calculated from spectra obtained with 
a time-resolution of 2 /«sec for the spark and 5 
»sec for lightning. Also, there are strong indi- 
cations that the lightning and spark channels 
are optically thin for most of the time of radi- 
ant emission \Vman and Orrille, 1965; Orville 
ft al., 19671. It is thus reasonable to assume 
that, at peak temperature lightning and the 
spark have very similar radiative efficiencies. 
\s spectroscopie sources, the major difference 
Ix'tween them would appear to be one of size 
and time scale. 

F'/ual average radiative efficiencies. The esti- 
mate of energy dissipation in lightning was based 
on the assumption of equai average radiative effi- 

ciencies within detector bandwidth. This assump- 
tion is baaed on evidence similar to that described 
in the preceding paragraph. Spectroscopie studies 
of the spark and lightning indicate that similar 
peak temperatures are attained and that the 
channels are probably optically thin for most 
of the time of radiant emission. In both cases 
the temperature appears to rise quickly to a 
lieak value and then decrease slowly [Orville, 
1966; Orville et al., 1967]. Figures 1 and 2 in- 
dicate the major contributions to the radiated 
energy values come from the early time re- 
gions. Thus, since the early peak temperatures 
are comparable and slowly decreasing, it is 
quite reasonable to assume equal average radia- 
tive efficiencies for these times. It should be 
emphasized that this assumption is only valid 
for the calculation of energies associated with 
the early spark-like lightning channel behavior. 
Clearly long-duration low-power events, such as 
channel continuing luminosity, could nov be 
analyzed in this way. Single-stroke lightning 
flashes typically lack, as does the spark, the 
long continuing currents sometimes found in 
multiple-stroke flashes [Kitagawa et at., 1962]. 

SUMMART 

The radiant power and energy emitted within 
a given spectral region from a single-stroke 
lightning flash have been compared with those 
of a long spark whose electrical power and 
energy inputs are known with fair accuracy. 
With some simplifying assumptions, the above 
comparison permits a calculation of the peak 
power and energy dissipation in the lightning 
channel. We obtain an average power input per 
unit length of 78 X 10* w/m, at the instant 
of peak radiant emission from the entire chan- 
nel, and an average energy per unit length of 
2.3 x 10* J/m. The peak power value repre- 
sents the most reliable determination of that 
parameter for lightning to date, and the energy 
value is in good agreement with other estimates. 
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Sparks of 4-m length in atmospheric air were stcitik.il, U'int; hi-h s|>cfd image-CnnteiU-r photography, 
current anJ vollaeemeasurements, abiol.itc nu-isurcmenlsof. radiated li *ht intensity, and hij{h S|H»II imaue- 
convertcr spcrtmscopy Co-related results of the various measurements arc presented. The energy balance 
of the spark is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, Orville et al.1 have measured the temtit-ra- 
lure, pressure, electron density, and percentage ioniza- 
tion in 2.5- and 5.0-m air sparks using a spectroscopic 
system with 2-/iscc time-resolution. The sparks wire 
generated by the Westinghousc 6.4X10* V Marx- 
circuit impulse generator at TrafTord, Pa. Using the 
same facility, Dawson et al? studied the acoustic output 
of a 4-m spark and compared that output with the 
acoustic output of natural lightning; and Krider el al? 
measured the radiant power and the radiant energy in 
the 4000 to 11000 A wavelength range from a 4-m 
spark and compared those measurements with similar 
measurements made on natural lightning. 

In the present puper we report on an experimental 
study of 4-m air sparks generated at Trafford. The 
diagnostic techniques used in the study included high- 
speed image-converter photography, current and 
voltage measurements, absolute measurements of 
radiated light intensity, and hich-speed image-con 

• Present affiliation- State University of New York at A|!.anv. 
Albtny, New York 12203. 

t NASA Pre-fhictorai trainee. Department ot rhysics, I he 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721. 
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verier speclroscopy. The spark-gap geomeln ami 
electrical circuits for producing the breakdown voltage 
and for measuring the gap voltage and current are 
shown in Fig. 1. The voltage applied across ihc rod- 
plane gap would have been a standard 1.5X40 wave 
H.5 fiscc to jieak and 40 jisec to half-value) with a 
crest value of approximate!) 3.3X10* V in the absence 
of gap breakdown and corona load. The chanting 
voltage and thereby the stored energy were kept con- 
stant for both positive and negative rod polarity. The 
critical breakdown voltages for a 4-m rod-plane gap 
arc given by l"do4 as 1.9X 10' V for positive rod polarity 
and 2.8XW V for negative .od polarity. Consequently, 
the applied overvoltages differed considerably for the 
two polarities. A still photograph of a 4-m air spark is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

2. IMAGE-CONVERTER PHOTOGRAPHY 

A TRW image-converter camera was operated in 
the framing and streak modes at a distance of 1*) m 
fiom the 4-m spark in order to photograph the hi ruinous 
breakdown processes. Figures 3 and 4 show image - 
converter photographs of the discharge Uiken at 0.5 
jsscc intervals with 0.02 *scc c\pr.;:n time. 

For the case of the negative rod (Fig. 3> no luminous 
processes arc recorded by the camera until about 3 or 4 
usec after the application of the voltage. At that time 
: sci'tiiulary streamer (the terminology  advocated by 

«T. Udo, IEF.ETrans., PAS83, 171 (1%4). 
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Loelr*) or Irtiilcr fin an/iigy l<» Ihv lightning loader*) 
emerges from the nnl ami propagates toward the plane 
at about 2X10* m/sec. Ik-fore the downward-moving 
leader has crosst-d hull" of the gap. «me or more upward- 
moving leaders is initiated from the plane. The down- 
ward-moving leader and one of the upward moving 
leaders meet, usually just IK Im midgap. and a bright 
luminosity is propagated from the junction both upward 
and downward toward the two elettr.ides at about 
3X10* m/sec. The propagation velocity of the bright 
luminosity or return stroke (in analogy to lightning*) 
was determined by comparing > !l and TRW streak 
photographs. In Fig. 3 at 5 inn the return stroke has 
crossed the gap, leaving the channel highly illuminated. 
The junction ot the downward- and upward-moving 
leaders is frequently characterize«! by a region of multi- 
ple channels. 

For the case that the rod is positive (Fig. 4). a leader 
appears from the rod within about I or 2 pscc from the 
application of the voltage and propagates downward 
initially at about IX10* m/sec, increasing to about 
2x10» m/sec near the plane. I» cor.tras' tc the nc:*a- 
tive-rod breakdown, the downward-moving leader 
bridges essentially the whole pip, except fur the last 
few centimeters which may be covered by an upward- 
moving discharge. When the positive leader reaches the 
plane, streak photographs show that an upword- 
propagating return-stroke is launched from the plane 
toward the rod. The return-stroke luminosity is not as 
distinct from the preceding leader luminosity as in 
the case of the negative rod, but both return-stroke 
velocities appear to be about the same. Note that the 
nine individual frames shown in Fig. 4 are not front 
the same discharge. Since the framing unit used in the 
TRW camera allowed only three frames per discharge, 
Fig. 4 has necessarily been constructed from three 
separate discharges. Further, the gain setting on each 
series of frames is dilerent. the gain being increased 
for the earlier frames. 

The ima ^e-convertcr photographs showed no primary 
streamers (Loeb's terminology*) or impulse corona (the 
notation used in most of the earlier literature'-*) prior 
to the leader's appearance as had been observed by 
Saxe and Meek,' Park and Cones,* Kiiuinger,' and 
others for gaps about 1 m or «matter. The image tube 
threshold was probably not low enough to record the 
impulse corona. Some evidence for the existence of 
impulse corona is presented in Sees. 3 and 4, 

» L B. !/*H. Scie-ci. «8, !4!7 ' 1965V 
« M. A. I.'man. Utfilmmg ! McGraw-Hill Book Co., N*«w York, 

' R. F. Saw and J. M. Meek, Tree. IKE (London) 102, 221 
(1955). 

• J. H. Tark and H. V. Cone«, J. R«. N'atl. Bur. Stil. M, 201 
(«956V 

4 f. J. Kritzineer. rh.D. thesis. University at Wttwrtciwand, 
lorunnwlmrjj, I962; Prnc, Intern. Conf. limitation Phenomena 
in f.w, 6!h, Paris, Vol. II, U9ÜJ), pp. 295-299; Nature 197, 
1165(19«). 
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FIG. t. Schematic diagram showing circuit for producinn 4-m 
n*l~|t!anc «park* and circuits (or measuring spark gap voUagc 
and current. 

The time scales shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are ht particu- 
lar discharges. For any individual discharge, the lime 
necessary to generate a bright channel between rod and 
plane varied between about 4 and 6 jiscc from the time 
of application of the voltage. The zero time value was 
chosen to be at the time of the initial pulse of rf radia- 
tion emitted by the spark gaps of the Marx circuit. The 
TRW camera was tri,grercd on this pulse via an antenna. 

3. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS 

Voltage and current osrillograms recorded on Tek- 
tronix No. 507 oscilloscopes, using the circuits shown in 
Fig. 1, arc retraced in Fig, 5. The aero-time reference 
for the voltage and current curves of Fig. 5 may differ 
by as much as 0.5 »sec, so that accurate power measure- 
ments could not be obtained from these curves. How- 
ever, direct traces of voltage as a function of current 
were recorded, from rhich power measurements could 
be more accurately derived. The current recorded in 
our experiments was that flowing through the shunt 
resistor underneath the plane. During the fast voltage 
changes there may be considerable difference between 
ihc measured current and the channel current flowing. 
Some of the small-scale structure apparent in the 
voltage and current curves may be due to si,jna! reflec- 
tions in the measuring system or to electromagnetic 
pickup. The structure shown, nevertheless, was always 
present. From about 7 to 30 »sec the electrical current 
through the gap decays approximately exponentially 
with the RC time constant of the impulse generator, 
about 7.5 »sec. At about 30 »sec, the gap current 
approaches zero, and then reverses polarity. The reverse 
current reaches a magnitude of about 200 A, and 
finally goes to 2ero between 60 and 80 »sec. The mecha- 
nism of current reversal is not «mderMnnd. 

As can be seen from Fig. 5(a), for the case of the 
negative rod a current of the order of 103 A appears to 
flow in the gap, even before the time that the image- 
converter camera records luminous leaders extending 
from the rod and the plane. The rapid current-rise to 
peak occurs in 1 «sec or less, and is apparently asso- 
ciated with the final-leaders stages and the return 
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FiO  2- Still photograph of a 4-m air spark between a positive rod and a negative pianc. 

stroke. Prior to the rapid current increase, the voltage 
across the gap is roughly constant at about 3X10* 
volts for about 2 >tsec. The small current pulses occur- 
ring between 1 and 2 jisec are probably similar to the 
pulses observed by Save and Meek,' Park and Cones.* 
and others, and associated by them with impulse corona. 

For the case of the positive rod. Fig. 5(b), an ap- 
preciable current flows in the gap after about 2 psec, 
consistent with the appearance of a relatively bright 
leader on the image-converter photographs of Fig. 4. 
The current rises to peak over a time of 3 or 4 /isec, 
during which time the gap voltage slowly collapses. The 
small current pulse occurring between 1 and 2 j<sec 
is probably due to impulse corona. 

The peak power input to the discharge channel from 
the impulse generator occurs when the voltage is col- 
lapsing and the current is rising to peak. From the 
measured V-I characteristics, the peak power was 
found to be about 5X10* W for the negative rod and 
about SX10» W for the positive rod. Errors of ±20% 
are present in these values, due to the inaccuracy of the 
V-I characteristics and due to the uncertainty in the 
actual value of current in the gap. 

The total energy input to the gap has been calculated 
by two independent methods. The first is by integrating 
the power curves over time; the second is by subtracting 
from the initial stored energy of the impulse generator 
the energy dissipated as PR across the 960 Q series 
output resistors shown in Fig. 1. Hie total energy input 
to the gap so determined for both the positive- and the 

I'ltt. 3. image con 
verier photograph of 
thee'ectrical breakdown 
between a negative rod 
and a posiiWe plane 
separatee! by 4 m. 

negative-rod cises war- 2± 1X10* J. It was not possible 
within the accuracy of the measurements to determine 
which discharge polarity absorbed more input energy. 

If the spark is assumed to be straight and vci tical, 
rough values for the input energy and peak power per 
unit length can be derived. For the positive rod these 
rough values are 1.3X10» W'm and 5X10» J/m; for 
the negative rod, 1.5X10» W/m and 5x10» J/m. In 
addition to the uncertainties in these values discussed 
above, the actual values per unit length should lie 
lower than those given, because the spark channel is 
tortuous and the sparks are often not vertical. 

4. LIGHT OUTPUT 

Measurements were made with three calibrated 
photodiudes, E.G. and G. types SD-100, SGD-100, 
and SGD-444, of the spectrally integrated (4000- 
110W A) light intensity emitted from the spark. 
Measurements were obtained of the absolute light 
output, both from the whole discharge channel and 
from a 6-cm section of the discharge channel. In Fig. 6 
is shown the relative light output from a 6-cm section 
of the discharge from a negative rod, obtained using the 
SGD;444 diode. The isolated section was located 3.1 m 
above the plane. In Fig. 7 is shown the relative light 
output Iron, a 6-cm section of the positive-rod dis- 
charge obtained using the same diode. The sect on 
observed was 2.3 m above the plane. 

In Figs. 6 and 7, certain points on the curves have 
been labeled A, B,- • «H, although in some cases these 

i'io. 4. Image converter photographs «f the c'eclricai breakdown 
between a |io»iive rod and * negative plane »cparatrd by 4 n>. 
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Fio. 5. Voltage across 4-m rod-p'ane spark gip 
vs time, and current through sap vs time for 
(a) negative rod and (i>) positive rod. Zero- 
time reference for voltage and current curves 
may differ t>y as much « 0.5 «isec. Data given 
are representative. For individual sparks, time 
to peak current and time to voltage collapse 
vantsd and were typically between 4 and 6 JöCC. 

itlNifHivtM 
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points are not well denned. We interpret the various 
labeled sections of the curves as follows: Region AB 
represents light arriving at the detector before the 
leader tip crosses the gap section under observation. 
This light is due either to impulse corona or to scattering, 
or reflection of the light emitted by the leader outside 
the gap section under observation. In region BC, a 
sudden increase in brightness is due to passage of the 
leader tip across the section of channel under observa- 
tion. Region CD represents an increase in brightness of 
the leaders channel with time. Region DE represents a 
rapid increase in light due to the passage of the return 
stroke and formation of the high-current channel across 
the spark gap. After peak light intensity is reached, the 
light decay is relatively rapid in region EF, slow and 

roughly exponential in region FG, and even slower and 
roughly exponential in region GH. 

Figures 6 and 7 are similar, with the following notable 
exceptions: For the positive rod (Fig. 7), a longer 
prel&ider regton (AB), is apparent than for the negative 
rod (Fig. 6), and for the positive rod the points D and 
F are not well denned. That the point D is not well 
defined for the positive rod indicates that there is not a 
marked difference in intensity between the final leader 
and initial return-stroke phases, as noted in Sec. 2 In 
general, the qualitative features of the light emission 
are what one would expect from an examination of the 
intake converter photographs. 

The techniques for deriving values of radiant power 
from photoelectric measuremeats are discussed by 

FIG. 6. Radiated pewer vs time from r 
6-cm segment of a 4-m «nark initiated from 
a negative cod. The ohsirved segment »as 
S. I m abo. e the p'anr. Da a represent average 
of many measurements. Peak va'ues for 
individual sparks varied nv ±20% from 
average. Time to peak for individual sparks 
varied and waa typically between 4 and 6 
idee frcai application of voltage. 

lot. aw 
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I'lC. 7. Radiated power vs time from a 
6 cm segment of a 4-m spark initialed from 
a positive rod. The observed segment was 
2..i m above llie ji'anr. Peak values for indi- 
vidual sparks varied by ±2Ur

(* from average. 
'Jim« to [R-ak for individual sparks varied 
and «as typically between 4 ami fi/isec from 
application of voltage. 

Krider10 and Krider el al.% The peak radiant power per 
unit length was found to be about 1X 10r W/m for the 
negative rod and about 4x10* W m for the positive 
rod. These values represent the average of many meas- 
urements of peak power. Values of radiant power 
obtained using each of the three calibrated diodes were 
in good agreement. Peak-power values for individual 
sparks varied by about ±20% from one discharge to 
another. In addition, the accuracy of the absolute 
measurements of power may be in error by about 25%, 
due to the inaccuracy of the calibration factors. The 
negative-rod discharge radiates about twice as much 
peak power as does the positive rod. As is. apparent 
from an examination of Figs. 6 and 7, the light output 
from the negative rod has a faster risetimc to peak 
and a faster decay time to half-value than does the light 
output from the positive rod. The total radiated light 
energy caa be determined by integrating the power-vs- 
time curves. The radiant energy per unit length for 
the negative rod was found to be about 15 J/m, for the 
positive rod about 10 J/m. 

As noted in Sec. 3, the discharge current goes to zero 
between 60 and 80 jisec. In Figs. 6 and 7, light output 
is presented to 120 pscc. Thus the latter times on Figs. 
6 and 7 represents the decay of an air plasma in the 
absence of energy im * to that plasma. With the 
SGD-444 photodiode, ;ut was measurable to about 
200 jisec, at which time the light intensity was down 
more than four orders of magnitude from the peak 
intensity. 

5. SPECTRA 

The TRW image converter camera was used in the 
streak mode to view and record the output of a "honie- 

» E. P. Krider, J. Coephys. Res. 71, JU95 (1966). 

made" spectrometer. A 6-cm section of discharge chan- 
nel near the middle of the s|wrk gap was isolated by a 
lens and slit system, and the light from that section 
served as input to the spectrometer. Typical streak 
spectra for the negative-rod discharge and for the 
positive-rod discharge are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, 
respectively. The time scales of the leader stage, stajje 
of high luminous intensity, and the intensity decay 
for both positive and negative rod are in good agree- 
ment with the time scales determined photoelectrically. 

Quantitative spectral measurements of long sparks 
were previously made on photographic film by Orville 
el el.1 with the spectrometer coupled to a rotating film 
drum, the system having 2-^sec time resolution. Orville 
et al.1 determined that the channel temperature during 
the first 2 /»sec of bright luminosity, corresponding to 
2 /»sec around the peaks on Figs. 6 and 7, was about 
34 0QQ°K. (A short discussion of the meaning of the 
word temperature in a transient spark is given by Orville 
el al.) Since the light intensity changes markedly in a 
2-Msec period including the peak intensity, it is clear 
that the temperature value determined represents at 
best some kind of average over the 2-jisec interval. On 
the other hand, temperatures determined for times 
several microseconds and more after peak light intensity 
should be relatively accurate, since for these times the 
luminosity docs not vary rapidly. From 6 to 14 »»sec 
after the peak luminosity, Orville rt al. found spark 
temperatures which decayed from about 24<HK(°K 
to about 19000°K. It shoukl be Jhiintcd out that the 
data of Orville et al. are for 2.5 m and 5-m «parks. 
However, since the measured temperatures wire, within 
experimental error, the same fur ilits<- two lengths, it is 
reasonable to assume that the trmpcrature nu-a--urrd 
is valid for the 4-m spark also. 
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In order to estimate the temperature of the leader, the 
image-converter spectra of the leader process can be 
qualitatively compared with the image converter 
spectra of the decaying spark, channel, for which tem- 
perature is known. The leader temperature is thereby 
estimated to be of the order of iOlKKTK. The leader is 
apparent!) a very hot arc channel whose primary radiat- 
ing species is singly ionued nitrogen (Nil). The transi- 
tion from leader to return stroke as seen on the spectra 
is more pronounced in the case of the negative rod than 
in the case of the positive rod, although this distinction 
is not clearly evident in Figs. 8 and 9, because the two 
spectra reproduced were streaked at different rate«. 
That the leader-to-return-stroke transition is more 
pronounced in the negative rod case has also been 
noied in Sees. 2 and 4. in both cases the spark tempera- 
ture rapidly increases at the start of the return stroke 
phase, as is evident from the appearance at that time 
of spectral lines (OK, MI, and possibly Mill) of high 
excitation potential in the 4858 A region. 

6. THE ENERGY BALANCE 

We consider now the energy balance for the »park. A 
significant fraction of the total energy input to the 4-m 
spark takes place in a time of the order of 1 MSCC, while 
the gap voltage is collapsing and the spark current is 
rapidly rising to peak, probably during the final leader 
stages and the return-stroke stage. For the case of both 
positive and negative rods, the total energy input is of 

4447  4858! 5179 
NB . OB : NU 
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FIG. 8. V typical image converter streak spectrum of a 6-eir 
srnment ol a '« m ^p-irk initiated from a negative rod. Segment 
viewed ■»as near midgjp- Turn« given are from application of 
voltage. 
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Fie. 9. A typical image-converter streak spectrum of a 6-cm 
segment of a 4-m spark initiated from a positive rod. Segment 
viewed was near iradgap. Times given are from application of 
voltage. 

the order of 5X10* J/m. The input energy heats the 
leader channel in t short time, compared to the time in 
which the channel can expand appreciably. Thus, the 
heated channel must be at a pressure exceeding ambient, 
and the channel will expand, creating a roughly cylin- 
drical shock wave, which quickly relaxes to a sound 
wave."1 The channel expands until its pressure is in 
equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere. Accord- 
ing to the data of Orville et al.1, the time for the channel 
to reach atmospheric pressure is about 8 psec from the 
first recorded light emission on film. During this 8-jisec 
interval, energy has been radiated from the channel, 
and energy has been transmitted from the channel 
into the shock wave. Thermal conduction and thermal 
convection are probably not significant as energy-loss 
mechanisms because of the short t me involved. We 
conclude, then, that at about 8 jisec after the peak input 
power has been attained, the bulk of the input energy- 
is divided between (1) energy of excitation, dissociation, 
ionization, and kinetic energy of the channel particles, 
(2) radiated energy, and (3) energy delivered to the 
shock wave. We derive now quantitative estinutrs of 
the energy stored, ant! of the energy radiated as light 
and sound. 

» A. A. lew, A. J. rWrr, D. J. Latham, and M. Brook, J 
<koph)s. Res. 72,6149 (1967). 
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'1) According »o the data «if Hnrhorn and Wit-neck«.'' 
thv energy dcn»i:_> .if;iirat ?i''(.'H("K and 1 aim pr • 
sure is about 0.7 J cm*. The total energy stored in the 
channel at this temperature ami pressure is strongly 
dependent on the channel diameter. We have deter- 
mined the spark-channel diame'er by photographing 
the channel will» a lime inli-gralingslii less spedronu-ter 
<>l high inverse -|xctral di«.pcr*ion 'Ihits the width of 
the spectral lines, which from Iheorvare intrinsically 
narrow, could he dlVe< lb 'elated l.i ih channel diam- 
eter. A maximum diaiucit i >»I 1.2 i in was observed from 
analysis of Nil light, of 1.8 em from analysis of NI 
light. That the channel is. wider in the light of neutral 
atom than in the lighl of ions is due to two effects; <1 i 
the channel widens as it coils, and '..' flic Nil radiation 
is predominantly from a hoi i !..nm I > ore. while the \"l 
radiation is frum the cooler outer regions. The NJI 
light from which the measurement was made was brighi 
for about 5 jjsec. If we assume a diameter of 1.8 cm, the 
stored energy per unit length of channel is 180 J/m. 
about 4% of the input energy. Since 30 00'i'K is an 
overestimation of the channel temperature 8 /»sec after 
peak light output (Orville el al.' found 24 000'K). and 
1.8 cm is probably an overestimaii >n of the channel 
diameter, a value of 180 J m for the stored energy can 
be considered an upper limit to the actual value. 

(2) The ensigy radiated from tin spark in the 4000 
to 11 000 A range is about 15 J/m for the negative-rod 
case and about 10 J. m for the positive-rod case. In 
both cases the radiated energy is ;. fraction of a per 
cent of the total input energy. It niight be expected 
that the wavelength range 4000 to 11 000 A would 
contain at least 10',',' of the total energy which escapes 
the channel as radiation, since little uv radiation can 
escape the channel because of the short optical depth 
for that radiation, and very little energy is radiated in 
the infrared at temperatures in the 20 0!)D° to 30 000°K 
range. Thus the total radiated energy is p-obably a 
snail fraction of the input energy. I. is further interest- 
ing to note that the peak radiated power (4000 A to 
11 000 A) is less than \r/p of the peak input power. 

(3) It would appear that a large fraction of the 
input energy goes into the shock wave. The experi- 
mental measurements of Dawson el al} support this 
view. Dawson el al. measured the frequency of the 

11 F. Burhorn and R. Wieneckc, Z. Phvs. Chem. 215, 209 
(1900). 

acoustic w.ne < milled by the spaik and. t ing tliror. 
relatii g s-i'iiwl wave frequency u tin imrgy pumpin; 
the shock wave," showed that a pumping energy of the 
order of 5X103 J in yields a MMIIHI wave wh«se fre- 
quency is of the order of 10" 11/., the measured value. 
Thus, it would appear that Hie major fraction of the 
input energy to I he spark is deli v ered to ■ In: -hoi L. wave. 

7. COMMENTS 

The experiment described in I hi* piper could be 
improved in a number of obvious ways. Most important 
would be a more accurate synchronizing of tiie zero- 
lime reference for the TRW camera and various oseil- 
loscope traces. With such a syni liroiii.atioii ii would I« 
possible to determine, for example, .ü what .stau«: «»I 
the leader or return-stroke development the peak input 
power occurred, and how the time of the peak inpul 
power was related to the time of the peak output 
light. Second in importance is the design of equipment 
for measuring the current leaving the rod. With a 
knowledge of both the current out of the rod and the 
current under the plane, a letter understanding of 
the current distribution could be obtained, and conse- 
quently better electrical powei and energy data could 
be derived. Third, it should be possible to improve the 
absolute accuracy of the current, voltage, and light- 
output measurements, although it should be pointed 
out that the accurate measurement of high cunents 
and voltages on a submicrosecond time scale is no 
simple task. Finally, the image converter spectra should 
be cdibrated so that quantitative data regarding such 
pln.-i<al characteristics of the discharge channel a» 
electron density and particle energies could be deter- 
mined on a time scale of 0.1 jj.sec or f;ister. 

Iti the experiment described in this paper, the impulse- 
generator-charging voltage, the energy stored in the 
impulse generator, and the rtrcuil im|>edances have 
been kept constant. Undoubtedly, changes in these 
parameters will influence the phenomena recorded here. 
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ABSTRACT 

The first lime-restilvt'tl spectra of return strokes between the cloud and gntuml have lieen obtained. Dining 
the summers «if 1965 and l%0 twenty-two spectra «ere obtained al the Institute of Almrspheric Physics. 
Tuscon. Ariz. The spectra »ere recorded with two highspeed streaking cameras converted to slitless spert ro- 
graphs The conversion was accomplished l>y mounting liausch and bomb replica transmission gratings in 
front o' ;he cameras' object in- lenses. The gratings are blazed for 550ÜA and have 6Ü0 lints mm '. Inverse 
dispersions from 7Q-I-MIÄ mm"1 were used Most of the data «ere obtained with a Hcrkman and Whitley 
high-speed camera, A ÜHtl-mm objective lens was used to focus the return stroke on a 0.5-mm horizontal slit. 
Thus, a 10-m section of the lightning channel was isolated for a discharge occurring at a distance of 4 km. 
Data have been obtained with a time resolution -if 2-5 MSCC. All spectra have licen recorded on film cali- 
brated for intensity anil wavelength with a \enon source of known relative spectral smitlance. 

The following data have been obtained. S|ieclral emissions from -tOUO-ooOOA have hew recorded with 
10Ä wavelength resolution. All emissions have been attributed io neutral hydrogen or to neutral or Miie.lv 
ionized atoms of nitrogen and oxygen. No molecular or t'otibly ionized emissions have been identified in 
these spectra The lime for luminosity to rise from zero Io its |>eak in a section of the channel is lO/isec or 
less. Several faint lines due \-, neutral nitrogen and oxygen atoms jR-rsist for 150 jisec. The H-alpha line is 
present in these spectra. The recorded time sequence of s »eciral emissions from a section of the lightning 
channel is 1) line radiation I rum singly ionized atoms, I) continuum, and I) line radiation from neutral atoms. 
A flash has been recorded composed of at least 5 strokes. Tivo ty|>es of strokes are observed in this flash. The 
first type is characterized by intense short-lived emissions from singly ionized nitrogen atoms (Ml i and a 
long lasting H-alpha emission. Continuum emission is relatively weak. In the second type, the singly ionized 
nitrogen emissions (XII) persist for a relatively long lime and the H-alpha emission isveryinter.se but short- 
lived. Continuum emission is relatively strong. 
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1. Introduction 

The first time-resolved spectral studies of lightning 
strokes with both good spatial resolution and good tem- 
poral resolution have been obtained. A presentation and 
qualitative analysis of these data are reported in this 
paper, followed by a quantitative analysis in the next 
paper (Part JI. A (Quantitative Analysis). 

The lightning discharge in its totality is called a dash 
which is composed of one or more strokes, consisting of 
a downward moving leader process of low luminous in- 
tensity foliowed by an upward-moving return stroke of 
high luminous intensity. The first leader process usually 
involves a multi-branched stepped leader propagating 
downward until contact is made with the ground by 
some one branch. This particular branch then becomes 
the channel for the return stroke and the remaining 
stepped leaders merely become luminous branches. The 
luminosity of the return stroke lasts only a few hundred 
microseconds, the interval between the strokes being 
variable but most frequently being about 4U msec. 
——^—— — * 

1 Research Mipiiortnl by thr OfhVr of Naval Research. 
!.Subsequent■affiliation: WrslinghnUM- Krsearch (.aboratorii». 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
1 Present affiliation: fJepi. of Atmospheric Sciences, Slate I'ni- 

vcrsilv of New York a» Albany. 

Slitless spectioscopy has been used in the study of 
lightning for many years, but never in a quantitative 
way until the present decade. Pickering (1901) w;is 
one of several early workers who published spectra of 
the lightning flash. Of the 15 or 20 publications falling 
in the interval from 1900-1960, the work by Israel and 
Wurm (1941), Dufay (1947), ami Dufay and Tcheng 
(1949) deserves special attention. These papers repre- 
sent the most thorough studies of the lightning spectrum 
available up to 1962. It is significant that previous to 
this dale all publications on the subject dealt with I lie 
spectrum of the entire flash or a number of flashes. The 
first spectra of the flash resolved into its component 
strokes were reported by Salanave (1961). His data 
initiated a continuing series of papers on the prnsi. tl 
properties of lightning as determined from spectro- 
scopic analysis. For example, Prueitt (1963) obtained 
the first estimates of temperature within a stroke. This 
was followed by calculations of peak temperaltiie 
(I'man, 1964), of muss density, electron density, pres- 
sure and particle distribution for the same si roke < I 'man 
«7 til., 1964a, 1964b). In addition, the tin iron dtu«it\ in 
lightning strokes was estimated from the bntiulftimu ol 
the H-alpha line (I'man and < >rville, 1'Xi 1). Tin- assitinji 
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lion of an optically thin emitting channel, necessary in 
most of the previous calculations, was checked and 
found to be valid for several strokes by examining the 
relative intensity from singly ionized nitrogen lines 
(Uman and Orville, 1965V An examination of the con- 
tinuum radiation in the visible region indicated the con- 
tinuum is probably not Mackbody r tdiation or brems- 
Strahlung (Orville and Uman, 1%5). All the foregoing 
analyses were performed on stroke-resolved spectra; that 
is, the lightning flash was time-resolved into its com- 
ponent strokes. The resulting exposure was an integra- 
tion of all light received during the luminous phase from 
a section of the return stroke. All physical calculations 
therefore represented at best some kind of "average" 
applied to the luminous stage of the return stroke. 

The desirability of time-resolving the lightning stroke, 
a luminous event lasting a few hundred microseconds, 
was recognized by several investigators. Israel and Fries 
(1956) constructed a scanning spectrograph with a time 
resolution of 20 pscr, but failed to obtain a spectrum. 
Vassy (1955) performed a series of laboratory experi- 
ments on the temporal characteristics of spectral emis- 
sions from sparks and intended to extend the techniques 
to lightning. A few years later Zhivlyuk and MandeP- 
shtam (1961) were more specific in their objectives and 
stated, "at the present time we are setting up experi- 
ments on the measurement of the lightning temperature 
with tune sweep." Private communication with MandrP- 
shtam in 1966 confirms that these experiments were 
never performed. 

The success in quantitative analysis of the integrated 
spectra of lightning strokes stimulated experiments de- 
signed to time-resolve the stroke itself. A time resolu- 
tion of 20 msec had been obtained by Salanave el at. 
(1962) in recording the integrated spectrum of indi- 
vidual strokes, but an increase of three orders of magni- 
tude was required to resolve the stroke on a microsecond 
scale. Krider (1965) reported the first time resolution of 
spectral emissions from individual return strokes using 
a photoelectric system with narrow passband inter- 
ference filters. Although this was a significant step, it 
failed to isolate a narrow section of the lightning channel 
and yielded relative intensity measurements that were 
suspect. The problem of time-resolving the spectral 
emissions from a narrow section of the channel remained 
unsolved. 

Experiments in our laboratory indicated a high-speed 
streaking camera with fast film should be capable of re- 
cording the spectral emissions from a section of the 
lightning channel with 5-psec time resolution. The ad- 
vantages of a photographic system include a high sensi- 
tivity and the possibility of recording simultaneously 
the intensities of many spectral lines. An additional ad- 
vantage is that a permanent record in simple form is 
obtained. Among the disadvantages of film arc the sensi- 
tiv ity variation with wavelength and the nonlinear 
response to light- Also, a careful calibration procedure 
and processing technique are required to minimize the 

errors in a photographic system. However, the advar 
tages are more important than the disadvantages in a 
study of the lightning stroke; therefore, a high-speed 
streaking camera modified to a slitless spectrograph was 
used in the summer of 1965 to study the spectral emis- 
sions from a stroke. The initial success of this experi- 
ment was reported (Orville, 1966) and the experiment 
repeated in the summer of 1966. An analysis of all data 
from the two summers has been completed and is pre- 
sented as Parts I, II and 111 in this issue. 

2. Equiymeat 

A high-speed streaking camera is required to time- 
resolve the lightning stroke spectrum. Slitless spectro- 
graphs used by Salanave el id. (1962) were of sufficient 
speed to resolve the spectrum of & flash into its compo- 
nent strokes on a time scale measured in millisenmih, 
but a high-speed camera :s required to time-resolve the 
lightning stroke on a scale measured in microsecowls, an 
increase of three orders of magnitude. 

The slitless spectrographs used by Salanave isolate a 
1-cm section of the channel in the focal plane, the image 
in the focal plane being focused on a film drum which 
spins at 1 rps. An increase of three orders of magnitude 
can be obtained by reducing the slit width by a factor 
of 10 and increasing the drum revolutions by a factor of 
100. High-speed streaking cameras are uniquely de- 
signed for this task. 

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate two types of high-speed streak- 
ing cameras converted to slitless spectrographs. In Fig. 
1 the light from a distant lightning stroke enters a prism- 
transmission grating combination and is then focused on 
a slit which isolates a small section of the drone). The 
prism-grating combination is adjusted to pooduce a 
""straight-through" path for the first-order spvtrum. 
From the channel isolator, the lightning spectrum is 
focused by a lens and swept by » routing mirror along 
the circumference of a stationary film drum. The result 
is a time-resolved spectrum, the time resolution being 
determined by the time required to sweep the sät image 
on the film. Thus, a 1-mm slit image and a writing rate 
of 0.2 nun (fate)-1 produce a time resolution of 5 psec. 

In Fig. 2 the input optics to the high-speed streaking 
camera are the same as in Fig. 1. The onlv difference in 
principle is that the mirror is fixed and the film drum is 
rotated to streak the spectrum. Once again, a time-re- 
solved spectrum is obtained. 

The advantage of a moving mirror is that higher time 
resolution can be obtained compared with a system hav- 
ing a fixed mirror and moving film. The necessity for 
mirror motion restricts the size of the mirror and thus 
severely limits the / stop of the camera. The size of the 
mirror can be increased, however, if the mirror is fixed 
and the film spins in a drum. This latter technique is 
preferred when the light source is faint and sufficient 
time resolution can Ire obtain«! with the spinning drum, 
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Two cameras were used in this experiment, repre- 
senting the two types of high-speed streaking cameras 
available. One had a spinning mirror to obtain time 
resolution and the other a spinning film drum. A Model 
104 high-speed streaking camera was obtained on loan 
from the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, X. Mex., 
and converted to a high-speed slitHs spectrograph by 
the addition of a Bausch and Lomb lephru grating. The 
grating is blazed for 55O0Ä and has 600 lines mm-1. An 
Aero Ektar // 2.5 field lens with a focal length of 178 mm 
was mounted behind the grating to focus the spectrum 
on a horizontal slit with a vertical width of 0.5 mm 
(channel isolator). The slit can isolate a 10-m section of 
a cloud-to-ground stroke at a distance of 3.6 km. A 
three-faced mirror driven by a turbine streaks the spec- 
trum. Compressed air drives the turbine. Although the 
turbine is capable of 4000 rps, it was found that 50 rps 
was sufficient to produce 5-psec resolution. The s|>ectral 
inverse dispersion was 143Ä mm'1. 

In addition to the Model 104 camera, a Beckman and 
VVhitley Model 318 high-speed streaking camera became 
available in the late summer of 1965. The suitability of 
this camera for lightning studies became very evident 
and the camera was used exclusively in the summer of 
1966. 

Fig. 3 shows the camera converted to a slitless spec- 
trograph and mounted on a portable table with acces- 
sory equipment. Mobility is essential when the field of 
view is approximately 10° and the location of a light- 
ning discharge is unpredictable. The Beckman and 
Wbitley camera is an electrically driven moving-film 
streak camera capable of writing at speeds up to 0.3 mm 

IjiseiT'1. A rate of 0.12 mm (psevl '. uirrcspondhiji in a 
film drum rotation rate of 138 rps, is adequate to |>n» 
vide4-jisec resolution with lUi-mni slit. H\ decreasing 
the slit width from 0.50 to 0.25 mm, data with 1 ^s<r 
resolution can be obtained. The film strip in tin. drum is 
87.6 cm long. Drum and film are rotated in an evm unfed 
housing. This produces less drum and film itmpcniture- 
rise during operation and resolution loss at the image 
plane caused by air turbulence is minimized The > aim-ia 
was converted to a slitless spectrograph l>> adding a 
Bausch and Lomb replica grating similar to the one used 
on the Los Aiamos .Model 1(14. A tftO-mm tit-It 1 Inis In- 
cused the lightning spectrum on a horizontal slit with 
a vertical width (channel isolator) of 11.53 mm. This will 
isolate a 10-m section of the stroke channel at 3.4 km. 
The inverse spectral dispersion is KOA mm '. In the 
summer of 1966, a 200-inm //3.5 Takumar lens was used 
to produce an inverse spectral dispersion of 7iA mm '. 
The dispersion, it should lie remembered, is an average 
value in the visible region. The "straight-through" 
prism-grating combination produces a dispersion in the 
focal plane which is slightly nonlinear due to the dis- 
persion of the prism sutjerimposed on the dispersion of 
the transmission grating. 

3. Photographic technique 

Recording the spectrum of lightning on a scale mea- 
sured in microseconds requires special consideration of 
the common sources of error in photometric work. 

"Reciprocity failure" is a term referring to the fact 
that different film densities arc obtained when the in 
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Kl«. 2. Same as tig. 1 except for a lived mirror ami rotating Ulm. 
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FIG. 3. The Beck man and Whitley Model its high-speed camera modified to a slillcss 
sprctrograph. Accessory equipment is mounted on Ihr loner shelf «if the portable tahle. 

tensity of a light source and time are varied to produce 
the same exposure. The important factor controlling the 
failure of the recip. ority law is the time rate of formation 
of tbe latent image (Mees, 1954, p. 205). Berg (1940) 
performed a series of experiments on reciprocity failure 
at high intensities ami shor« exposures. He noted that 
the latent image is formed by an electronic and ionic 
process. For brief exposures, the processes are separated 
because the electrons are more mobile than the ions. 
The dominance of the electronic process over the ionic 
process becomes complete at approximately 40j»sec, and 
at shorter exposure times there it no reciprocity failure. 
Sauvenier (1963) has studied the reciprocity failure be- 
tween 10"' and 1()~4 sec. He finds no reciprocity failure 
between 10~* and 10~* sec and only a slight failure in 
the range Hr~'- KM sec. Berg's classic work and Sau- 
venier's results are supported by Dubovik's tl%4, p. 
358) recent studies. 

All high speed time-resolved lightning spectra were 
recorded with an exposure time $5 »isec. Reciprocity 
failure can therefore be neglected if a calibration source 
is used with an exposure time < 10 ^sec. A U.K. type 
1531-A Strobotac unit with a xenon source was used to 
calibrate the film. This has an adjustable flash duration 
fron 0.8-3.0jiscc and the kilter setting w.is used for all 
calibrations. 

Emulsion sensitivity is a function of ihc relative hu- 
midity (Mees, l°54, p. 128) and temperature (pp. 232 
237). For this reason, all film was stored under identical 
conditions and exposed to the calibration source within 
A few days after each storm. 

Experience obtained during the summers of l'fd 
VH>1 at the Institute of Atmospheric Physics indicated 
th.it .i hint emulsion with hi^'h sensitivity wmild be re- 

quired to time-resolve the spectral emissions from a 
lightning stroke. Although slightly out of date, Press- 
man's (1962, p. 80) survey of films and developers for 
high-speed recording presents a thorough analysis of the 
possible combinations. High Speed Infrared, Agfa Iso- 
pan Record, Linagraph Orthochromatic, Tri-X, PIus-X, 
and Linagraph SheUburst films were initially tested fur 
speed, gamma, fog, and wavelength sensitivity. The 
film speed was the determining factor. Agfa Isopan 
Record was selected for initial exposures despite its 
high background fog and lack of red extended sensi- 
tivity. This latter characteristic is necessary to record 
the H-alpha emission from lightning. The stecond choice 
was Linagraph SheUburst film with low background fog, 
high gamma, and extended red sensitivity. Agfa Isopan 
Record was used in the Los Alamos Model 104 camera 
and recorded the first time-resolved spectrum of a light- 
ning stroke on 14 July 1965. Subsequent use of Lina- 
graph SheUburst film resulted in complete failure due to 
the film's low sensitivity. All film was overdevelop«! 
50-100% in Kodak D-19 at 70F. 

Kodak 2475 Recording hint became available in the 
middle of the 1065 lightning season and was used ex- 
clusively after its high speed and red extended sensi- 
liviu were icslfd. It is a film with low resolving power, 
medium granularity, medium aculamc, and an ASA 
rating of 1000. 

Subsequent to the first success of 14 July, all lightning 
spectra were recorded on Kodak 2475 Recording film in 
the Beckman and Whitley Model 318 camera. It was 
concluded that this combination is the most sensitive 
photographic system for lime resolving the spevtml 
emissions from a stroke. 

Phohnrraphic hint must be < alibr.tlnl lor its nonlinear 
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response in lisihl. An ;nitj>i;it<U process is to use a 
stepped slit mounted in front of the St robot ac calibra- 
tion source. The stepped slit was constructed by l'rueitt 
ill)o,*) ami consisted of steps passing known relative 
amounts of intensity, Sinn- the time of exposure is con- 
stant, relative exposure changes are directly related to 
relative intcnsilx changes. Therefore, densitx can be 
plotted as a function of exposure to produce a charac- 
teristic curve. Hint, cut train the same roll exposed to 
lifjhtninn, was exposed to the standard source and de- 
veloped with the ulm containing the lightning spectrum. 
In this way, density variations due to the developer tem- 
perature variations and aging were eliminated. The film 

4630 4803 30055(79 5S60 5942 £163 
NE   NH Nn Nn.on     NIL   NO NC,OI 

Wavelength in 2 

4630 4803 5005 5179 5680  5942  6163 
NO      NO     NO    NI.0C       NO       NO    N0.01 

Wavelength in A 

li. 

Via. 4. High-siiccd, time-resolve«! s|iectrum of a lightning stroke, 
14 July !%5. a. A 10-m section i>l a lightning return stroke has 
been isolated ami the spectrum streaked in lime. The time resolu- 
tion is 5 (*sec. Singly ionized alums emit lirst, followed l>y con- 
linuum radiation. l>. The same negative used in lig. 4a has liecn 
printed with ley* exunsurr to »him the jHrsislancc »I several 
lines for approximate!) \M »«see. 
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1'IG. 5. Streaked spectrum of a lightning return stroke using 
film with red extended sensitivity. Note the appearance of the 
H-alpha emission at 656JÄ and the dip in the continuum at 
20/iscc. 

was brushed continuously during development to mini- 
mize the Eberhard effect. 

4. Presentation of data 

A total of 22 spectra were obtained in the summers of 
1965 and 1%6. The low number is indicative of the un- 
predictable nature of the source. To record a spectrum, 
the lightning stroke should occur within 10 kin of the 
instrument and within a 10° field of view. If these con- 
ditions are met a spectrum will be recorded, assuming of 
course, that the camera is loaded, running at the appro- 
priate speed, and the shutter is open. Since a time expo- 
sure is required, only lightning strokes occurring at night 
could be recorded. The problem of obtaining properly 
exposed spectra from a source as unpredictable as light- 
ning was a major obstacle in this experiment. The small 
number of data is consistent with the experimental prob- 
lems encountered when working in the atmisoheric 
laboratory. 

Seven time-resolved spectra are reproduced in Figs. 
4-8. All spectral emissions are from approximately a 
10 m section of the lightning return-stroke channel. In 
both Figs. 4 and 6, two prints have been made from the 
same negative to accurate :y present the dynamic range 
of the recorded image. The spectra cover different ranges 
of the optical region because the fortuitous positioning 
of the lightning stroke relative to the slitless speclro- 
i^-aph determines the wavelength range recorded. The 
recorded spectra will now be examined. 

Fies. 4a and 4b are reproductions from the first time 
resolved spectrum obtained on 14 July 1965. An exten- 
sive qualitative and quantitative analysis of this spec- 
trum has been completed. Several weak lines at 4650, 
615S and 6456A persist for approximately ISOpsec, but 
are not visible in the reproduced spectrum. j»!l of ihe 
recorded emissions are from unresolved imitliplcis or 
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lines superimposed on a broad uinlinuum. The unre- 
solved rmilliplc-ts arc identir*«xl by the most intense line. 
For example, Nil 4630 refers to »he singly ionized nitro- 
gen multiple) (XII) composed of six lines whose bright- 
est line occurs at 4630A. A time scale in microseconds is 
provided with a somewhat arbitrary zero point, arbi- 
trary in ihe sense that "time zero" refers to the time 
when spectral emissions are first recorded. A closer 
stroke would shift "time zero" to an earlier point in the 
life of the return stroke and a more distant stroke would 
only have the very intense luminos'ty recorded, thus 
shifting "time zero" to a later time in the history of the 
stroke. 

AH of the intense emissions are attributed to nitrogen 
atoms in the singly ionized state (Nil) with the excep- 
tion of OII occurring at 5179Ä. The identification of (MI 
was made after attempting to calculate the temperature 
from the relative intensities of Nil radiation at 500.) and 
5179Ä. Two spectra yielded temperatures in tne 40,000- 
70,OOOK range. These values exceed the temperature in 
the 2O,O0O-30,00OK range reported in Part II and are 
only presented here to confirm the OH identification. 
The reason for the high temperatures is that the 5179Ä 
radiation had been attributed entirely to Nil multi- 
plets with an excitation potential of 30 eV. The contri- 
bution of Oil with an excitation potential of 28.8 eV is 
also important and contributes to an erroneous tem- 
perature value. 

It is evident in Fig. 4, and indeed in all spectra ob- 
tained, that the singly ionized species emit first, followed 
by continuum emission. Both types of radiation reach 
their peak luminosity within 10 psec. This short time 
contradicts Kriders' (1965) measurement. He used a 
photoelectric system with narrow passband interference 
filters to monitor the spectral regions of interest. A 
curious feature of these data is the long period required 
for the intensity of various spectral features to rise from 
zero to peak luminosity. For example, Nil emissions r>> 
quired approximatley 40 *tsec to reach peak luminosity. 
Krider (1965) correctly suggested that the length of this 
period depends on the apparent time required for the 
leading edge of the return stroke to traverse the partic- 
ular length of channel section under observation. The 
spectrum reproduced in Figs 4a and 4b is from a stroke 
3 km or less fro1:', the obser "ation point. The Los Alamos 
Model 104 camera was located 17 m above the ground 
and elevated 3.6°, Then at a distance of 3 km, a 10-m 
section of the channel is being observed approximately 
200 m above the ground. If the return stroke velocity is 
3.5X 10» cm sec-' (Malan, 196.?, p. 25), the leading edge 
of the return stroke is propagated across the section of 
the channel under study in about 0.3 »»see. Therefore, 
the contribution t > the rise-time made by the propaga- 
tion of the return stroke is considered negligible in these 
data. Current rise-limes to towers, power lines ami i ;ip- 
li\ e luüiMins indicate a range of 1-15 jiscc with 2.5 »isei 
the most frequent value for the first stroke (Schonland, 
1956, p. 605). Subsequent strokes have current  rise- 
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limes frei mentis Ion (its! ID lu- accurately measured. 
Berger and Vogclsatiger (1%5) indicate it is usually less 
than a microsecond and may he less than a few tenths 
»{ a microsecond. The spectral luminosity rise-lime of 
1(1 /»sec or less is consistent with these results, but the 
temparison between cloud-to-ground lightning and 
strikes to towers, etc., may not he valid. Current rise- 
times are measured at the mound and spectra are ob- 
tained from a section of the return stroke channel above 
the ground. It is apparent, is Krider (l%b) has stated 
in a recent article, thai he examined a large vertical 
section of the channel and consequently found long times 
for the intensity to rise from zero to peak value, the 
long times being due to the propagation time of the 
return stroke. 

Fig. 5 is a spectrum from a une-slroK» lightning tlash 
recorded on 2475 Recording film. The wavelength and 
time scales are similar to Fig. 4 but several new features 
are apparent. Kodak 2475 film with its red extended 
sensitivity has recorded for the first time the emission 
at 6563A from the H alpha, line in the Balmer series of 
hydrogen. The lime characteristic of this emission is 
distinctly different from the Nil and continuum emis- 
sions. The K-alpha peak emission follows by tens of 
microseconds the peak emissions of Nil and continuum 
radiation. The H alpha line was not present in Fig. 4 
because the film (Agfa Isopan Record) was not sensi- 
tive to the 6563A emission. This new feature is there- 
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Mr ihint stroke. <K the the reoinleil return sirukrs, this is Ihr 
must inU'ise s.lniUf in ih> lt;is|i. 

tu.. K. Streaked s|iectra o( the three remaining strokes in the 
S-strnke flash are relatively weak. The most intense one is repro- 
duced here. The H-alpha jiersistenrr is characteristic of alt three 
spectra. 

fore a result of changing Alms and does not represent a 
physical difference between the strokes presented in 
Figs. 4 and 5. 

Two other new features do represent a physical differ- 
ence between return strokes. There is a dip in ihe con- 
tinuum intensity at approximately 20 psec and a short 
streak of light appears at approximately lOjjsec hc- 
tween HXk\ and 517'>A. A si -lilar feature appears to 
the right »if 5680Ä. These features «an be related in the 
following way. The dip in the continuum is reminiscent 
of the luminosity variations within a section of ;he re- 
turn stroke channel first reported by Malan el ■<•/. i WS5) 
ard analyzed in ilclail l>> Malan and Collins (I'M?). 
They observed that a luminosity enhancement some- 
times occurred between 10 and 50 jisec. The effect of the 
enhancement is lo produce an "■intensity dip" or local 
minimum. Malan and Collins examined the luminosity 
enhancements and associated them with current varia- 
tions in the channel arising from hranches supplying 
charge to the channel. They observed luminosity en- 
hancements when the upward moving return-stroke 
luminosity reach«! a branch point. This increase of lu- 
minoMi) was believed \a be the rcMtlt of increasing cur- 
rent due to the availability of another uirrent source, 
the branch, and the incrivsing "freshness" of the charge 
Iffl by the leader process. 

It therefore ap| tears thai the ■ ontimuim enhancement 
is the result of a hr.it« h |K>i111 i \isting aliove the section 
of channel under study. Kvidcnn of a hramh apjnirs 
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iwvcn 5ttt..t ami 517'».\. Tliir. stnvk "I liubt is the 5(1 MA 
emission frmii .1 In.null. \> im ntitmcd previously, i 
similar emission apjnars tu iht right of SftSOA, Recall 
lhat i>. i> it |)iii|Mri\ ni r4illfss S|KI Iriiuniplis that a 
change in the |)h\ steal position of the soune ihatiücs 
iht- position of lite spectrum in Ihe focal plain-. Thus, 
emissions bom a lir.ituh displaced l'i the right or left 
from ihe main return stroke . h.mnel will have tin- 
branch spectrum «lispla«cd tu the right ur left of (he 
spectrum produced by 'he main channel. 

I eon« huh that the return stroke luminosity readied 
a liraiuh (mint approximately 5 list«: after propagating 
along the vertii a) i hannel sec lion itmler simlv. The lit 
minosiu then Iravele»I ilown the branch and at lit use» 
passed the isolated liramh sv» lion. emitiinginH-nscsp««- 
tral lines in the SIM» uid 5<»St»A regions. Less intense 
emissions were not recorded* The clTct I of lappint: a 
new current source appears as an increasing luminosity 
in the main channel at approximately Ml jtscc. Similar 
enhancements in the continuum intensity occur in three 
other time-resolved spectra :uid are probably associated 
with branch |»>ints above the channel section living 
studied. 

Fins. (>, 7 and S present the lirM lime-resolved spec- 
tral emissions from a multi-stroke Hash. A total of five 
strokes were recorded of which the three most intense 
are rcprodm ed. There is reason to believe that the older 
in which the strokes art presented is the order in which 
they occurred. The ambiguitt >f stroke order r.risvs IM-- 

cause iht lilm strip is rotating at aliout once in 111 msvc 
and the strokes are separated by tens of milliseconds. 

Fig. 6 is believed to be the first stroke in the llash be 
cause the spectrum «;f a branch has liter» obtained. FIJI. 

ft is divided into parts a and b to reproduce the exposure 
latitude contained in the negative. Just to the left of 
SoKOA there is an unidcntilm emission which appears 
for 5 uscc or less. This unidentified emission is more 
obvious in Fig. ftb than in <ia. Similar emissions incur to 
the left of 5'»42A. The emissions in the 5*»42A region are 
actually composed of two tin > H»A apart. In Fig. ftb 
these lines are not resolved bet atise of overevposurc, but 
to the left of 5"42A there are two lines faintly result ed. 
These faint lines are the .VM2 .nl 5U42Ä emissions from 
a branch in the return stroke. Since it is the first stroke 
which characteristicalb exhibits branching, I conclude 
that Fig, f> is the iirsl stroke in the llash. 

The >|KI I rum in Fig. ft contains the charm lerisli' \ll 
lines identified in previous sputia. \'ll lines with the 
lowest ixiilation ap|M-ar 'n-i followed b\ lints v-ill» a 
higher excitation jmienliai iii'i>. Nil "•'Ml ;_**>*» e\ 
appeals before Ml S'»42 (J.<.2 e\ - and l.sts longer. 
Ill«' time nl continuum emission is best represented ii 
Fill. tilt. The distiintive II a'pha Inn is itbsenl or \er, 
faint ;:i i !u in-: ft 'A mil t. !•!». bit I i|ii;< kb bei mm« 
\(->. intttisi- lid I!II i\ s slow I \ lelalive !" I he oth«s 

cmissiuti  sin-ties   II  ilplta emissions art   n<or«lnl I. 
Vllllll  1'." iis,, . 

I i'4. 7, believe«! to be the second stroke in the Hash, 
evhibits several characteristics dilTereni from the first 
s toke. Since there is no evidence of the branching found 
in Fig. ft. it appears this is a subsequent stroke to the 
iirst one. N'orimlci and Dahle M'USi found in flashes 
\« ilh I 7 strokes that the second or thinl strokes usually 
I ail the highest magnetic flux density and presumable 
the highest current. It is reasonable to assume that the 
highest current would be associated with the highest 
lumtnositx. Therefore, I conclude that Fig. 7 is probably 
the spectrum of either the second or third stroke in this 
llash. 

In Fist. 7 all XII emissions and the continuum last 
ionger relative to similar emissions in the first siroke 
repriMlm nl in Fig. ft. Continuum emission is also more 
intense at longer wavelengths ami cannot be explained 
by an increase in the film sensitivity or optical effects 
such as vignetting. The H alpha emission is overex- 
pose«! and decays quickly until, beyond 120|iscc, emis- 
sions are no longer recorded. A water vapor absorption 
band in the 5')42A region is very evident in the strong 
continuum radiation. Weak absorption bands in the 
ftiftoA region are apparent and are unidentified. They 
were first reported by Wallace (I9ft4b 

Fig. S is a reproduction if the third most intense spec- 
trum in the llash. It may have been the third stroke in 
the llash. The Nil emissions are very brief and the It- 
alpha emission Lists for more than 160 jisec. The overall 
intensity is less than Fig. 6, but the time characteristics 
of the emissions are very similar. The remaining two 
strokes in this flash were much less intense and are not 
suitable for reproduction. However, the spectral emis- 
sions in the two remaining strokes are similar to Fig. 8, 
albeit very faint, and the H-alpha emissions are rc- 
«orded for approximately 500 psec, or 0.5 msec in each 
stroke. 

It is indeed unfortunate that the cu rent is unknown 
in ihe llash components reproduced in v'gs. 6,7 and 8. 
Tw«» distinctive types of strokes emerge i this ex- 
ample. In the first type we have the intense >rt-lived 
emissions of XII followed by a long la:-It i; H-alpha 
emission. Continuum emission is relatively w rak. In the 
second typ?, we note a high intensity stroke at all wave- 
lengths (5oWI ftnOOA). The XII emission persists for a 
relative!) long time and the H-alpha emission is intense 
but short-lived. Continuum emission is relatively strong. 

It is interesting to consider several differences be- 
tween the timc-rcsolvcd slitlcss spectrograms of light- 
ning rtporud in this paper and the slit spectrograms ob- 
tained by Wallace (l')ft4). Wallace's spectra represent 
the !«"s| lomplete compilation of wavelength identili 
cations in the lightning stiei:tMuri. A significant «lilTer 
eine bitween the time-resolved data and Wallace's 
(l'H>4; dala is ihe- relative brightness of the emissions 
in ihe $ftH0, 5,i42 and f»lM.\ regions. In the time re 
>.il\ et! dala i Fig. d) we note relative!} intense emissions 
in the 5<rfH! ami 5°42A regions and a weak shorl liveil 
«'mission a' (>1»>.<A. An examination of the original neua- 
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live indicates tin- apparent sfioit lived emission .it 
6t6.?A persists a« a faint line bevoml KNIpsci. Tlu-«.hurl 
lived emission is slue lo Nil and llu persUtent f;iii.; 
emission is probably <)l. In Wall;« e's <I'M>4) data, tin 
3680Ä emissions ;ire weak, the 5"42A emissions art1 (on. 
pletely absent, ami the ftlMA emission is relatively 

bright. 
There are several possible reas'itis for these dil'icr- 

ences. The spectrographs and films us< il in the two sepa 
rate experiments max have different sensitivities a^ a 
function of wavelength ami this ma\ ueiotml for ail tin 
differences noted above. On the other hand, the • h.irat 
terislic emission time; of species within the lightning 
stroke can IK* used to explain the qualitative diffenmis 
between slitless spectra and slit S|H< tra. It has alrcadx 
been observed that the emission in I he 616.1 A region on 
time-resolved slitless spectra is composed of a short 
lived XII emission followed b\ a faint persistent t>i 
emission. On a slit spectrum, however, the total amount 

of light would be integrated, lo give the effect of an in- 

tense line. Wallace (1964) observed a strong line in this 

region. In the 5680 and 5"42A regions the emissions are 

attributed solely lo X11 emissions which occur for a rela- 

tively short time, on the order of 2(1 fiscc. In Wallace's 
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data the 56fciiA emission appears as ;i weak line and the 
5'MiA emission is absent. A slit spectrogmph lime in 
HgiaUs tin- light fron» a flash and therefore favors the 
lines with a persistent emission. (This is particularly 
evident in the strong II alpha emission recorded by 
Wallace.) It seems reasonable that the 5680A emissions 
appear as weak lines in Wallace's data. The absence- of 
the 5"42.\ emission has been suggested by Wallace 
< private communication) as due to a strong continuum 
radiation recorded in his spectra which makes it difficult 
lo discern the 5942A emissions and to a moderately 
strong water vapor absorption line at 5942A. It appears, 

therefore, that a short emission time, a relatively high 

continuum, and a water vapor absorption band may be 
sufficient to explain the absence of the 5'>42A emission 

■n Wallace's data. 

5. Microphotometer traces 

To «empiric the qualitative anal\sis and take the 

inst step inward quantitative analysis,ii isnece*<ar\ to 

• •••lain tnii ropholoiiieler trans. These trace» represent 

|KT rent transmission through the film emulsion as a 
film lion of wavelength. Tin\ :mi»i be «mr«. ii-d |M a 

lediolis prni i— in obtain rilative inteiiy.it . It is MIIII 

I it nt Im ■ ..imiiu thi ■ inn orrei led ir.u<-*mti mosl of I lie 

- 
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spetinuti in point «nil  several  inqiortant  i|ualitati\~c 
fcatuies. 

I» Fi«s.') and 10 the traces from a lime-resolved spcc- 
irum of a lightning stroke are {»resented to SO jtsec in 
increments of 5 jisri . They were obtained by tracing 
at ross a lime resolved spectrum every 5 jisec. The sf>ci • 
trum from which these trat es »ere obtained is not rcpro 
duced in this paper. The wavelength iden tint a lions have 
numbers ussot iated with them which refer to multiple!* 
of the particular species. Thus. MI (5) 4o.U) indicates 
that the unresolved Nil lines at 46.MIA compose the 
fifth multiple! of singly ionized nitrogen according to the 
tables of Moor« ü°45). Multiple! designations are a 
convenience and arc frequently included in wavelenulh 
identifications. 

As previously noted in reproductions of lime resolved 
spectra, XII lines ar« dominant. An OI line appears at 
4.5o8A in the first 5 psec. Compare Oil 4.M«> and OI 
4368 and note that Oil -1.14») is initially the most in- 
tense line, but as time increases to 20/isec the OI 4.168 
line becomes stronger relative to Oll 4.W). This is en- 
tirely consistent with a cooling channel that was in- 
itially dominated by radiation from singly ionized 
species. Beyond 25 »»sec the singly ionized nitrogen lints 
blend into the continuum until only NU 4oM is recog- 
nizable at 50 fisec. The upper excitation potential of 
XU 46J0 is 21.1 eV and lower than the excitation poten- 
tial of adjacent NU lines. Thus, we are not surprised to 
see its relative persistence. 
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In Figs. 11 and 12, micropholometer tracings from 
4500-6000A are presented up to 50 psec. This set of 
tracings was obtained by micropho'.ometering every 5 
Msec the spectnm reproduced In Fig. 4. Note how 
quickly the unresolved 517°A lines decrease with time 
until they blend with the continuum between 20 and 25 
Msec. This behavior is representative of emission lines 
originating from the high excitation potentials in the 
Nil and OH atoms (~30 eV) as compared to the lower 
exci tat-on potentials whose lines such as 5000A {<*M 
eV) persiät for 50/isec. The shape of the 46.W multiple! 
changes with time as the Nil radiation decreases and 
OI emissions in the 4650A region increase. The profile 
of the "unconianimated" 46-M) multiplct can be esti- 
mated by plotting the gj values of the component lines, 
where jr is the statistical weight of the lower level and / 
ü the absorption oscillator strength Qscc, for example, 
Uman and Orville (l«K>4b)]. A change of ;hc profile 
with time indicates the qualitative effect of the OI emis- 
sions at 4o50A. In ihe 5(>W»A region the intense XII 
emissions are overemphasized l>v the sensilivitv of Agfa 
Isopan Record film. 

The List svt of mit ro'tholoiiieter traiiiiss cover» ilu- 
interesting H-alpha region. In I'tn». I 5 nid I I »In- r.^ioii 
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from 6450 665t>A is presented. These tracings wers. oh 
tained from th« spectrum reproduced in Fig. 6. Noli- in 
the first 5 usec an unidentified line appears just to the 
left of 6563A. This line is the Nil 6611 emission from a 
branch. Th« presence of the branch spectrum was pre 
viously treated under a discussion of Fig. 6. As several 
spectra have previously indicated, the H-alpha emission 
is initially very weak relative to the Nil emissions. Be- 
yond 15 fisec th« H-alpha line dominates the spectral 
region and the Nit lines disappear. Fig. 6 indicates 
significant H-alpha emissions are recorded beyond lot) 

pate. 

6. Summary 

A 10-m section of the lightning stroke has been iso- 
lated and the optical spectral emissions streaked in time. 
These first time-resolved spectra indicate all initial 
emissions are due to singly ionized species of nitrogen 
and oxygen. Thest emissions and the continuum ra- 
diation reach peak luminosity within 10 psec. Singly 
ionized lines with the lowest excitation potential appear 
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FIG. 14. Traces presented in Fi«. Xi arc continued to 40 imx. 

f-st followed by lines with a higher excitation potential. 
Continuum emission reaches peak luminosity after the 
singly ionized species and befoie the radiation from 
neutral species. Several faint line« due to neutral nitro- 
gen and oxygen atoms persist for approximately lid 

jisec. 
The emission features of H-alpha are distinctly differ- 

ent from the emissions of the singly ionized species. In 
the first 5 Msec the H-alpha line is very faint or com 
pletely absent in the spectrum. Its intensity rises rela- 
tively slowly and clearly peaks after 10 jisec, decaying 
until it is one of the few lines detected in the v'sible S|K-C- 
tmm beyond 100 /»sec. 

Spectra from a Hash composed of at least five strokes 
have been obtained. The spectra fall into two types. In 
the first type, four of the five recorded spectra exhibit 
relatively short-lived Nil emissions and a I.ing lasting 
H-alpha emission. The continuum emission is present 
but relatively weak. On the other hand, the remaining 
spectrum and second type slvms Nil emitting fur a 
relatively long lime compared to the same emitting 
species in the first four sjiccua. The II alpha emission 
is very intense btit short-I* v«l. The Minlinuutu emis- 
sion is mure intense. Thus. Type I t shihits short lived 
Nil emission-«, long lasting II alpha emission, ,n«l ,i 
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weak continuum. T>p* II lias long lasting Nil emis- 
sions, an intense short-lived H alpha emission, and a 
strong continuum. 

A quantitative analysis of these data is presented in 
the next paper. 
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ABSTRACT 

A quantitative analysis has been completed of the first time-resolved spectra of return strokes. All values 
rtfer to approximately a 10-m section of the return-stroke channel. Ten return-stroke spectra, eight with 5- 
Msec resolution and two with 2-JJSCC resolution, have tiecn analyzed to determine their temperature-time 
curves. The peak temperature in five of the ten spectra is in the 28,000-31.000K range despite the use of 
different slitless spectrographs and different multiplet intensity ratios for the measurements. The highest 
peak temperature was calculated to be 36.0QOK. Temperature errors are on the order of 10-25%- A tem- 
perature rise in two of the strokes has been calculated in the first lOpsec from data having 5-jisec resolution. 
The two recorded strokes with 2-pstc resolution bave monotonkaliy decreasing temperature-time curves. 
It is shown that if the number density of a particular emitting species is known, the relative channel radius 
within which the particular radiators are contained can be calculated at a function of time. The Nil radia- 
tion reaches peak intensity in 5-10 «tec, the continuum radiation attains maximum withtc 10-15 «sec, 
while the H-*lpha emission is moat intense in the 20-50 «KC period. The effective excitation potential of the 
continuum radiation lies between that of the ions and th« neutrals and may therefore In- due to radiative 
recombination or radiative attachment 

Two spectra with M-alpba emissions have been quant tatively analysed. The first sf ectrum shows an 
increasing intensity to 50 «sec followed by a monotonic decrease. The second H-alpha spectrum attains 
sssarhssnsi intensity in 20 «sec, decreases to a local minimum at 35 «sec, and then detieasts monotonically 
after a small maximum at 45 «sec. The second maximum, or luminosity enhancement, to probably associated 
with a branch providing additional charge to the return-stroke channel. The Stark-broadened half-*idtb 
of the H-alpua line has been measured as a function of time with 5-«sec resolution. From the half-width mea- 
surement an election density on the order of 10" cm-* has been calculated in the first 5 «sec, decreasing to 
1-1.5X10" cm"* in 25 «sec. Errors are on the order of 50%. 

■- i 

1. Introduction 

Time-resolved spectrograms have been obtained from 
a 10-m section of the lightning return stroke and ana- 
lyzed for their qualitative features in Part I. Our knowl- 
edge of the physical characteristic of the return stroke 
can be significantly increased if v.e perform a quantita- 
tive analysis of the data presented in Part I. An ex- 
cellent review of these techniques has recently been pub- 
lished by Uman (1966). 

A quantitative analysis of spectra typically yields 
temperature, electron density, and relative intensities 
of line and continuum emission as a function of time. 
Previously, these techniques have been applied ex- 
clusively to the time-integrated spectral emissions of a 
lightning stroke. Similar techniques are now applied to 
the first time-resolved return-stroke spectra to derive 
the time-dependent characteristics of the channel. 

1 Research supported by the Office of Naval Research and 'he 
Federal Aviation Agency. 

* Former affiliation: Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Tucson, 
Ariz. 

* Present affiliation: Dent, of Atmostihtric Sciences, State Cnt- 
versity of New York at Albany. 

2. Theory 
The lightning return stroke in its most luminous phase 

is characterized by a high temperature (Pmeitt, 1963) 
and a high degree of ionizatiun (Uman et al.t 1964a,h). 
It is not surprising, therefore, as observed in Part I, that 
all the recorded radiation in the visible spectrum is due 
l<» atomic and ionic rather than molecular processes. In 
the return stroke, the interactions of the electrons with 
the ions and atoms control the population densities of 
the bound states, broaden the energy levels via the 
Stark efiect, and '•ause the continuum and line radiation. 
Several theoretical implications of these interactions 
will now be examined. 

a. Temperature 
A calculation of the temperature in a lightning return 

stroke requites several important assumptions. The two 
most, important are that the channel is in local thermo- 
dynamic equilibriuni and that the channel is either op- 
tically thin or optically thick. 

The assumption of local them»od\ namic equilibrium 
(LTE) requires that the velocity distribution of the 
electrons be Maxwellian and lhat the energy levels of 
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the atoms ;intl inn» lie populated according tti Maxwell- 
Kolt/mann statistics. This is frequently the situation in 
high density plasmas where collisional effects completely 
dominate the radiative ones. If this were not the case, 
then we would be forced to onsider the individual re- 
actions occurring within the return stroke and the ac- 
companying rate coefficients and cross sections, many of 
which are unknown. An alternative solution would be 
to assume LTE and obtain answers with errors whose 
magnitude is unknown. 

There is perhaps some question as to whether LTE 
does exist in the lightning return stroke as a function of 
time and space. Energy is continuously supplied during 
the return stroke phase and an intense luminosity ob- 
served. The channel can nevertheless be considered to 
be in a quasi -equilibrium state relative to the time that 
the physical parameters of the stroke change. In other 
words, the pertinent equilibration times are short com- 
pared to the time it takes for the temperature to change. 
I'man (private communication) has shown, using 
Criem's (I°o4) criterion, that the equilibration time for 
Nil levels above *=3 and for electron and ion kinetic 
energies in the lightning return stroke is on the order of 
0.01 jjsec, an insignificant time interval relative to the 
time resolution of the most recent data. 

A distinction is made between LTE and complete 
LTE. In LTE it is required that the electron velocity 
distribution be Maxwellian (Cooper, 1966). Upper levels 
in atoms and ions that are populated according to Max- 
well-Boltzmann statistics can then be us«d to calculate 
the temperature. This temperature is actually th« elec- 
tron temperature (sometimes called the excitation tem- 
perature) of the gas because the electrons dominate the 
iollision.il excitation and de-excitation processes. 

For higher values of electron density at a Axed tem- 
perature, the atomic energy leveis populated according 
to Maxwell-Bolumann statistics drop lower and lower 
until at sufficiently high densities they extend to the 
ground state. The gas is then m complete LTE. All 
atoms and ions are said to have a thermal population. 
The electron temperature then bit omes simply the tem- 
perature of the gas. In further discussions in this paper 
we will not distinguish between the electron tempera- 
ture and the temperature. 

Inder thr conditions of LTE the population of a par- 
ticular level A,, is given Ly 

■V*. 
.V.- exf>(-£. iT). (I) 

H(T) 
where V. is the number density of atoms in energy level 
«, A the total number density of atoms, l',m the excita- 
tion potential of the »th level, r, the statistical weight 
oi the wth level, t th« Holt/mann constant, T the ab- 
solute temperature, and H{T) the partition function, 
given bv 

W/'-Vir..v|>[- /   tT], (2) 

where the summation is over .ill emrsjv levels. 

An experimental determination of the temperature 
within the lightning return stroke requires a knowledge 
of the channel opacity. If the channel is optically thin, 
then the mean free path for absorption of radiation is 
greater than the channel dimensions. I'man and Orville 
(1965) have examined the time-integrated lightning 
spectra and found the channel to be optically thin to 
singly ionized nitrogen atoms (XII). One time-resolved 
spectrum has been examined in a similar way and in- 
dicates the lightning channel is optically thin (Orville, 
1966). This is, however, far from conclusive and data 
with better wavelength resolution are required to check 
the assmuption of optical thinness. 

The radiated power of an emission line per unit vol- 
ume of gas at uniform termperaure and density due to 
transitions from level » to level r measured bv a detec- 
tor is 

h,~KXmA«rll>>*„ (3) 

where A' is a geometrical factor representing the fraction 
of light entering the detector, A», the Einstein coeffi- 
cient for spontaneous emission, h Planck's constant, and 
V», the frequer :v of the emitted line. Under tbt assump- 
tion of LTE, .V, can be replaced using (1) to obtain 

KXg, 

'B(T) 
AnM.r(-Em/kT). <■») 

A similar equation could be written for another line Imp 

representing transitions from the level m to the level p. 
Solving for T, after substituting for the A'* ,we obtain 
(Orient, 1964, p. 270) 

(£.-£,)/* 

Impgrfr. W-J 

(5) 

where/ is the absorption oscillator strength for a par- 
ticular transition. The intensity ratios are calculated for 
a line or a series of lines co nposing an unresolved mul- 
tipart. Ratios are calculated for various temperatures to 
produce a plot of intensity ratio vs temperature. A 
measurement of the intensity ratio is then sufficient to 
determine the temperature. Figs. 1 and 2 present theo- 
retical plots of line intensity ratios for the most intense 
XII multiples in the visible lightning spectrum. The 
numerous lines used in the ratio caluclations are listed 
n Orville (1966). Obviously, errors in the temperature 

are minimized by selecting as many lines as possible for 
relative intensity measurements. Criteria for selecting 
the most suitable lines for temperature measurements 
are presented in the next section. 

b. Errors in the temperature measurement 

The criteria for sei« ting lines in the emission spec- 
trum for relative intensity measurements can be deter- 
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mined by performing an error analysis on (5). Follow- 
ing Chuang (1965), the result is 

AT 

T " Em-E 

«/«)] 
-HK)/("r)] 

(o) 

*r 
where \/R is the intensity ratio /„//,„ 1/F the ratio 
of oscillator strengths/,.//,., and AT the temperature 
error resulting from the errors in t\e intensity ratio AR 
and the ratio of oscillator strengths Ar\ This equation 
is an explicit form for the error t-btimate. The error in a 
temperature measurement is a ft nction of the error in 
the intensity ratio, of the en or in the ratio of oscillator 
strengths, and of the upper energy levels. 

Several criteria for selecting emission lines are ob- 
vious. A large Km—£» will minimize the AT/T. The 
value of AÄ is minimized by choosing strong lines of 
approximately equal intensity. It is apparent that Ar 
will increase with increasing T, which for good accuracy 
should be »nailer than the quantity (Em—E,)'k. Note 
that because of the sign and the lature of the two terms 
in the denominator of (6), the positive value of AT will 
be larger than the negative value at any given T. 

I»    1«     20 M    76     28    X    32     34 

temptrjtun. to*** 

36     H    43 

13    20     a 
Temperatur* Kr1*'. 

I'ir. .\. Temperature error« f ir the liMI >«S ratio. 

Fig. 3 represents curves obtained by assuming values 
for the errors in R and /•'. The difference in the up|>er 
energy- levels of MI 3995A and NU 4041Ä is 4.6 eV, 
i.e., £«—£»=4.6eV. The solid lines indicate the various 
errors for a constant AR and three values of AF. A nega- 
tive AF causes the largest AT for a given intensity nil to 
error. As an application of Fig. 3, consider the Nil 
3995Ä line and the 39th multiplet of singly :imi/.ed 
nitrogen in the 4041A region which were used by I'rueil I 
(1963) to determine the temperature of a lightning 
stroke from time-integrated spectra. The lines Nil 
3995Ä and Nil 1041Ä are me of several pairs used in 
this paper to calculate the temperature-vs time uiive 
of a lightning stroke. Assuming Prucitt's (1963) os» ilk- 
I >r strengths were correct and his intensity errors were 
on the order of 20%, the errors in his temperature mea- 
surements are given by the dashed line. Thus, in the 
24,20O-28,400K range reported by him the temjteralnre 
errors would be on the order of 10%. 

c. Relative total numbers 

If the ttmperature-vs-time curve can be determined 
from a time-resolved spectrum of a lightning return 
stroke, then it is possible to estimate the relative total 
number of a particular atomic species, for example Nil, 
as a function of time. 

The intensity of an emission line from a volur.se tie 
ntent r(at time t9corresponding to temperature '/*„«an 
'« written tising (4) as 

/.X(T<,)g„t»\ 
/,.iTnWA'f —- II. '/... evpf-/;   /r,\    ,;> 

V   li(T»)   I 

At some other time I and Uni|>eruhire ?', the intensity 
of the same line a 

L,(T)^K 
He. 2. Same as 1ig. 1 Mcqrt (or (SÖ80/5*MO>. \   MT)   ) 

<\|.f-/„ I. IK    fS) 

§ 
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Dividing (8) by (7) and solving fur the relative total 
number between times i and /«, we obtain 

^(7> 

Since the spectrugraph isolates a section ot the lightning 
return stroke, the vertical dimension of the volume is 
constant. Any volume change therefore results solely 
from a change in the channel radius. An increase in the 
volume by 100 would correspond to a channel radius 
increase of 10. It follows that if the number density 
A (7") is known, the relative channel radius within which 
the particular radiators are contained can be calculated 
as a function of time. 

d. Electron density measurements 

The first calculation of the electron density in a light- 
ning return stroke was accomplished by using the Sana 
equation and measuring the relative intensity of neutral 
arid singly ionized lines in time-integrated slides» spectra 
(Uman et al. 1964a, b). In the lightning spectra obtained 
to date, however, the intensity of neutral lines has been 
too faint to compare their intensities to singly ionized 
lines. Even if this measurement could be made, however, 
there is still the question of whether complete LTE 
exists in the return-stroke channel, an assumption im- 
plicit in the use of the Saha equation. Fortunately, 
there is another method to measure the electron density 
which does not require the existence of LTE. 

The Stark effect, a line-broadening phenomenon, 
occurs in lightning and has been observed in the H beta 
(Dufay and Dufay, 1949) and H alpha (Uman and Or- 
v-ille, 1964) lines of the Ralmer series. This effect in- 
volves the interactions between radiating atoms or ions 
and charged electrons and ions and is therefore depen- 
dent on the charged particle drnsity. In fact, the effect 
depends primarily on the charge number densities and 
is only a weak function of temperature. Line widths and 
profiles of hydrogen lines and many other spectral lines 
are given by Griem (1964, pp. 445-529). A comparison 
of measured H alpha line widths with the calculated 
line width is sufficient to determine the electron density. 
The measured line width is obtained by determining 
the wavelength difference between the two points on 
the line profile where the intensity has fallen to one-half 
of the maximum value. This measurement is frequently 
called the "half width", meaning the full width of the 
linr at hall the maximum intensity. In the range of in- 
terest for (he lightning stroke, the electron densities and 
half widths are roughly proportional to each other. 

if it becomes possible to determine the electron den- 
sity by the Saha equation and by the ?tark effect, the 
degree <»f agreement will provide a means of checking 
the existente of LTE in the lightning return stroke 
(Uman, !<»*<>. 
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TABLE t. Photographic data appropriate to the light «fog 
stroke analysts. 

Number Time- 
of re- resolu- 
corded tioit 

Hash stroke« Date Camera* Film 'li*X) 

A          2 14 July 65 LA Agfa 
Isopan 
Record 

5 

H          t 14 July 65 LA Agfa 
Isopan 
Record 

5 

C          2 11 Sept. 65 BW 2475" 
D         t tl Sept. 65 BW 247S 
K          1 8 Aug. 66 BW 2475 
K          5 »Aug. 66 BW 2475 
G          1 13 Aug. 66 BW 247S 
H         t 18 Aug. 66 BW 2475 

«LA'-Lot Alamo» Model 104; BW- 
ModeUlt 

** Eastman Kodak 2475 Recording film. 

ft Whittey 

t. Measurement of relative line intensities 

The response of a photographic emulsion at a partic- 
ular wavelength depends on die intensity of tin» source 
at the particular wavelength, the sensitivity of the 
emulsion at the same wavelength, the time of exposure, 
the humidity and temperature conditions under which 
the emulsion is exposed, and the time, type, and tem- 
perature of the development it undergoes, not to men- 
tion other effects such as reciprocity failure intermit- 
tency, atmospheric absorption, »nd vignetting. In spite 
of these numerous sources of error, it is possible to ob- 
tain relative intensity measurements as accurate as 
± 10%. A few of the photographic techniques have been 
discussed in Part I. Additional techniques of obtaining 
relative line intensities and some of the inherent prob- 
lems are discussed in Orville (1966). 

3. Data analysis 

a. Temperature 
The temperature is calculated under the assumption 

that the return-stroke channel is optically thin and in 
LTE. It is also necessary to assume that at a given time 
the temperature is approximately constant across the 
cross section. 

Temperature profiles of different lightning strokes are 
presented in Figs. 4-11. The error in the time scale is 
approximately 5 psec. Technical data such as film type, 
>ime resolution, etc., are summarized for convenience in 
Table 1. 

in Fig. 4, two temperature curves are plotted which 
were obtained from the two return strokes intense 
enough to be recorded by the Los Alamos Model 104 
camera. The time sequence in which the strokes occurred 
is unknown, and so the most intense stroke is arbitrarily 
labeled A> and the second stroke A«. The spectrum of 
stroke At was presented in Part I, Fig. 4, and its unror- 
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?~:      *=& reded microphotometet tracings in hurt I, Figs. 11 sind 
12. 

The temperature within the strokes was determined 
by measuring the relative intensity of the 463oA, S000Ä 
Nil multiplies and then finding the corresponding tem- 
perature in Fig. 1. The horizontal bars in the tempera- 
ture curve signify that the plotted value is really an 
"average temperature" for the 5 «sec in which the ex- 
posure occurred. The vertical error bars have been ob- 
tained by estimating the error in the measured intensity 
ratio of 5000/4630 and finding the corresponding tem- 
perature variation. This corresponds to using (6) and 
setting AF=0. Note that the positive error bars are 
longer than the negative error bars due to the sign and 
nature of the two terms in the denominator of (6). Rela- 
tive intensity errors were established as 10-20% de- 
pending upon the intensity of the line above the back- 
ground continuum. 

Only four points could be plotted in stroke A» because 
of the weak exposure. There is no indication of a tem- 
perature rise in the 0-10 «sec period. It is not known 
whether the temperature rise in Ai in the first 10 «sec 
is real. The stroke may not be optically thin in the early 
phase and, consequently, temperatures derived from 
(5) would not be valid. 

Fig. 5 presents a temperature curve from a flash pro- 
ducing one recorded spectrum. The first five tempera- 
ture values are derived from the 4041/^995 ratio. The 
temperature dip in the 5-10 «sec range may or may not 
be real since the error flags allow for a smooth mono- 
tonically decreasing curve. The 4630 and 5000A mul- 
tiplets are too intense to yield relative intensities before 
20 «sec but then fall within the exposure range of the 
film after 20 «sec. Note that the overlapping tempera- 
ture measurements agree in the 20-25 «sec time to 
within experimental error. 

• ffrom IIMOO* 
1(46301 

I !f.. 4. I lash A: Stroke temperature .is a function of time. 
The spectrum ol «troke Ai is reproduced in I'art I, Kig. 4, ami its 
microphotometer traces n Part I, Figs. II and 12. 
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IV.. 5. flash B: Stroke temperature as • 
function ol time. 

Flash (' in Fig. (> was observed at a distance of approx- 
imately 3-6 km and two strokes were recorded. The ex- 
posure was weak and therefore only three temperature 
points are plotted. Stroke Ci corresponds to the more 
intense spectrum and C» to the weaker. The rise in tem- 
perature calculated for Cj may once again be a spurious 
value; nevertheless, it occurs for the most intense stroke 
in agreement with the flash A analysis. 

Berger (1962) and fierger and Vogelsanger (1965) 
have observed that the current rise-rime measured at 
the ground is slower in the first return stroke than in 
subsequent strokes in a flash. If the sequence of strokes 
in flashes A and C is correct, the temperature rise in the 
first stroke is slower than in the second stroke. Whether 
or not the temperature has the same temporal pattern 
as the current at ground cannot 'ue confirmed with these 
few data. Only correlated temperature and current mea- 
surements on the same time scale can answer this 
question. 

Flash D in Fig. 7 is composed of only one recorded 
stroke. There is an indication of a temperature rise but 
a line can be dtawn within the error flags indicating a 
monotonk decrease. 

The highest recorded temperature is reported in flash 
E, Fig. 8. Error bars, however, indicate the true value 
may be anywhere between 31,000 and 40,000K. 
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Fig. '* is >if S|K< i.tl interest lie« .uisr il;i.->!i V produced a 
branch spectrum in addition tolln-spci I rum of the main 
channel. The spectrum is reproduced in Part I, Fig. (». 
In the first 5 Msec we have the temperature of the main 
channel and of a br.iw h. It is perhaps not surprising 
that the branch is significantly cooler. The large error 
bars are indicative of ih< increasing uncertainty in mea- 
suring high temperatures when the upper excitation 
levels of two lines differ by only a few electron volts. The 
increasing error with increasing temperature was dis- 
cussed in conncv ti<<n with Fig. 3. That the error in calcu- 
lating the temperature from the 5680/5940 ratio is a 
function of temperature is very evident in Fig. 2. At 
increasing temperatures, a small error in the relative in- 
tensity measurement produces a large uncertainty in 
temperature. This is evident in the first return-stroke 
temperatures in Fig.«>. 

The last two temperature curves presented in Figs. 
10 and 11 were obtained with 2-psec resolution. A higher 
time resolution was used to determine if a temperature 
rise could be detected with several significant points in 
the early phase of the return stroke, i.e., during the first 
10 jisec. It is clear that in the 2 one-stroke flashes, G and 
H, a temperature rise is not detected. The successful 
analysis of these two spectra with 2-jisec resolution still 
leaves unanswered the question of whether some light- 
ning return strokes have temperature rise times on the 
order of 5-10 psec as indicated by strokes At and C|. 

No peak temperatures were measured in excess of 
36.000K. The peak temperature in five of the ten 
spectra is in the 28,000 31,000k range despite the use 
of different spectrographs and multiplet intensity ratios 
for the measurements. Mak (19ij0) measured the maxi- 
mum channel temperature of a short spark discharge 
in air and found that the peak temperature varies very 
little with rate of current rise in the discharge. Various 
current rise times produced pc:ik temperatures in the 
range of 26,00O-33,OO0K. 

It is possible to obtain an "average" value for the 
temperature by integrating th«: time-resolved line in- 
tensities. This is done in the foil »wing manner. Anal} sis 
of microphotometcr traces made every 5 jisec produces 
relative intensity values everv 5 *isec. If these individual 
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intensity values are summed, we obtain a number which 
epresents the relative intensity of the line if the spec- 

trum had not been streaked. [This is the same relative 
intensity used by Prucitt (1963) in his analysis oJ 
'stroke-integrated" spectra.] Relative intensities that 
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arc summed in this manner «an he e«ii»iparcd t<" call ti 
late an "aver;.g« ien>i«erati:iv." '! iis value /',>.. »an 
then be compared with Prucitt's (1963) values. His 
temperature, determine*! essentially by comparing the 
relative intensity of two mullrpl^-ls, prmluced r. range 
from 22,200-33,<XII>K. Vale rarefully that this ran«* is 
iiiTerent from the values termed by him ;is the 
"'weighted average temperature," and often quoted in 
the literature as a 24,2<IO 28,-MM»K range for the light 
ning return stroke. Se^ en of the eight 7„*,.'*presented in 
this paper rang!. fr<"\ 19,000 3!,Ull»K, in reasonably 
good agreement with Prucitt's 22,200 33,tJU0K values. 
The remaining 7'»,,., that of stroke As, is in poor agree- 
ment. It is not unreasonable that As was indeed a 
"cooler" discharge, although another explanation is 
that 1 under« si ill; 'ed the i \p« -rt menial error in an- 
alyzing the spectrum of Aj> 

Uman (1964) determined that the temperatures pre- 
sented by Prueitt are within 10% of the peak value. 
The time-resolved temperature curves do not neces- 
sarily disagree with this conclusion. Uman examined 
the 4040/3995 ratio and concluded that the temperature 
calculated from this relative intensity ratio should be 
within 10% of the peak vlaue. Within experimental 
error, strokes B and E agree with I'man's analysis. It 
is unfortunate that only two spectra have been obtained 
from which the 4041/3995 ratio could be measured. 
Other spectra produce integrated temperatures which 
are more than 10% from the peak value. These were 
determined from lines having lower excitation poten- 
tials, the ions consequently emitting for longer times. 
Thus, the integrated temperatures will be further from 
the peak value. The time during which the spectral 
emissions are integrated in an exposure is dependent on 
the distance to the stroke as well as other variables. 
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FIG. 11. Flash H: Stroke temperature as a function of time. 
Note 2-MSCC resolution. 

Thus, close strokes will have a longer integration time 
and produce "average" temperatures further from the 
peak value than those of more distant strokes. 

A knowledge of the time-dependent temperature 
curve allows us to answer a Question that was raised by 
Brook in 1963 at the Third International Conference on 
Atmospheric and Space Electricity, Montreaux, Switzer- 
land (see Coroniti, 1965, p. 385). At this meeting, S.tl- 
anave presented an unusu.il spectrogram in which a 
flash containing ten strokes had been time-resolved to 
produce an integrated spectrum of each stroke. A time 
resolution of milliseconds had separated the flash intc 
its component strokes but was, of course, inadequate to 
time-resolve the stroke. Eight of the ten integrated spec- 
tra were suitable for analysis and temperature values 
were? obtained from Nil linjs using the techniques de- 
veloped by Prueitt (1963). The surprising result is that 
(with one exception) the temperature derived for each 
stroke monotonically increased from 21,000-27,O0OK as 
the stroke number increase-«!. Brook noted that this 
steady increase is apparently contradicted by the obser- 
vation that in flashes composed of more than one stroke, 
the current in the first stroke is the greatest anil i/e- 
irtases as the stroke numlier increases. If the current 
decreases with increasing stroke numlier, we would c.\- 
|>cc( the expisure density of caeh spectrum to decrease 
viih increasing stroke number. Salvanae (private c«»ni- 
ruinication) has re examined his data and found that 
in seven «if lite «ifilii .m.ilvv.ni spectra the density mono 
lonically decreases and ilic "average temjierature." 
monoton!' ally increases with incrvadng stroke number. 

I In- plixsiul explanation tor tln-sr observations is t!-,e 
I ol Sowing. 
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Salunave's data is time-integrated over the duration 
of the linhrning return stroke. The iirst stroke, usually 
ii<e most luminous, is integrated for the longest period 
of time. Hence, a temperature determination from the 
N11 lines yields a lower temperature. This temperature, 
we realize, is an "average temperature" determined 
from the integrated exposure of Nil emission lines on 
Aim. Subsequent strokes to the first stroke deliver less 
charge, are !ess luminous, and the spectral emissions arc 
recorded for a shorter period of time. The "average 
temperature" therefore increases as the integrated ex- 
posure time decreases and approaches the time of maxi- 
mum temperature in the return stroke. The value of 
27.000K for the last of the eight strokes agrees well with 
the maximum temperatures presented in this paper. 

b. Relativ* total numbers 

Knowing the temperature-vs-lime curve for a par- 
ticular stroke, we can calculate the relative total num- 
ber from (°). Using the relative intensities from the Nil 
4630 multiplet in stroke Ai, the relative total number of 
Nil tons has been calculated as a function of time. The 
values are presented in Fig. 12 and are expressed relative 
to the amount of Nil present at 10 jistx. 

The decreasing amount of Nil in the first lO^sec may 
represent the effects of increasing the temperature from 
21.000K in the 0-5 jisec range to 28.000K in the 5-10 
Msec range (sec Fig. 4). The depletion of Nil ions can be 
attributed to an increase of NIII ions at the expense of 
the Nil ions. NIII ions exist in the lightning return- 
stroke channel but have not been detected because of 
their high excitation energies for optical emission. 

The increase of the total number of Nil ions beyond 
10 /isec is undoubtedly associated with a slowly expand- 
ing channel following the rapid expansion phase. More 
atoms are included in the channel and we see a corre- 
sponding increase in the total number of Nil ions. 

c. Normalized relative intensities 

Relative intensities of Nil ions were measured as a 
function of time in order to calculate the temperature- 
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Fio. 13. Normalized relative intensity curves for two 
Nil mukiplett (46», 5000). 

lime curves in a previous section. These relative inten- 
sities can be normalized and plotted as a function of 
time. Fig. 13 presents the results for Flash A composed 
of strokes A( and A». Note in At that the intensity of 
lines from the higher excitation potential has a steeper 
slope in the first 10 psec relative to the intensity of lines 
from the lower excitation potential. This is not surpris- 
ing when we recall the rising temperature calculated and 
presented in Fig. 4. An intensity rise is not detected in 
the Nil radiation from At and a temperature rise was 
not calculated. Both Ai aid Aj show the expected fast 
intensity decrease of Nil lines originating from higher 
excitation potentials relative to tines originating from 
lower excitation potentials. 

That the rise and fall of the Nil 4630, Nil 5000 in- 
tensities follow the temperature curves is not surprising 
when we consider the range of temperatures involved. 
On the other hand, if NI emissions could be measured, 
we would expect their relative intensity to peak at a 
time following the Nil peak intensity when the tem- 
perature is falling. 

d. Continuum radiation 

An interesting feature of all lightning spectra is the 
background continuum radiation that apparently ema- 
nates from the entire length of the return stroke chan- 
nel (Salanave el at., 1962; Orville and Uman, l%5). 
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Several time-dtpendent curves for the continuum radia- 
tion are presented in Figs. 14, IS and 16. 

The continuum intensity for stroke Ai is plotted at 
two different wavelengths in Fig. 14. Peak intensity is 
reached in lOjisec and decays to its half value in approx- 
imately 100/iscc. The half-intensity point is different at 
separate wavelengths. 

Fig. 15 indicates the peak intensity does not occur 
until 15 Msec. It follows the Nil peak intensity by ap- 
proximately 10 Msec. The sequence of maximum Nil 
radiation followed by maximum continuum radiation 
was first reported by Krider (1965). A half-value cannot 
be measured below 65%of the peak intensity. Itappears, 
nevertheless, that the half-value would occur at approx- 
imately 100 /«sec. 

Fig. -. presents a continuum trace at 4900Ä from the 
spectrum reproduced in Part I, Fig. 5. The first i.'< usec 
of the continuum curve resembles the previous two 
curves. Beyond 25 jisec, however, there is an enhance- 
ment of the continuum emission followed by a mono- 
tonically decreasing intensity. The effect of the en- 
hancement is to produce a local minimum of a few per 
cent in the intensity. A possible explanation for this 
enhancement was discussed in Part I and believed to be 
evidence for a branch point existing above the isolated 
section of the return-stroke channel. The intensity half- 
value occurs at approximately 120 psec. This value is 
later than the half-value for 4900Ä in stroke At and may 
be due to the local intensity enhancement in the channel 
which acts to delay the intensity decrease. 

Several conclusions are apparent in these data. 
Clearly, the continuum radiation reaches peak intensity 
in 10-15 jisec, that is, 5-10 psec after Nil reaches peak 
intensity. We recall in Part I that the H-alpha intensity 
is most intense in the 20-50 jisec range. The sequence 
of peak intensities is then; Nil radiation followed by 
continuum which in turn is followed by the peaking of 
neutral hydrogen lines. This sequence agrees with a 
channel characterized by a decreasing temperature and 
was first observed by Krider (1965) when he studied 
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FIG. IS. Continuum intensity as a function of time. 
Peak emissions occur at approximately IS pace. 

the time-dependent spectral emissions from the entire 
visible return-stroke channel. A final observation is 
that the continuum emission decays to its half value in 
approximately 100 jisec. 

The source of the continuum radiation remains un- 
known. Satanave's time-integrated spectra were an- 
alyzed (Orville and Uman. 1965) and it was concluded 
that the source was neither blackbody radiation or 
electron-ion bremsstrahlun; emitted at a constant tem- 
perature. Uman (1966) has pointed out that the effec- 
tive excitation potential of the continuum radiation lies 
between that of the ions and the neutrals and may there- 
fore be due to radiative recombination or radiative 
attachment. 

e. H-alpha electron density Measurements 

The emissions from hydrogen in lightning are of par- 
ticular interest. Zhivlyuk and Mandel'shtam (1961) ob- 
served the broadening of H-alpha and H-beta lines in 
data obtained with slit spectrographs and estimated an 
electron density £ 10,T cm-*. These estimates were all 
made from spectra obtained by exposure to one or more 
flashes. 

The first time-resolved spectrum of a lightning flash 
(Salanave, 1961) revealed a strong H-alpha line, which 
upon examination appeared to have a half-width of 15Ä 
corresponding to an electron density of 2X10" cm-1 

40 SO     SO     100    120     140    160 
Tim«, usec 

FlC. 14. Continuum intensity as a (unction of 
time frr stroke Ai. 

Flo. 16. Continuum intensity as a function of lime. Note the 
local minimum neat 25 jisec. This is from the spectrum rq>n»luceJ 
in Part I, Fig. 5. 
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((."man und Orvillc, l%4). Subsequent analysis has 
shown that the instrument broadening was underesti- 
mated and that the half-width was probably closer to 
10 01 12A. This is a small correction because the Stark 
broaucning is approximately proportional to the elec- 
tron density in this range of densities. Thus, a 50% error 
in the calculated value of 2X HI17 tin 3 only reduces this 
to 1X10" cm"" or increases il to .< X10" cnr3. 

The first time-resolved spectra of the return stroke 
have \icldcd two spectra with 11-alpha emissions that 
can be quantitatively analyzed. These spectra are repro- 
duced in Part 1, Figs. 5 and 6. Other recordings of H- 
alpha emissions are either overexposed (Part I, Fig. 7) 
or underexposed (Part I, Fig. 8) and therefore unsuit- 
able for quantitative analysis. 

The II alpha line in Par*. I, Fig. 5, has been anal} ml 
for the relative intensity us a function of time. Fig. 17 
indicates that the peak H -alpha emissions occurred ap- 
proximately 50 /isec after the first light was recorded 
from the return-stroke channel. The emissions mono- 
ton kally decrease and are not plotted beyond 140 jtsec. 

No electron density measurements are available from 
this spectrum (Part I, Fig. 5) because of a broad instru- 
ment profile superimposed on tht Stark broadened H- 
alpha emissions. The instrument profile in this spectrum 
is about 2SA and completely dominates the Stark width 
in the H-alpha line. It is important to note that the in- 
strument profile in these data is composed of broadening 
due to the instrument plus the broadening due to the 
orientation of the return stroke across the slit. Thus, the 
"instrument broadening" varies from stroke to stroke! 

The spectrum reproduced in Part I, Fig. 6, is properly 
exposed for intensity measurements and has a narrow 
"instrument broadening." The wavelength resolution is 
on the order of 8-loA. It is therefore possible to measure 
both the relative intensity and the half-width as a func- 
tion of time. Fig. 17 presents these results. 

The H-alpha relative intensity increases to a maxi- 
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mum at 15 20j<scc, decreases I» a local minimum al M) 
35 ^sec, and then decreases ntonotonically after a small 
maximum at 40-45 /usec. If one knows to look for a loud 
minimum al approximately 30 ji&r., it is barely percep- 
tible in the print reproduced in Tart I, Fig. 6. The sec- 
ond maximum is probably asstv ialed with the branch 
detected in this spectrum. As u'scussed in Part I. the 
effect of a branch is to provide an additional source of 
charge to the return-stroke channel and thus cause an 
increase in the channel luminosity which is apparent at 
approximately 40 jisec. At this time, only the H-alpha 
emissions are recorded and the enhanced luminosity is 
therefore only detected in this line. A similar phenome- 
non w;;s discussed in connection with the enhanced con- 
tinuum <>f Part 1, Fig. 5. It is interesting that in the two 
cases in which branch spectra have been recorded, in- 
dicating a junction point above the isolated channel sec- 
tion, an enhanced luminosity has been detected at a 
later time in the continuum in the first spectrum and in 
the H-alpha emissions in the second spectrum. It is 
likely that the enhanced luminosity occurs in all spec 
tral features but is not necessarily detected. 

The half-width measurements presented in Fig. 17 
w-jre obtained in the following manner. A measurement 
of the full line width at one-half the maximum intensity 
produced an uncorrected "half-width'" containing the 
effects of the Stark broadening and the instrument 
broadening. The instrument broadening can be deter- 
mined by first noting the narrow line on the long wave- 
length side of the H-alpha line which is recorded for 
approximately 20 jisec (Part I, Fig. 6). This is the Nil 
6611A line which has a Su.rk width of approximately 
3A or less for temperatures < 30.000K and electron den- 
sities < 10» cm-' (Griem, 1964, p. 465). The half-width 
of NH 6611 was variable but typically IOA and there- 
fore largely due to instrument broadening. By accept- 
ing the Nil 6611 line as a measure of the instrument 
broadening, we can subtract this value from the H- 
idpha width to obtain the width due to the Stark effect. 

Whether the line and inst rument profiles are Gaussian 
or Lorentzian or a combination or none of these deter- 
mines how the line widths are separated. The H-alpha 
profile can be approximated by the Lorentz dispersion 
curve (Griem, 1964, p. 305). The "instrument profile" 
is a quantity that varies from stroke to stroke as pre- 
viously discussed. Assuming the instrument profile is 
either Gaussian c Lorentzian makes little error in the 
first 2ft psec when the total half-width is on the order of 
30-50A and the instrument width is IOA. Beyond 20 
usec the difference is important. A lalwratnry experi- 
ment on a long spark in air similar to lightning indicates 
which assumption ispreftrrcd (Orville et a!., 1°67). In 
this experiment it was found that by assuming a Lorent/. 
profile for the instrument function, an electron density 
was obtained that was consistent with independent 
measurements (Orville, 1966); namely, the calculate«! 
electron density indicated atmospheric pressure was 
attained in the spark at the same time the luminous 
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spark channel was observed to stop its rapid expansion. 
Therefore, it appears the instrument function can be 
approximated by a Lorentz profile. The total width is 
then 

Wi»«H-w<, (10) 

where u; is the line width and w< is the instrument width. 
The total line width w, is measured from microphotom- 
eter traces of H-alpha, the instrument broadening u\ 
is measured from similar traces of Nil 6611, and the 
Stark width W| is then determined. 

The top curve in Fig. 17 shows that the H-alpha Stark 
width is on the order of 40Ä in the first 5 psec and de- 
creases quickly to values on the order of lOA. Beyond 
50 jisec it is impossible to accurately determine the half- 
width because the instrument broadening is approxi- 
mately the same as the measured total line width, i.e., 
i0,=»,-. It is possible, however, to say that the H-alpha 
half width is less than lOA for times exceeding 50 jaec. 

Knowing the half-width, the electron density can be 
calculated as a function of time (Griem/1964, p. 538). 
In Fig. 18 an electron density on the order of 10" cm-' 
exists in the first 5 psec and then decreases quickly to a 
value between 1X10" enr» and 1.5X1C" cm-». Errors 
are oa the order of 50%. Beyond 50 jisec a h. If width of 
lOA or less requires that the electron density be less 
than 1.5X10" cnr*. 

A knowledge of the return-stroke temperature and 
electron density enables us to understand the low H- 
alpha intensity recorded in the first 10 jisec. It is un- 
doubtedly associated with the high temperatures and 
electron densities prevailing at these times. The high 
temperature ionizes many of the hydrogen atoms and 
the Stark effect on the remaining itoms broadens the H- 
alpha emissions so that they tend to blend into the back- 
ground continuum radiation. 

The electron densities calculated here are similar to 
those calculated from time-resolved spectra of long air 
sparks (Orville et al., 1967). Electron densities in the 
early phase of the long air spark were on the order of 
10" car* decreasing to 2X10" cm-' in about 5 »«sec. The 
decay in the lightning return stroke is slower because the 
energy input is greater and a larger channel expansion 
is involved, 

Previous electron density estimates in lightning were 
m&Je from time-integrated stroke spectra. Uman el al. 
(1964 a, b) obtained values of 3X10" enr*. This calcu- 
lation, however, rested upon the assumption that the 
spectral lines of OI, NI and NU were primarily emitted 
at temperatures near 24,O0OK, an assumption which is 
not «MppnrtwJ by the first titnf-re«n|wd ret urn -stroke 
spectra. Uman (1966) has shown that in view of this 
most recent data the value of 3X10" enr' should be 
considered as an upper limit to the electron density 
for temperatures on the order of 24.000K. The maxi- 
mum electron density calculated in this |M|x*r is con- 
sistent with (."man's conclusion 
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FIG. 18. H-alpha half width, a., and the corresponding relative 
intensity, b., as a function oi time. The spectrum from which 
these were obtained is reproduced in Part I, Fig. 6. 

The fact that the electron density decreases in 25 psec 
to 1-1.5X10" cm~! and remains constant is not sur- 
prising. Drellishak (1964) assumed LTE and calculated 
an electron density in nitrogen between 1X10" and 
2X10" cm-* for temperatures between 14,000 and 
35.000K. Uman (1966) has pointed out that "since the 
Stark profiles are strong functions of electron density 
and only weak functions of temperature, the H-alpha 
profiles would not be expected to change much from the 
end of the shock-wave phase when the channel has 
attained a near-atmospheric pressure until the time at 
which the temperature falls below 14,000K." Thus, 
during the times that the electron density is constant 
in Fig. 18, we can assume that the channel is near atmo- 
spheric pressure and the temperature > 14,000K. 

If we compare Figs. 17 and 18 we note that the time 
when the electron density values are between 1X10" 
and 3X10" enr* corresponds to the period of maximum 
emissions from H-alpha. It is therefore not surprising 
that Uman and Orville (1964) obtained excellent agree- 
ment when integrated experimental H-alpha profiles 
were compared with theoretical H-alpha profiles to ob- 
.ain electron densitv measurements on the order of 
2X10" cm"', 

4. Conclusions and summary 

Temperatures in a 10 m section of ten lightning re- 
turn strokes have been calculated with 2-MSCC resolu- 
tion (2 strokes) and 5vsec resolution (8 strokes). A 
temperature rise in two of the strokes has been detn Wtl 
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FIG. 19. Electron density as a function of time calculated firm the 
measured half widths of H-alpha presented in Fig. 78. 

in tb: first 10 «sec with data having 5-iaec resolution. 
Two strokes were recorded with 2-usec resolution and 
the resulting temperature-time curve was monotonically 
decreasing. This leaves un iowercd, nowever, whether 
some strokes do contain a slow temperature rise on the 
order of 10 «see. It appears that typical peak tempera- 
tures in the lightning return stroke are on tie order of 
28,0OO-31,000K. 

The source of the continuum radiation remains un- 
known, but the time characteristics of these emissions 
indicate it is probably associated w'th radia ;ive recom- 
bination or radiative attachment 

Relative intensity curves for the H-alpha emissions 
have been obtained in two cases "vith peak emissions at 
20 jisec in one spectrum, and at 50 «sec in the second. 
The single H-alpha line suitable for electron density 
measurements has yielded a value of 8X10" cirr* in the 
first 5 usec, decreasing to 1-1.5X10" cm"'at 25 usec, and 
remaining approximately constant to 50 «see. Beyond 
50 «sec the exact electron density cannot be determined 
because the instrument broadening exceeds the Stark 
broadening. 

It is unfortunate that the current characteristics in 
ihe return strokes studied here are unknown. If the en- 
hanced luminosity recorded in a few of the time-resolved 
spectra is due to a branch joining the return stroke 
above the isolated section, then we would expect a cur- 
rent increase to correlate with the observed spectral en- 
hancements. The successful simultaneous recording of 
spectral emissions and currents in a lightning return 
stroke on the same time scale opens the way to numerous 
calculations that wiil not be detailed in this conclusion. 
It is. however, inevitable that this lightning experiment 
will swn In- successfully performed. 

A word of caution is in order in accepting the data 
in Parts I and II of this paper and applying it to 
lightning in general. First, it should be clear that too 
few spectra have been obtained to know what the char- 
acteristics of the typical" stroke" are, if indeed such a 
typical stroke exists. Second, the so-called "typical 
stroke" is partly defined by the instrument studying the 
phenomenon and cot necessarily by what is happening 
in nature. Any system using him as a recording device 
necessarily selects those strokes which produce images 
falling within the range of the emulsion sensitivity. The 
variation of distances to strokes tends to randomize the 
recorded data in the sense that distant intense strokes 
will be reco;i ,d along with dose low intensity strokes. 
Both spectra yield meaningful physical parameters 
which contribute towards the average values of 
lightning. 
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ABSTRACT 

A model of the lightning return stroke is developed using the evpcrimental data presented in Parts I and 
II and Gilmore's tallies for the composition of dry air in thermndynamic equilibrium The temperature, 
electron density, pressure, relative mass density, per cent ionization, and specie concentration in a 10-m sec- 
tion of a model-return stroke are given with 5-fisec resolution from 0-30 j«sec. During this period, the tem- 
perature decreases from 30,000 to 16.000K and the electron density decreases from 10" to 1.5X10" cm*'. 
IV channel is characterized by an average pressure of 8 atm in the first 5 jisec and attains atmospheric 
pressure at approximately 20 jisec. A minimum relative mass density of 3 X 10~» is attained at the same time. 
Per cent ionization is on the order of 100 in the first 15 *sec and then decreases. 

The largest nitrogen specie concentration in the 0-15 jisec period is Nil, followed by NIII, which in tum 
is followed by NI. All ürree concentrations decrease in the 0-15 >«sec time period. In the 15-30 *sec period the 
NI concentration increase», the Nil concentration attains a quasi equilibrium, and the NTH concentration 
continues to decrease rapidly. The salient characterisJcs of the model return stroke are discussed and related 
to spectral observations. 

1. Introduction 

In Parts I and II time-resolved spectra of lightning 
return strokes were presented and quantitatively 
analyzed. Knowledge of the temperature and the 
electron density for a given return stroke further enables 
a determination of the pressure, density, per cent 
ionization and specie concentrations, i.e., the concen- 
tration of NI atoms, Nil ions, etc., for that stroke, all 
as a function of time. Since the temperature and electron 
density have been measured with 5-jisec resolution from 
a 10-m section of the return stroke, all values presented 
in this paper will have the same time and spatial 
resolution. 

Previous calculations of the physical parameters of 
the return stroke have necessarily been derived from 
time-integrated slitless spectra obtained with milli 
second resolution. For example, Prueitt (1963) calcu- 
lated temperature in several return strokes and Uman 
el al. (1964a, b) calculated the electron density, pressure, 
relative mass density, per cent ionization and specie 
concentration in the same return strokes. Since the»; 
values, however, were obtained from data with only 
millisecond resolution, it was not clear whether they 
represented maximum values or were merely averages 
for the approximate 100-^sec integration time. The 
recent time-resolved spectra of the return stroke and 
consequent calculations remove some of the ambiguity 
in the previous parameters. The result of these calcu'a- 

1 Research supportci' in part by the Office of Naval Hrscr, h 
anil the Federal Aviation Agency. 

' Present affiliation: Dritt, of Atmospheric Sciences, Sun I'di- 
versity of New Vork at Albany. 

tions is a time-dependent model of the lightning return 
stroke in which the temperature, electron density, 
pressure, relative mass density, per cent ionization and 
specie concentration are specified with 5-jisec resolution 
during the initial 30 jisec of the return stroke. 

2. Development of the model 

From a knowledge of the temperature and electron 
density in a retunt stroke it is possible to use the tables 
of thermodynamic properties of air computed by 
Gilmore (1955, 1967') to determine additional physical 
characteristics (all thermodynamic properties) of the 
stroke. Gilmore's tabks present the equilibrium com- 
position of dry air obtained from solving a number of 
coupled Saha equations, the equation of charge con- 
servation, and the equation of percentage composition. 
Therefore, knowing the temperature and electron 
density of the return stroke, we can use (iilmore's 
tables and determine all other thermodynamic prop- 
erties of the return stroke. 

a. Assumptions 

There are several assumptions required for the 
dt vplopm«*"! of the time-dependent mode!. It is assumed 
I'l that the return-stroke channel is in local thermo- 
dynamic equilibrium (LTEi as a function of space and 
time, 2) that the return streike channel is optically thin 
to the Nil lines used to calculate the temperature, 3) 
that the physical characteristics are constant across 
the stroke cross section, 4) tfuil the thenuudynamk' 

1 Private communicator. 
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properties of dr\ air ami moist air a;e a> .mately 
iht* same. 5) that the broadening of the h alpha line 
is due primarily to the Starfe effect, and 6) that the 
channel is optically thin to H alpha emissions. It is 
further necessary to assume 7) that the time-dependent 
temperature and electron density turves presented in 
Figs, i and 2 are representative values for the lightning 
return stroke. 

The validity of assumptions 1), 2) and 3) was 
discussed in Part II. Assumption 4) is reasonable in that 
the maximum amount of water vapor in the air prior 
to the lightning stroke is no more than a few per cent. 
It is unlikely that the presence of a small percentage of 
hydrogen will strongly affect the properties derived 
from Gilmore's tables. Assumptions 5) and 6) have pre- 
viously been discussed in Part II and by Uman and 
Orville (1964, 1%5). 

It is quite possible that 7) is not true. The peak 
temperature of 30.000K in Fig. 1 is approximately the 
value calculated from five of the eight, spectra with 
ajtsec resolution. Since a much higher temperature 
could exist in the channel for a microsecond or less and 
not be detected, the concept of peak temperature refers 
to the highest "average temperature" measured within 
the channel with a time resolution of 5 i*sec. The remain- 
ing rive temperature points in Fig. 1 fall within the 
experimental error of the tw.ocratures calculated for 
stroke A presented in Fig. 4, Part II. Only one curve for 
the electron density as a function of time has been 
obtained. Fig. 2 is a reproduction of the electron density 
plotted in Fig. 19, Part II, for stroke F. The first three 
temperature points in Fig. 1 agree, within experimental 
error, with the temperature values calculated for stroke 
F in Fig. 9, Part II. For the purpose of the model 
development, it will be assumed that the entire tem- 
perature-time curve (Fig. 1) ami the electron density- 
time curve (Fig. 2) apply to the same stroke, in this 
case, the model stroke. 

15       20 
microseconds 

FIG. 2. Electron density v* time based on Fig. 19 in Part II. 

b. Return-stroke model 

Figs 1-6 present the time-dependent physical charac- 
teristics in a 10-m section of the model lightning return 
stroke, lite time scale is the same in ill figures; namely, 
0-30 Msec «ith 5-jisec resolution, i-'igs. 1 and 2 are based 
on experimental data and have just been discussed. 
Figs. 3-6 are derived from the tables of Gilmore 
(/.if. tit,). 

The pressure-time curve in Fig. 3 indicates an average 
pressure of 8 atm in the first 5 jisec, decreasing to 
atmospheric pressure in 20 *i*ec. A high pressure within 
the channel produces rapid channel expansion. The 
rapid expansion soon reduces the channel pressure to 
approximately the ambient value. Unfortunately, the 
peak pressure is a poorly determined quantity reflecting 
the large errors in the electron density measurement. 
For example, a factor of 2 error in the electron density 
produces a similar error in the pressure. If, on the other 
band, a pressure of 3 atm is correct, based on a correctly 
determined electron density, it is still possible that 
much higher pressures exist in the'first microsecond or 
so and are not detected. For example, it does not seem 

10 15 20 
Time, CTerosecGids 

Fir.  I  Temperature v* lime Ins«! on she experirovnu! 
temperature data presented ir. Taft II. 

£0        15        20 
lira«. (BkroMcWHK 

FIG. i. Pressure vs time. The pressure in the first microsecond 
may exceed 8 mm by an order of magnitude. 
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10        15       20 
Time, raicroseconds 

Fie. 4. Relative mass density vs time where M is the mass 
density of air at STP and p is the mass density in the return- 
stroke channel. 

unreasonable for a temperature on the order of 36,O0OK 
and an electron density of approximately 7X10" cm-' 
to exist in the first microsecond of a return stroke. 
(Even higher temperatures and electron densities may 
exist) At these values the pressure would be roughly 
60 atm. For a value of 7X1C* air*, extrapolation of 
Griem's (1964) tables indicates the H-alpha Stark 
width would be on the order of several hundred ang- 
troms. Clearly, this line would blend into the con- 
tinuum and be undetected. Electron densities calculated 
from the H-alpha half-width in the first 5 psec are 
weighted toward densities existing in the latter part of 
the 5-psec exposure time. Consequently, the pressure is 
weighted, in a similar way, toward lower pressures. 
Therefore, the "peak pressure" of 8 atm in the return 
stroke model can only be accepted as an indication of 
the high pressures within the channel in the first 5 psec. 

Fig. 4 presents the relative mass density, p/po, as a 
function of time, where p» is the mass density of air at 
STP (1.29X10^ gm cm"*) and p is the mass density in 
the return-stroke channel. The rapidly expanding 
model-channel, characterized by high temperatures and 
high electron density and pressure, has a mass density 
that decreases in the 0-25 psec period. The minimum 
relative mass density is 3X10~* attained in approxi- 

10        15        20 
Time, microseconds 

25 30 

mateiy 20 25 psec. At 25 pse<:, atmospheric pressure has 
been attained in the return-stroke channel and further 
cooling of the channel produces an increase in the 
relative mass density. 

Fig. 5 presents the per cent ionization as a function of 
time in the model return stroke. A value of 100% 
ionization means that in a given volume the number of 
electrons equals the number of molecules, atoms and 
ions. Molecular species, however, are effectively non- 
existent for the temperatures and electron densities 
existing in the 0-30 psec period of the return stroke 
The physical implication of a channel characterized by 
100% ionization is that the dominant species is singly 
ionized. 

We see in the early stages of the model return-stroke 
development that the per cent ionization is 110, increas- 
ing to 120 at 15 psec and then monotonicalty decreasing. 
During the 0-15 psec period the channel is characterized 
by a falling temperature and pressure. A decreasing 
temperature would reduce the per cent ionization and a 
decreasing pressure would increase the per cent ioniza- 

S 
§ 

Fie. S. Per cent icnizatirm vs tiire »here WW/c means the 
number of electrons equa.4 the number of atoms awl ions in a 
given volume. 

10        15        20 
Time, microseconds 

IV.. 6. Nitrogen species vs lime. The relative values are sic- 
nilicant. but the absolute values may be in error by an »r«ler <»f 
magnitude. 
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'ion. It is apparent that the pressure effect dominates 
the temperature effect in the 0-15 r • period. Con- 
sequently, wc see a slight increase in IMS. t>er cent ioniza- 
tion. Beyond lS^sec the channel is near atmospheric 
pressure and the decreasing temperature begins to 
significantly reduce the per cent ionization. For the 
temperature and electron densities of interest, the per 
cent ionization is not a sensitive function of the electron 
density. An error by a factor of 2 in the electron density 
at 30.000K changes the per cent ionization bv less than 
10%. 

A representative variation of specie concentrations is 
presented in Fig. 6. Although Gilmore's tables for the 
equilibrium composition of air contain the concentra- 
tions of 38 species, it is sufficient to plot the variation 
for three species of the principal constituent of air. 
Neutral nitrogen atoms (NI), singly ionized nitrogen 
atoms (Nil), and doubly ionized nitrogen atoms (NI1I) 
have concentrations which vary relative to each other 
in precisely the same way as similar species of oxygen. 
The concentrations are a sensitive function of the 
electron density. For example, a factor of 2 error in the 
electron density affects the specie concentrations as 
much as an order of magnitude, depending upon the 
species. 

Consider the 0-20 psec period in Fig. 6. All three 
specie concentrations are decreasing. In the particular 
temperature and electron density ranges existing in this 
time period (see Figs. 1 and 2), and at constant relative 
mass density, Gilmore's tables indicate a decreasing 
temperature will increase the NI and Nil concentra- 
tions and decrease the NIII concentration. On the other 
hand, a decreasing pressure will reduce all concentra- 
tions. Therefore, in the case of the NIII concentration, 
the falling temperature and pressure have additive 
effect» and the result is a rapidly decreasing concentra- 
tion. In the case of the NI and Nil concentrations the 
falling temperature and pressure produce opposite 
effects. Since Fig. 6 indicates the NI and Nil concentra- 
tions decrease with time in the 0-20 psec period, the 
failing pressure dominates the concentrations. Recall 
from Fig. 3 that during this time period the channel 
rapidly expands to reduce the channel pressure from 
8 atm to the ambient value. This rapid expansion is 
sufficient to insure the reduction of the NI and Nil 
concentrations, in addition to accelerating the reduction 
of the NIII concentration. 

Consider the time beyond 20 j«sec as shown in Fig. 6. 
The channel pressure is in approximate equilibrium with 
the ambient air and the dominant physical charac- 
teristic, within the channel is now the decreasing tem- 
perature. Once again consider the effect of a falling 
temperature upon the specie concentrations lor the 
temperature and electron «tensities of interest (sec 
Figs. 1 and 2'. At constant pressure the lulling tempera- 
ture increases the NI concentration (Drellishak, 1964). 
However, now the temperature ami electron density 

have attained values such that any further decrease of 
the temperature decreases the Nil concentration. As we 
would expect, the NIII concentration continues to 
rapidly decrease. Note in Fig. 6 that the NI concentra- 
tion increases and the NIII concentration decreases in 
accord with the expected effects of a falling tempera- 
ture, at the prevailing electron densities. The Nil 
concentration, however, instead of the anticipated 
monotonic decrease, has apparently attained a plateau 
in the 20-30/»sec period. This may be the net effect of 
the increasing relative mass density (Fig. 4) and the 
decreasing per cent ionization (Fig. 5). 

The results of Fig, 6 agree in a qualitative way with 
the time-resolved spectral features presented in Part I. 
For example, the Nil emissions in the visible region 
dominate the optical spectrum in the early phase of the 
rcturu stroke and the NI emissions (and H-alpha) 
appear at later times, consistent with the relative con- 
centrations in Fig. 6. NIII emissions have not been 
identified in the lightning spectrum, although Fig. 6 
indicates a concentration approximately one-sixth that 
of the Nil concentration. It appears that the channel 
temperature is insufficient to excite the NIII ions to the 
states from which optical emissions (in the ranges 
measured by previous spectroscopy) occur (30-40 eV). 
The Nil and OH ions radiate in the visible region from 
energy levels 20-30 eV above their ground states. If 
doubly ionized species are eventually detected in the 
lightning return stroke, it is clear the emissions will 
occur in the very early phase of the stroke. 

3. Summary and conclusion 

A model of the lightning return stroke has been 
obtained based upon time-resolved spectrograms and 
Gilmore's tables of the thermodynamic properties of 
heated air. The physical properties of the model stroke 
have been presented for a 10-m section of the return 
stroke for the first 30*isec with 5-jisec resolution. A 
r.mgh picture of the stroke development is the following. 

The rapid input of energy into the return-stroke 
channel, following the leader process, produces a gas 
characterized in the first 5/isec by a temperature of 
30.000K and an electron density on the order of 10" 
cm-*. At these high temperatures and electron densities 
the pressure is about 8 atm and the per cent ionization is 
approximately 110. The dominate species in the channel 
is Nil. Pressures within the channel greatly exceed the 
ambient pressure and the channel expands. The de- 
iTeasini» pressure arrornpanying the rnpid expansion in 
the 0-20 Msec period seems to dominate the changes in 
the relative mass density, per cent ionization, and the 
specie concentrations. In other words, the relative muss 
density fails to a minimum of 3X10"*, the per cent 
ionization increases to a maximum of 120, and the NI, 
Nil and NIII concentrations decrease. At 20 »»sec, 
with the channel in approximate pressure equilibrium 
with th" surrounding air, the decreasing channel tern- 
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perature dominates the previously mentioned physical 
characteristics. Between 20 and 30usec the cooling 
channel at atmospheric pressure is characterized by an 
increasing relative mass density and a decreasing per 
cent ionization. During this same period the NI concen- 
tration is increasing at the expense of the Nil and 
NIII ions. 

It is important tc remember that the rough model 
presented here is based on only a few time-resolved 
spectra quantitatively analyzed in Part II. The diffi- 
culties involved, however, in obtaining high-speed 
time-resolved data of the return stroke seem to justify 
the formation of a model based on these few spectro- 
grams. It is clear that there are several ways to improve 
this model. Spectra with a time-resolution of 1 >isec will 
improve the estimate of the "peak temperature." 
Electron densities exceeding 10" cm~* in the initial few 
microseconds can be calculated by obtaining time- 
resolved spectrograms in the infrared where the Stark 
effect in neutral oxygen lines can be measured to deter- 
mine the electron density (Griem, 1964; Orville et al. 
1967). An interesting addition to the model would be 
simultaneous current osciUograms on the same time 
scale as the spectral measurements. Simultaneous cur- 
rent data, similar to that obtained by Berger (1962), 
and Berger and Vogelsanger (1965), would add a 
significant variable to the time-dependent model of the 
lightning return stroke. 
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Determination of Lightning Temperature 

MARTIN A. UMAN 

Westtnghouse Research Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania IStSS 

The assumption» on rolurn-stroke channel opacity, temperature profile, and energy-state dis- 
tribution that have been used in lightning temperature calculations arc examined. It is shown 
that the assumptions used are probably valid, except perhaps during the initial few micro- 
seconds of the discharge, and that a reasonable approximation to local thermodynamic equi- 
librium exists within the return-stroke channel. 

INTRODUCTION 

Return-stroke channel temperatures have 
been reported by Prveitt [1963], Uman [1964], 
and Orvitte [1968]. These temperature deter- 
minations have been made by relating the in- 
tensity ratios of N II spectra! lines to theory. 
No detailed analysis of the theoretical techniques 
used to calculate temperature has been pub- 
lished. In order for the temperature calculations 
to be meaningful, the following criteria for 
channel properties must be satisfied: (1) the 
channel must be optically thin to the spectral 
lines of interest, (2) the region of the channel 
cross section from which -.he radiation of in- 
terest is observed must to some reasonable 
approximation be at uniform temperature, and 
(3a) the discrete atomic energy levels from 
which the transitions leading to the measured 
N II line emission occur must be populated ac- 
cording to Boltzmann statistics. If these three 
criteria are satisfied, the temperature determined 
is, at the least, the electron temperature, since 
for the range of interest of electron density 
(equal to and greater than 10" cm'*) the elec- 
trons will have a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy 
distribution and it is electron excitation and 
de-excitation collisions with the atoms that main- 
tain the Boltzmann distribution among the 
bound atomic energy levels [Griem, 1964]. If 
criterion 3a is replaced by the more restrictive 
requirement: (36) that the lightning channel be 
in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), the 
temperature determined by analysis of the N II 
line radiation is a true temperature in the ther- 
modynamic sense. The lightning channel is said 
to be in LTE as a function of position and rime 
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if each small volume of that channel at local 
temperature T(t, t) satisfies the conditions for 
thermodynamic equilibrium of a classical gas. A 
classical gas is said to be in thermodynamic 
equilibrium at temperature T if all energy states, 
continuous and discrete, are populated accord- 
ing to Boltzmann statistics. In particular, the 
kinetic energy distribution of each group of 
particles is described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution function, the population of the dis- 
crete atomic energy levels is described by a 
Boltzmann distribution, and the relation between 
the populations of discrete atomic energy levels 
and continuum levels is described by a Saha 
equation. 

The validity of the application of the con- 
cept of temperature to the lightning channel 
has been questioned by Hill and Robb [1968], 
who suggest that the electron-heavy-particle 
kinetic-energy equilibration time is of the order 
of tens of microseconds. In a reply to the com- 
ments of Hül and Robb [196S], Dawson et al. 
[1968] present theory to shew that the equi- 
libration time is, in fact, of the order of tenths 
of i microsecond. In this paper we examine the 
procedures previously used to determine light- 
ning channel temperature and show that they 
are for the most part valid and that, in fact, to 
a reasonable approximation LTE exists in the 
lightning channel. 

DISCHARGE PROPERTIES 

Orville [196S] found that the tieak tempera- 
tires in ten return-stroke channels occurred 
within the first 10 /isee of the discharges and 
w-re of the order öf 30,000"K. These peak tem- 
peratures were derived from an analysis of. the 
time-resolved N IT radiation recorded by a 
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spectrometer with a time resolution of a few 
microseconds; thus, if the temperature was sot 
essentially constant during that period of tine, 
they represent some sort of average tempera- 
ture. Orville's [IMS] temperature data are in 
good agreement with the temperatures pre- 
viously derived from analysis of time-integrated 
spectra [Prueitt, 1963; Uman, 1964]. In gen- 
general, OrvUle [1968] found that N II line 
intensities were strong enough to be observable 
from distant lightning oiJy when channel tem- 
peratures were above about 10,000* to 15,000°K, 
The return-stroke temperatures for all strokes 
studied were below 30,000'K after 10 paec and 
were near or below 20,000*K after 20 /isec. Only 
3 of 10 measured peak temperature points were 
in excess of 30,000'K, although the error bars 
about the points show that 6 of the 10 strokes 
might have had peak temperatures in excess of 
30,000'K. 

Electron densities in lightning return-strokes 
have been measured by Uman and OrvUle 
[1964] and by Orvitte [1968] by the technique 
of comparing the Stark width of the Ha fine 
with theory. The Stark width of H« is in- 
dependent of the population of die bound 
atomic energy levels and is only a weak func- 
tion of the electron temperature. Accord- 
ing to Orvitte [1968], the electron density 
averaged over the first 5 fisee of the return 
stroke has a value of about 10" cm"*. This elec- 
tron density and the measured channel tempera- 
ture averaged over a similar initial time in- 
terval yield a channel whose pressure is about 
8 atm, an average value that is probably 
weighted toward lower pressures [OrvUle, 1968]. 
In any event, the initial channel pressure ex- 
ceeds ambient, and the lightning channel must, 
therefore, expand, apparently reaching pressure 
equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere 
in a time of the order of 10 /»sec [Orvitte, 
1968], When pressure equilibrium is reached, 
the measured electron density is about 10" cm"*, 
and thereafter it stays constant for at least as 
long as the N II lines are recorded. According 
to the calculations of Drrflithak [1964], a 
nitrogen plasma in LTE at 1 atm pressure will 
have an electron density of about 10" cm"* for 
all temperatures between 13,000* and 35,000'K. 
Since nitrogen and air plasmas can be expected 
to be very similar, the theoretics! results pro- 
vide good confirmation of the measured values. 

The time resolution of the spectrometer used 
by Orvitte [1968] waa 2 psee for some strokes 
and 5 /«sec for others. In the speetroseopie 
measurement of channel properties, it is neces- 
sarily assumed that the time resolution of the 
spectrometer exceeds the characteristic time in 
which the discharge changes its properties. 
This situation probably occurs after the initial 
few microseconds of the discharge but may not 
occur during the initial few microseconds. There 
is apparently no literature on the actual light 
output of a abort section of the return-stroke 
channel on a submicrosecond time scale. In the 
sections to follow we assume that errors in 
computed channel properties due to possible in- 
adequate time resolution of the spectrometer or 
due to the techniques used for handling the 
photographic film on which the lightning spec- 
trum is recorded are not important, and we 
concentrate rather on errors due to the possible 
inadequacy of the assumptions u»ade about 
channel properties. 

AN ALTS» 

We consider now the criteria for channel 
properties (presented in the first section) that 
must be satisfied if the measured lightning 
temperatures are to be meaningful. 

1. Measurements of the lightning channel 
opacity to visible NII line radiation have been 
made by Uman and Orvitte [1965] and OrviÜe 
[1966]. Uman and Orvitte [1965] analysed time- 
integrated spectra and found the lightning chan- 
nel to be transparent to the visible N II line 
radiation during the greater part of the time 
that the radiation was emitted. Orwfle [1966] 
analysed one time-resolved stroke spectrum for 
opacity and found some deviations from optical 
thinness in the early part of the discharge. He 
states, however, that his results are far from 
conclusive and that more data with greater 
spectral dispersion are needed to check the 
opacity as a function of time. According to the 
theory presented by Uman and Orvitte [1965], 
the volume of the lightning channel radiating 
the visible N II lines must have a diameter of 
the order of a millimeter or less if the tempera- 
ture is 2O,O0O*K and of the order of • centi- 
meter or less if the temperature is 20,000'E 
in order for that volume to be optically thin to 
the visible N IT lines. The results of theory and 
nf experiment* with long labcrtfory sparks indi- 
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cate that initially the return-stroke diameter is 
considerably less than 1 cm [Uman, I960]. 
Theory and direct measurements made on the 
lightning discharge indicate that the return - 
stroke channel expands to a diameter of the 
order of a centimeter [Utnar., I969J. It would 
appear therefore that the lightning channel is 
transparent to tte visible N II line radiation 
except posribly during the initial phases of the 
return stroke. 

2. It has not been practical to measure 
radiation from the lightning chtmnel as a func- 
tion of radial position within the channel. Hence 
all lightning spectra thus far obtained yield at 
best the total radiation at a given wavelength 
emanating from a abort length of channel re- 
gardless of where within the channel that radia- 
tion originated. Strictly speaking, lightning 
temperature measurements are not meaningful 
unless the radial temperature profile of that part 
of the channel from which the N II radiation 
occurs is relatively fiat. The temperature pro- 
file of the channel is determined primarily by 
the initial conditions and by the means avail- 
able for transporting heat oat of the channel. 
Tha initial condition of the channel is that of a 
Ligh-temperature, high-pressure plasma rapidly 
expanding behind the cylindrical shock wave 
that it initiates [Unum, 1866; OrvilU, 1968]. 
The initial temperature profile of the channel 
is not known, but it is probably not unreasonable 
to consider that the profile is fiat. If, subse- 
quently, the duminant energy loss mechanism 
is radiative energy loss from an optically thin 
channel, the temperature profile will remain flat 
[see, for example, Lowke and Capriotti, 1968]. 
If the dominant energy loss mechanism is opti- 
cally thin radiation and even if the initial tem- 
perature profile is not flat, the profile will rapidly 
tend to become flat besause regions of higher 
temperature will have greater radiative cooling 
rates than regions of lower temperature. Even 
if the channel is optically thick at various wave- 
lengths (tjg., parts of thj ultraviolet and some 
line centers), the dominant energy loss mecha- 
nism may still be optically thin radiation with 
the result that the channel profile will be flat. 
This is the ease, for example, for a steadytttate 
air are at a pressure of 30 arm and a tempera- 
ture of 25,000'K [Lowke and Cepriotti, 1968]. 
If the lightning channel has been in pressure 
equilibrium with the ambient atmosphere for 

a time of the order of 1 msec (see below) and its 
temperature is below about 20,000°K, the domi- 
nant energy loss mechanisms will probably be 
thermal conduction and convection. Thermal 
conduction necessitates a decreasing temperature 
with radius and hence a rounded temperature 
profile. Steady-state nitrogen arcs (a good ap- 
proximation to steady-state air arcs) at at- 
mospheric pressure and temperatures below 
about 15,000°K have rounded profiles [Maecker, 
1964]. On the other hand, according to the 
calculations of J. J. Lowke (private communica- 
tion, 1968) using the method of Uman and 
Voshatt [1968], it an air arc of 1 cm in radius 
has a flat temperature profile initially and even 
if energy km by radiation is completely ignored 
(only thermal conduction is considered), the 
profile will remain relatively fiat for a time of 
the order of 0.1 msec. It does so because 0.1 
msec is insufficient time for the channel par- 
ticles to diffuse across the channel and alter 
the initial profile. In a time oJ the order of 1 
msec the profile will be rounded. No return- 
stroke temperatures have been measured for 
times in the discharge later than 50 psee, and 
hence it would appear that for the lightning 
temperature measurements that have been made 
the assumption of a fiat temperature profile is a 
reasonable one. 

If a temperature determination is made for a 
channel whose temperature profile in the region 
from which the visible N II line radiation origi- 
nates is not flat but rather is rounded, some 
weighted average temperature will be measured. 
The average temperature will be weighted toward 
the temperature of that part of the channel in 
which the visible N II line radiation is the 
strongest. Of the visible N II multipiets of in- 
terest, the one with the lowest upper excitation 
potential, N 11(3), will increase in intensity at 
fixed pressure near atmospheric for increasing 
temperature up to about 30,Q00°K because of 
the increased population of the upper excitation 
potential from which that line is radiated. The 
iaiensity will decrease for increasing tempera- 
ture above about 30,000'K because the N II 
density is depleted by formation of N III. For 
pressures in excess of atmospheric the tem- 
perature at which the N II density is depleted 
is in excess of 30,000°K. Since at! visible N II 
lines with multiplet numbers higher than 3 have 
upper excitation potentials higher than that of 
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N 11(3), these tines will reach peak intensity at 
atmospleric pressure at a temperature higher 
than about 30,000SK. Thus, for atmospheric 
pressure ami above and temperatures below 
.-»(.out 30,000SK, the maximum intensities of all 
the visible N II lines will be radiated from the 
ernter of the channel where the temperature is 
maximum. For these conditions the temperature 
measured will Iw weighted toward the central 
temperature. For atmospheric pressure and 
temperature* above about 30,000% different 
N II lines will reach peak intensity at differ- 
ent temperatures. For the case of a rounded 
profile, different N II line» will be effectively 
radiated from different radial positions in the 
channel, and thus any temperature determi- 
nation made from the ratio of N II lines 
under these conditions is subject to considerable 
error. Fortunately, all temperature measure- 
ments thus far made for times after about 10 
jisec (when the channel can be expected to be 
near atmospheric pressure) were below 3O,000"K. 
If the ea*!y temperature profile of the channel 
is rounded, early temperature measurement in 
excess of 30,000°K may be subject to some 
errors for channel pressures not much in excess 
of atmospheric. On the other hand, at early 
times one would expect a relatively flat tem- 
perature profile and pressures considerably in 
excess of atmospheric. 

3a. We wish to show that the atomic energy 
levels involved in the transitions leading to the 
visible NII line radiation are populated accord- 
ing to Boltxmann statistics. According to Gritm 
[10641, this will be true if for these levels the 
collisional-rate processes (electron-ton coUisional 
excitation and de-excitation) dominate the radia- 
tive process (radiative decay and recombina- 
tion). In general, for a fixed electron density 
and electron temperature, there will be an 
energy level of the N II atom above which a 
Boltxmann distribution of the Iwund energy 
levels exists and below which one does not. This 
is the case, at least in the hydrogenic approxi- 
mation, because coUisional rate processes in- 
crease as the spacing between energy levels 
decreases (that is with increasing energy level), 
while the radiative decay rates decrease with 
increasing energy level [Griem, 1964]. 

AH N II spectral lines used in lightning tem- 
perature measurements result from transitions 
with lower energy levels at or above the lowest 

n = 3 level, the SaV at about 18.4 ev, of N II. 
This level will be in Boltsmann equilibrium with 
all higher levels if the total transition prob- 
ability for radiative decay from it is much 
smaller than, for instance, the total rate of 
coUisional excitation from it to all higher levels. 
If A,., is the Einstein transition prol>al>ility for 
a transition from state q to state o', and Ct., 
is th i collision transitional rate per atom from 
state q to state q" (discrete and continunm 
levels), we require that 

Sc..,» E*.-. (i) 

where q is the 3*7" state. 
According to Seaton [1962] and Griem 

[1964], a reasonable approximation for the 
collision transitional rate between discrete 
tne;gy levels of ions is 

.«-""'•   sec"1 (2) 

where /,•, is the absorption oscillator strength, 
A£ is the energy difference between levels q 
and qf, EB is the ionisstion potential of hydro- 
gen, T, is the electron temperature, k is Bolts- 
mann s constant, and N, a the electron density 
in cm**. To determine the conditions under 
which (1) jj satisfied without having to per- 
form a great amount of detailed calculation, 
we can underestimate 3,.»,CV, and overesti- 
mate 2,- > «A«'„. The conditions ihm calculated 
will be more stringent than necessary. We under- 
estimate 2,-,,C,.f by considering only three 
multiplets in the summation: the N 11(3) multi~ 
plet consisting of 6 lines resulting from transi- 
tions from the 3p*D level at about 20.6 av, the 
N 11(4) multiplet consisting of 3 line« resulting 
from transitions from the 3p*S level at about 
20.9 ev, and the N 11(5) multiplet consisting of 
6 lines resulting from transitions from the 3p'P 
level at about 21.1 ev. Using the oscillator 
strei'gths and the energy level data compiled by 
Wiese et d. [1966], we ean sum (2) over tne 
lines comprising these three multiplets and de* 
termine the collision transitional rate at a func- 
tion of temperature. After performing these 
operations, we find that 

I 
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ÜC <V. S   4 X 10"7 AT,   sec"1       for   T. = 10,000°K 

^ 8X10TJV. sec-1 for T. = 15,000° K 

S* 11 X 10"7 .V. sec"1 for T. = 20,000°K 

2M6 X 10"7 X.   sec"'       for   T. = 40,000°K 
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(3) 

The collision transitional rate increases mono- 
tonically for increasing temperature and fixed 
electron density for temperatures between 
10,000° and 40,(XJO'K. 

The radiative transition probability A,., can 
be related to the emission oscillator strength 

A,., - 4.3 X 10T(A£)*/V.        (4) 

with &E in electron volts. Equation 4 can be 
derived from the expression given by Allen 
[1963, p. 55] using \ (in angstroms) equal to 
12,400/AE. Hie energy levels found below the 
3t*P* at 18.4 ev to which transitions might occur 
are listed by Moore [1949] and given in Table 
1. Dipole transitions from the 3i'P* to all lower 
levels are forbidden by the dipole transition 
selection rules: At = ±1 and AS = 0. Never- 
theless, dipole forbidden transitions can be ex- 
pected to occur. For example, Kelly [1964] has 
reported a transition probability of 1.3 X 10* 
see"1 for the intercombmational (AS # 0) 
transition to the ground state. 

Aa stated previously, in order to make the 
conditions for the existent» of a Boltsmann 
distribution above the n = 3 level as restrictive 
as possible, it is appropriate to overestimate the 
total radiative transition rate from the 3»*P* 
level. Thus we will aastme that transitions can 
occur from the 3s*P' level to all lower levels 
subject to the restriction on the multiplet mem- 

TABLE 1.   Energy Levels of the N II Atom 
Found below the 3t*P* Level at 18.4 ev According 

to Mom (19491 

Level Approximate Energy, ev 

2p»y>» 17.8 
2p»'P 13.5 
2p»*D» 11.4 
2P*»S» 5.8 
2p*»S 4.05 
2p«'D 1.9 
21»**? Ground state 

hers, *J = 0, ±1 with 0 -» 0 int allowed. 
(This assumption is equivalent to making the 
calculations essentially model calculations and is, 
in fact, necessary if the calculations for the 
3*V* level are to be valid for levels above the 
3B'P", which may have allowed transitions to 
some of the n = 2 levels.) We will also assume 
that for all transitions occurring /',., = 1, the 
maximum value of /' for one electron transitions. 
Further, we ignore the effects of the possible 
imprisonment of ultraviolet radiation which will 
tend to reduce the net downward transition 
rate. 

If we perform the summation indicated above, 
we find for the total radiative transition rate 
from the 3«*/* level 

£ Af 3* 1 X 10" sec"' <S) 

The total radiative transition probability is 
dominated by the probability of transitions to 
the ground state. 

The combination of (1), (3), and (5) yields 
\s the condition for the existence of a Boltsmann 
distribution at and above the lowest n = 3 level 

•V. » 3 X 10" cm"* for T. = 10,000°K 

AT. » I X 10" cm"* for T. = 15,000°K 

N. » 9 X 10" cm" 

N. » 6 X 1018 cm"* 

for   T. = 20,000°K 

for T. « 40,000°K 

(6) 

We have, however, underestimated the collision 
transitional rate per ion and overestimated the 
radiative transition probability. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to adopt in place of (6) the require- 
ment 

JV\ > 10" cm" (7) 

As noted in the previous section, electron den- 
sities of about 10" cm"* are to be expected in 
the liehtnine channel after pressure equilibrium 
has been reached and for the time during; which 
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the N II lines are recorded. Early in the dis- 
charge, the electron density is in excess of 
10" cm"*. It would appear, therefore, that a 
Boltzmann distribution will he established be- 
tweea the lowest n = 3 energy level of the N II 
atom and all higher energy levels. 

From (3) it is apparent that for N. = 10,: 

cm"* the collision transitional rate from the 
3»'P* level is in excess of 10* see"'. Thus more 
than ft hundred collision-induced transitions 
occur in 0.01 /«sec. If the lightning discharge 
changes its properties on a time scale measured 
in 0.01 iisec or longer, it is to 1« expected that 
a Boltzmann distribution will exist above the 
lowest n as 3 level as a function of time. 

For completeness, it n important to mention 
that the Boltzmann distribution can only be 
maintained if the spatial variation of the elec- 
tron temperature is small in comparison with 
the distance an N II atom can diffuse in the 
order of an equilibration time for the lowest 
n = 3 level. This condition is considerably less 
restrictive than the condition (discussed pre- 
viously) that the temperature profile must be 
relatively flat in the region from which the N II 
atoms are radiating. 

Although the spectral lines of O I, N I, and 
O II have not as yet been used in lightning 
temperature measurements, they may well be 
used in the future. Channel temperatures in long 
sparks have been measured usiw the O 1(1), 
O 1(4), 01(35) multiplete in the near infrared 
[Orviüe et a!., 1967]. It is appropriate then to 
consider whether a Boltzmann distribution exists 
among the bound energy levels of O I, N I, 
and O II. The lowest energy level involved in 
visible or near-infrared radiation from O I is 
about 9.1 ev above the ground state and from 
N I is about 103 ev above the ground state. 
The ioniration potential of O I is about 13.6 ev 
and of N I m about 14.5 ev. If the calculations 
previously performed for N II are repeated for 
O I and N I, the calculated radiative transition 
rates are found to be smaller for the neutral 
atoms than for N II, since the energy gap be- 
tween excited levels and ground state is smaller 
for the neutrals (see equation 4). The eollisional 
rates are roughly the same for the neutrals as 
for N II fOriem, 10f>41. Thus we would expect 
that at and above 9.1 ev in O I and 103 cv in 
N I a Boltzmann distribution would be main- 
tained. The lowest energy level involved in 

visible radiation from O II is about 22.9 ev 
above the ground state. The calculations for OII 
are very similar to the calculations for Nil, and 
we would expect the O II states at and above 
22.9 ev to be Boltzmann distributed if the X II 
states above 18.4 ev are. 

3b. We wish to show now that the lightning 
temperatures measured are more than simply 
electron temperatures and that, in fact, to a 
reasonable approximation LTE exists in the 
return-stroke channel. We consider first the 
Boltzmann distribution of bound atomic enersy 
Icvels; second, the kinetic-energy equilibration 
time lietween electrons, ions, and neutrals; and 
third, the effect of a strong electric field on the 
temperature of electrons and heavy particles. 

Deviations from a Boltzmann distribution 
among the bound energy states of an atom occur 
because below some atomic level the radiative 
transition rates become equal to or exceed the 
collision transitional rates. The effect of these 
deviations is to overpopulate the lower energy 
levels relative to the Boltzmann distribution 
that exists among the upper levels. The over- 
population may be reduced somewhat by the 
effects of imprisoned ultraviolet radiation, which 
will tend to reduce the net downward radiative 
transition rate. For N II, then, some reasonable 
approximation to ft Boltzmann distribution may 
exist even below the lowest n — 3 level. For 
O I, N I, and OII, some reasonable approxima- 
tion to ft Boltzmann distribution may exist 
even below the lowest levels involved in visible 
or near-infrared radiation. 

If one is to speak of a return-stroke channel 
temperature, the electrons, the ions, and the 
neutrals in the channel should have the same 
average kinetic energy. The bulk of the input 
energy to the channel is initially delivered to the 
electrons because of their high mobility in the 
applied electric field. The energy gained by the 
electrons is then transferred by collisions to the 
ions and the neutrals. The equilibration time 
for electron-ion temperatures is given by [Griem, 
1964] 

f« 
M   1 

(8) 

where m is the electron mass, M is the ion mass, 
and (y„) is the average electron-ion collision 
frequency. In the formulation of (8) only elastic 

.-: 
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collisions are considered, and thus T», from (8) 
represents the maximum value of the electron- 
ion equilibration time. Electron-ion interactions 
are the dominant interactions in the lightning 
channel in the temperature and electron density 
ranges of interest. Gritm [1964] shows that 
since 

"-^'•U^ST" 
with 

A- 1.24 X 10,T(r./n.,/*). 
(8) ca i be written 

0) 

fH« f['x"-'ferw-]" aee 

(ID 

(10) 
where the electron density is expressed in em'*. 
In (9) singh ionisation has been assumed. 

From (10), the equilibration time calculated 
b 

r„»7X Ut/N. tec 

for 7, - 10,000°K 

rn « 1 X lO'/N. «ec 

for T. - 15,000°K 

T« « 2 X lO'/N.   »ec 

for   T. = 20,000°K 

rM « 5 X lO'/tf.   sec 

for   T. m 40,000° K 

Thus for AT. = 10" em'*, the electron-ion equi- 
libration time it less then 0.1 /dec. If the dis- 
charge parameters change on a time scale meas- 
ured in 0.1 /isec or longer, the kinetic energy 
of the ions will be equal to that of the electrons. 
Further, energy transfer between the ions and 
the neutrals will be relatively rapid, owing to 
their similar masses, and thus electrons, ions, 
and neturals should ali have the same kinetic 
temperature on a 0.1-jisee time scale. A similar 
but less detailed discussion of the kinetic-energy 
equilibration time in the return-stroke e'ianne! 
has been given by Dawton et al. [1968]. The 
muks obtained were essentially the same as 
the results given here. 

In the preceding discussion of the kinetic- 
energy equilibration time, it was assumed that 
the applied electric field is <iot large enough tc 
separate the electron and heavy-particle tem- 
peratures on a steady-state basis. W* can use 
theory to obtain a rough estimate of the electric 
field that will in the steady state separate the 
electron and ion kinetic temperatures by a given 
per cent. Following Finkelnburg and Matcher 
[1956], we balance the energy gained by the 
electrons from the electric field in a mean free 
time with the net energy delivered from the 
electrons to the gas per collision: 

W.-'aW--?^'        (12) 
where T, is the gas temperature, / is the electron 
avenge fractional energy loss per collision, and 
£ is the electric field. 

If (12) is divided by T. and rearranged, we 
obtain 

T.-T. 
T. SMwVfa)        °* 

From (13) and (9), E cau be determined aa a 
function of T. for fixed values of the fractional 
electron-gas temperature difference x- BesuRs 
obtained using (13) should be considered ac- 
curate only to a factor of 2 or 3. 

Equation 13 baa been evaluated for nitrogen 
(a good approximation to air) with x = 0.1 and 
0.01. The collision frequency waa calculated 
using the data on electron density given by 
DreUiihak [1964]. For simplicity, it k as- 
sumed that for temperatures above 10,000°K, 
electron collisions with ions (the dominant col- 
lisions) are primarily elastic, so that / = 2m/Af. 
Since the value of / used ie the minimum value 
to the actual /, the electric field intensity cal- 
culated for a given value of x » the minimum 
value to the actual field. At atmospheric pressure 
the electron and heavy-particle temperatures are 
separated by 10% at an electric field intensity 
of the order of 20 v/cm and by 1% at an elec- 
tric field intensity of the order of 8 v/cm for 
temperatures between about 13,000* and 
30,000°K. At a pressure of 10 atm the com- 
parable electric fields are about an order of mag- 
nitude higher. Electric fields in high-current 
arcs in air at atmospheric pressure are of the 
order of 10 v/cm [King, 1962], so that the 

l 

_ 
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effect of the electric field in separating particle 
temperatures in the return stroke channel should 
not he significant during the time the channel 
is near atmospheric pressure. In the first h * 
miereswomSs of the return-stroke history, the 
channel pressure is high ami so probably is the 
channel electric field. Very little information is 
available on the magnitude of either parameter 
at early time*. It is possibie ;h;st the electron 
temperature might exceed the heavy-particle 
temperature during the initial microseconds of 
the discharge owing to the presence of a rela- 
tively strong eiectr'<c field in the channel. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The assumptions on return-stroke channel 
properties that have been m#d to determine 
return-stroke temperatures from a comparison 
of the ratios of visible N II spectral lines with 
theory would appear to be valid, «Kept pos- 
sibly during the first few microseconds of the 
discharge. If during the initial microseconds of 
the discharge the channel temperafu.e is near 
30,flOO*K and the radius of the volume radkr- 
ing N II is larger than about 1 mm. the N II 
lines will be self-absorbed, leading to as erron- 
eous temperature measurement. It is likely thst 
the temperature profile of the retartHrtroke 
channel is relatively fiat during the first 0.1 msec 
of the discharge. If, however, temperature pro- 
files are rounded after the initial microseconds 
of the discharge, measured temperatures will be 
weighted toward the central temperature. If 
temperature profiles are rounded during the 
initial microseconds of the discharge and if the 
central temperature is above 30,000'K, the 
channel is optically thin., and the pressure is not 
considerably in excess of atmosphere, erroneous 
temperature measurements will occur because 
different NII lines wiS radiate their peak inten- 
sities from different radial positions in the chan- 
nel. However, it is in the initial microseconds of 
the discharge that high channel pressures are 
to be expected. 

The concept of a temperature would appear 
to be a valid concept when applied to the 
rrttim-*t?«>V: chsnnel. In fact, to a reasonable 
approximation, the channel can be considered to 
be in LTE: The lowest energy tevek of the N IT, 
O II, N I, and 0 I atoms that are involved »a 
visible or near-infrared radiation and possibly 
even lawer levels are populated according to 

Uoltztnann statistics on a 0,01-«sec tune scale. 
The kinetic temperatures of the electrons, ions, 
and neutrals are equilibrated on a Q.l-jisee 
time scale except possibly during the initial 
discharge phase. If a strong electric field is 
present in the channel during the initial dis- 
charge phase and if the channel.pressure U ot 
considerably in excess of atmospheric, tht elec- 
tron and heavy particle temperatures may be 
separated by the electric field. The separation 
of electron and heavy»partieie temperatures, if 
it does occur, would be expected to last for a 
few mieroKcondg or less. 
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Phelps, J. J. Lowke, K. E. Orvüfe, and L. S. Frost 
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Time Interval between Lightning Strokes and the Initiation of 
Dart Leaders 

MARTIN A UMAN AND ROY E. VOSH\LL 

Westinghowe Research Laboralorivs, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 1SIIS 

Tbe temperature decay of a lightning ch uncl during the interstroke period is determined 
theoretically. It is shown that, in the abaence of input energy to the channel, the channel 
temperature will decay sufficiently slowly so that conditions conducive to tbe initiation and 
propagation of a dart leader will exist in the channel after a typical interstroke period of 
40 msec. Thus, it would appear unnecermry to invoke the special mechanisms »uicKested by 
Brook et at. and by Loeb to explain th - 'long' interstroke period. The calculations indicate 
that the lightning channel radius during the latter stages of a lightning stroke is of the order 
of centimeters. A mechanism is suggested to explain the phenomenon of bead lightning and 
to account for tht   bserved long-lasting luminosity occurring at certain points on the -lormal 

INTRODUCTION 

A complete lightning flash to ground is com- 
posed of one or more partial discharges known 
as strokes. Each stroke begins with a faintly 
luminous predischarge, which travels from cloud 
to ground, a distance of the order of kilometers. 
The predischarge preceding the first stroke in a 
flash is called the 'stepped leader/ because its 
luminosity moves earthward in steps of typi- 
cally 60 meters with about a 50-/<aec time 
delay between steps [Schonland, 1956]. The 
stepped leader forges its way earthward through 
essentially wi-ionised air. Subsequent strokes 
in a multiple-stroke flash an preceded by 'dart 
leaders.' The dart leader appears to the camera 
as a luminous dart about SO meters in length, 
which travels smoothly toward ground along 
the path of the previous stroke. Dart leader 
velocitki have been reported by Schottland 
[1956] o be between 1.0 X 10* and 2.1 X 10* 
m/sec, v-Hh a most frequent value of 2.0 X 10* 
m/s«. Schonland et al. [1935] found that, in 
general, the longer is the time from the cessa- 
tion cf measurable luminosity of the previous 
stroke, tbe lower is tbe dart leader velocity. 
Brook and Kitagawa (published in Wim [1965]) 
have presented data illustrating this effect. 
Schonland et al. [1935] suggested that the effect 
is due to the decrease in channel conductivity 
with time, lower conductivity yielding a slower 
dart leader. Other factors that may affect tbe 
dart leader velocity are the change in the 
channel radius with time and the increase in 

the channel particle density with time. A typi- 
cal value for the time between cessation of the 
previous stroke and the initiation of a dart 
leader is about 40 msec, most time intervals 
being between 10 and 100 msec [Schonland, 
1956]. A minimum time interval of 3 msec has 
been reported by M. Brook (private communi- 
cation, 1907). According to Kitagawa tt of. 
[1962], if the time interval between strokes 
is longer than about 100 msec, there is prob- 
ably continuing current flowing in the channel 
during the time interval. 

During the time interval between two stroke- 
current peaks, the total lightning channel may 
increase in luminosity without the prior appear- 
ance of a dart leader. This increase is known 
as an M component. It would appear that M 
components generally occur during the few 
milliseconds of low current occurring at tbe 
termination of some lightning strokes [Malax 
and Schonhmd, 1947] or during the flow of con- 
tinuing current \ Kitagawa et at., 1962] follow- 
ing some strokes. It is, therefore, reasonable to 
assume that, when M components do occur, 
the lightning channel is euffiefently conducting 
that dsrt leaders cannot occur. 

The lightning stroke current, as measured at 
the ground, rises to a peak vnlue of thi> order 
cf 10 kA in microseconds for first strokes and 
in tenths of microseconds for subsequent strokes 
[Lewis and Foust. 1945: Itagenguth and An- 
derton, 1952; Berger and VoaH$anger, 1965], 
Tbe current decreases to half of peak value in 
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about 20 to 60 /isec [Hugenguth and Anderson, 
1952; A/cCann, 1944]. Thereafter, currents of 
the order of 100 to 1000 amp may flow with 
characteristic decay times of milliseconds [Hag- 
enguth and Anderson, 1952; Berget and Vogel- 
Banger, 1965]. 

Several spectroscopic determinations of light- 
ning: temperature versus time have been made 
by OtvMe [1966] (and private communications, 
1967). Using 5-psec time resolution, Orviile 
found peak lightning temperatures near 
30,000°K. Orville's data indicate that stroke 
temperature decreases to about 10,000o-15,- 
OOO'K in 20 to 50 /isec. No temperature deter- 
minations below these values were possible, 
owing to the low light levels characteristic of 
the visible spectrum at these temperatures. 
Mceeker [1953] has reported that a short lab- 
oratory «e in nitrogen carrying 200 amp of 
current has a central temperature of about 
11,000*K. EdeU and Holme [1966] report that 
short area in air with currents between 10 and 
25 amp have central temperatures between 
6000* and 7000*K. On the bam of the fore- 
going discussion, we might reasonably expect 
the lightning temperature in the latter stages 
of the discharge to be of the order of lO.OOO'K. 

lightning channel radii between 1.5 and 6 em 
have been reported by Evan» and Walker 
[1963] from measurements made on 2-jtsee 
photographic exposures of the lightning chan- 
nel. Sekonland [1937] has photographically 
measured lightning channel radii between 75 
to 11.5 em. Unless great care is taken, the 
photographic measurement of channel radius 
can be expected to yield an overestimation of 
the channel radius. Utnan [1904], from a meas- 
urement of the damage caused by lightning 
when that lightning was allowed to pass through 
insulating: screens, found that the lightning 
channel was at most 1 or 2 cm in radius. Flow- 
en [1943] has investigated the variation in 
radius of lightning-like sparks in air. He found 
that sparks 9 cm in length reaching peak cur- 
rents of the order of 20,000 amp in a few micro- 
seconds were initially contained within very 
narrow channels. By the time peak current was 
attained, those channels had expanded to radii 
of 0.5 to 1.0 cm. After peak current, the channel 
radii continued to increase, reaching a value of 
a few centimeters in tens of microseconds. On 
the basis of the foregoing discussion, we might 

reasonably expect the lightning channel radius 
in the latter stages of a lightning stroke to have 
a value between 1 and 8 cm. 

The pressure existing in the lightning chan- 
nel as a function cf time can be estimated as 
follows: Prior to the return stroke, the channel 
pressure and particle density are that charac- 
teristic of the leader. The pressure is probably 
near atmospheric, and the particle density, 
owing to the elevated leader temperature, is 
probably somewhat less than that characteristic 
of atmospheric air. The return strok« heats the 
leader channel to a temperature of the order of 
30,000°K. Since the heating of a short section 
of channel occurs quickly, the particle density 
will not have time to change appreciably dur- 
ing the heating process. The resultant high tem- 
perature and relatively high air density yield 
a channel pressure that is probably an order of 
magnitude, or more, greater than atmospheric 
pressure. The channel will therefore expand 
until it is in pressure equilibrium with its sur- 
roundings. If we assume that the temperature 
remains constant, the channel volume must in- 
crease 10 to 100 times in order to lower the 
channel pressure to atmospheric. Thus, we 
would expect that the channel pressure would 
be near atmospheric after the channel radius 
bad expanded 3 to 10 times its initial value. 
The initial radius is probably less than 1 em, 
since {as we shall see) the has] radius is of the 
order of 1 cm. The channel will probably ex- 
pand at supersonic velocity. A velocity of Mach 
3 corresponds to a radial expansion of 1 em in 
about 10 /«see. We would therefore expect that, 
in a time measured in tens of microseconds, the 
channel pressure would approach atmospheric 
and, furthermore, would remain near atmo- 
spheric for the duration of the stow monotonic 
stroke temperature decay. 

In this paper, we will present calculations of 
the temperature deeay in the lightning stroke 
channel during the interstroke period. We will 
assume reasonable values for stroke temper- 
ature and radius at effective •current cessation 
and begin the tatadatiom from those initial 
conditions. By 'at effective current cessation' 
we mean at the time at which the channel cur- 
rent falls to a sufficiently low value so that the 
energy input to the channel is small csmpared 
with the energy dissipated by the channel. 

It has been suggested by Brook et at. [1962] 

I 
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that a small, steady current flowing in the 
lightning channel during the intcrstroke period 
might be necessary to niiint.iin a level of imii/,a- 
tion sufficient to allow a dart leader to traverse 
the inth of the previous sirokc. Brook it at. 
[!%-'] calculate that this current might IK> 

about 10 amp and still eseape detection by 
photographic and clectric-hVld-change measure- 
ments. It lias been suggested by Loeb [l!Hiti| 
that ionizing waves may traverse the lightning 
channel during the interslrokc period, keeping 
the degree of ionization above some minimum 
level necessary to supjmrt the dart leader. We 
shall show that neither of these suegested 
mechanisms is necessary, that the tem|ieraiurc 
decay in the lightning channel is sufficiently 
slow so that appreciable temperature and elec- 
trical conductivity exist in the lightning chan- 
nel tens of milliseconds after the effective cur* 
rent cessation. 

THEORY 

To describe the behavior of the decaying 
lightning channel after effective current cessa- 
tion, we write the following four equations for 
the air composing the channel and regions 
around the channel: an energy balance equa- 
tion 

(1) 
a momentum balance equation 

»£--" 
a mass conservation equation 

and an equation of state 

(2) 

(3) 

P - P{p, T) (4) 

(see, for example, Liepmann and Rothki 11957)). 
In (l)-(4), P is the gas pressure, T is the absolute 
temperature, p is the mass density, T is the gas 
velocity, c, is the specific heat at constant 
pressure, and « is the thermal conductivity. The 
operator D/Dt is defined as 

The validity of the set of equations used in 
describing the decaying lightning channel is 
dependent on the following assumption!;: (1) 
local thcrmodyimmic tquilibrimn is present in 
the system as a function of position and time, 
and (1) heat loss from the channel by radiation 
and by gravity-driven convection is negligible. 
Thi'se assumptions will be considered later. 

To obtain a more tractable" set of equations, 
we make the following additional assumption: 
(3) the pressure within and around the channel 
is always nearly atmospheric; that is, spatial 
and temporal pressure variations arc small. The 
validity o' this assumption will l>e considered 
later. With this assumption, we ean set equal 
to zero the third and fourth terms on the left- 
hand side of (1). That the third term is pro- 
portional to VP can be seen by comparing it 
with (2) for the case that the air flow is only 
in the radial direction (see assumption 4 below). 

We will solve, then, with the aid of a digital 
computer the following set of equations: 

-v«vr + pc,(^ + T.vr) = o (6) 

at -r-V-pv = 0 

P = P(p, T) = constant 

— ■ — -4- v«V (5) 

(*) 

(8) 

Values for the mass density p(T) and the specific 
heat e,(T) of air, both evaluated at 1 atmosphere 
pressure, were taken from the data of Bwrhorn 
and Wimecke [1960] and Honten [1959]. Values 
for the thermal conductivity c(T) of air at 1 
atmosphere pressure were taken from the data 
of Yoa [1963]. The equations given above are 
sufficient to allow the determination of p, ▼, and 
T as a function of position and time. 

To obtain a solution of (6)-(8), it is neces- 
sary to choose a temperature profile for the 
channel and for the region surrounding the chan- 
nel at the time of effective current cessation and 
nlso to assume a boundary value for the temper- 
ature at some distance from the channel. 
Further, we assume, for simplicity, our fourth 
and final assumption: (4) the channel is straight, 
eylindricaliy symmetrical, and infinitely long. 
Thus, we disallow turbulence or other air flow 
that is in a direction other than radial. We have 
arbitrarily ehnsen the initial temperature pro- 
files to be roughly parabolic. On the time scales 
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used to measure the temperature decay, the 
temperature versus time curves are only slightly 
affected by the choice of initial profile. That is, 
any initial channel profile will relatively quickly 
revert to a profile characteristic of the channel. 
Some channel profiles as a function of time are 
given in Figures 1 and 2. In Figures 3 and 4 
the central temperature of the decaying dis- 
charge channel is plotted as a function of time. 
In Figures A and 4, the channel radius is desig- 
nated b'j that value of initial radial coordinate 
at which the temperature profile becomes essen- 
tially flat. Thus, the value assigned to the radius 
is somewhat larger than would be the luminous 
radius for the same temperature profile. Data 
have been presented for channel radii of 1.0, 
2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 cm, and initial central temper- 
atures of 8,000* and 14,000*K. In each case the 
temperature was arbitrarily assumed to be 

500SK at a radius equal to twice the initial chan- 
nel radius. For the times considered, th« profile 
decay is only slightly affected by th« presence 
of the arbitrary temperature boundary. If the 
boundary were moved to larger radius, the 
decay in tue central temperature would take 
place at a slight!: slower rate. 

Since the ability of a decaying channel to sup- 
port a dart leader depends, at least in part, on 
the electrical conductivity of the channel, it is 
appropriate to consider now the electrical con- 
ductivity of air at 1-atmosphere pressure as a 
function of temperature. This data, calculated 
by Yot [1963], assuming local thermodynamic 
equilibrium and assuming that the air does not 
contain water vapor, is given in Table 1. 
Further, as can be determined from the calcula- 
tions of Qümore [1055], an order of magnitude 
value for the equilibrium electron density in 
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Fig. 1. Channel temperature profile« at various times for an initial radius of ID cm and 
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Fig. 2. Channel temperature profiles at various times for an initial radius of 2.0 cm and 
for initial centra! temperatures of 14,000* and 8000*K. Hie initial temperature profile is chosen 
to be roughly parabolic. 

cm"* of dry air can be obtained by multiplying 
the conductivity in mhos/cm by 10*. At 
4000*K, the electrical conductivity is about 10~* 
mhos/cm and the electron density is about 
Iff* cm**. The channel at 4000"K is, thus, a 
poor conductor. At 2000' K, the electrical con- 
ductivity is about lCr" mhos/cm and the elec- 
tron density is about 10' cm"*. The channel at 
2000°K is essentially nonconducting. It would 
appear likely that the level of conductivity 
necessary to support a dart leader would occur 
for a value of temperature between 2000" and 
4000°K. Although the above data are valid only 
for air that does not contain water vapor, the 
presence of water would not be expected to 
change the conductivity values by an order of 
magnitude or to change the relation between 
conductivity and electron density by an order 
of magnitude. 

DISCUSSION or RESULTS 

It can be seen from the figures that the time 
for a discharge channel to decay from a given 
initial temperature to a given final temperature 
is roughly proportional to the square of the 
channel radius. If we consider the temperature 
decay from an initial 8000° to 14,000'K tem- 
perature range to a final 3000* K, we find that 
the time involved for a 1.0-cm channel is 15 to 
20 msec and for a 2.0-cm channel 60 to 80 msec. 
Channels with radii over 4.0 cm take over 150 
msec to relax from an initial 8000" to 14,000'K 
temperature range to a final 3000°K. If we as- 
sume that near 3000°K the lightning channel 
is ripe for a dnrt lender and recall that «he in- 
tcrstroke time intervals arc between 3 :ind 100 
msec, the lightning channel radius at effective 
current cessation must, according to the theoret- 
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TABLE 1.   Equilibrium  Electrical  Conductivity 
of Dry Air at 1 Atmosphere, as Calculated by 

KM II9631 

Temperature, Elect rii-til Conductivity, 
"K minis, cm 

2000 9.98 X 10 • 
3000      ■ 2.14 X 10-« 
4000 2.4.1 X 10 * 
5000 2.94 X 10-' 
6000 1.13 
7000 3.90 
8000 10.4 
0000 19.0 

10,000 27.3 

icol data given above, be between about 0.5 and 
2.5 cm. This calculated radius for lightning is in 
relatively good agreement with other determin- 
ations of that radius. Since in our formulation 
of the equations describing the decaying chan- 
nel we neglected all channel heat loss other than 
loss by thermal conduction, 'M calculated 
radius given above should be co. iered a mini- 
mum value to that actually existing at current 
cessation. For example, in order for a channel 
with both conductive and convective heat loss 
to decay to 3000°K in about 50 msec, the chan- 
nel might have to have an initial radius of, say, 
4.0 cm instead of the 2.0 cm necessary if only 
conductive heat loss were considered. It would 
appear that, for reasonable lightning channel 
radii, one would expect to obtain the measured 
interstroke time intervals if channel temper- 
ature decays to near 3000"K between strokes. 
It is probably not coincidental that, in the 
2000° to 40BO'K temperature range, air changes 
from a conductor to an insulator. 

The total particle density present in the 
lightning channel near 3000°K at 1-atmosphere 
pressure is about an order of magnitude less 
than that existing outside the channel. This 
value of channel particle density provides a part 
of the environment conducive to dart leader 
initiation and propagation. This is the case be- 
cause ionisation rates and charged particle ve- 
locities in the presence of a strong electric field 
are dependent on the quantity E/X, electric 
field intensity divided by particle density. For 

given electric field provided by the dart 
iv~dcr, Ji« high value of E/N in the chanM 
relative to regions outside the channel serves to 

make the channel a preferred path for the dart 
leader. The discharge channel radius does not 
change significantly with time, and thus its 
change is apparently not import ant in the dart- 
lender initiation process. 

If no continuing current flows in the lightning 
channel between strokes, the channel is ob- 
served photographically to decay in luminosity 
until it b dark. Often, however, certain points 
of the discharge channel (often associated with 
liends in the channel) are observed to remain 
luminous tor an appreciable fraction of the 
interstroke time interval. (See, for example, the 
Boys camera photographs in Schottland [105(1].) 
It is appropriate to examine the expected 
change in channel luminosity with time to see 
if that change is consistent with experiment. 
Morrit et al. [1966] report that the continuum 
radiation from air at atmospheric pressure at 
wavelengths above 2000 A falls off about two 
orders of magnitude as the temperature de- 
creases from 16,000° to 900Ü°K. Presumably, 
the continuum is a reasonable measure of the 
total radiation. According to the data presented 
by Allen [1665], the total optical radiation emit- 
ted by air at atmospheric pressure decreases 
about two orders of magnitude as the temper- 
ature is lowered from 14,000* to 9000°K and 
about three orders of magnitude as the temper- 
ature is lowered from 9000° to 4000'K. Since 
the peak lightning temperature is near 30,000*1% 
[Orvilk, 1966, and private communication, 
1967], the change in total luminosity from the 
peak lightning temperature to the 2000° to 
4000*K range at least is five orders of magni- 
tude. The change in luminosity in .the vitible 
wavelengths may be even greater, since & large 
part of the visible radiation is due to singly 
ionised nitrogen, which does not exist at low 
temperatures. If a streak camera with photo- 
graphic films ie used to record the stroke lumi- 
nosity us a function of time and if the camera 
diaphragm is set so that the peak luminosity 
does not strongly overexpose the film, one 
would not expect, even under the best of con- 
ditions, to record luminosity "more than two 
or three orders of magnitude below the peak 
luminosity. Therefore, with such an arrange- 
ment one might reasonably expect to fail to 
record photographically the lightning channel 
after it has fallen much below •» tonprratiire of 
about 10,000*K. As mentioned above, certain 
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positions on the channel, often apparently bends 
in the channel, are observed to retain their 
luminosity for relatively long times. It is sug- 
gested tbat those positions of long-Listing lumi- 
nosity are art ions of the lightning channel of 
enlarged radius. As noted earlier, a tripling of 
the channel radius will increase by about an 
order of magnitude the effective time constant 
for temperature decay. Further, a higher initial 
temperature for a fixed radius would aim serve 
to increase the decay time, particularly for a 
section of channel of large initial radius (com- 
pare data on Figures 3 and 4). 

As an extension of the preceding discussion, 
we are able to offer a possible physical mecha- 
nism for the phenomenon of bead lightning. If 
the lightning channel radius were somehow 
periodically modulated aa a function of height, 
then, as the channel luminosity decayed, the 
channel would take on the appearance of a 
string of beads. That is, the regions of enlarged 
radii would be visible for a longer time than the 
regions of smaller radius would. One mechanism 
for such a modulation of radius is the pinch 
effect in the presence of standing wave phe- 
nomena, as has been suggested by Utnan 
[1962]. The proposed regular modulation of 
channel radius may, on the other hand, be an 
accident of nature, occurring, for example, when 
the channel consists of a large number of kinks 
or bends. 

DISCUSSION OF APPROXIMATSONS 

We have made a number of approximations 
in the foregoing analysis. The validity of the 
results obtained may depend on the validity of 
the approximation. It is appropriate therefore 
to consider the approximations. We have as- 
sumed (1) that local thermodynamie equilib- 
rium is present in the system as a function of 
position and time, (2) that heat loss from the 
channel by radiation and by gravity-driven 
convection is negligible, (3) that the pressure 
within and around the channel is always nearly 
atmospheric, and (4) that the channel is 
straight, cylindrical!}- symmetrical, and infi- 
nitely long and thus that all air flow is radial, 
that is, that the effects of turbulence and other 
nonradial air Bow can be neglected. 

1. For thermodysamic equilibrium to exist 
in the chancel as a function of time, all relevant 
particle-interaction times must be short com- 

pared with the characteristic time in which the 
channel changes its properties and the eolli- 
sional rate processes must dominate the radia- 
tive rate processes, radiative decay and recom- 
bination [Griem, 1964]. In the temperature 
range of interest, the electron-neutral and 
neutral-neutral energy equilibration times are 
always less than 1 msec, so that kinetic energy 
is equilibrated on a time scale short compared 
with a millisecond. Data on electron-ion recom- 
bination times for air in the low-temperature 
ranges are apparently rare. If we assume that 
the results of Batet and Dalgarno [1962] for 
hydrogen are roughly valid, we find an equilib- 
rium electron-ion recombination time of the 
order of 1 /isec for temperatures near SOOO'K. 
At 5000°K, the recombination time is less than 
1 msec; at 3000°K it is about 1 sec. The hydro- 
gen recombination tunes at temperatures near 
3000'K are probably long compared *ith the 
actual air recombination times, as can be in- 
ferred from the data of Stein et al. [1964]. 
Stein et at. [1964] found efectran-NO' recom- 
bination times of less than 1 msec for sir at 
2900*K and 0.1 atmosphere. Radiative energy 
loss from the channel will be relatively small, 
ss is evident from the data of Allen [1965], 
so that it is reasonable to assume that the rate 
processes are collision dominated. Thus, for 
temporal variation on a millisecond scale, the 
assumption of thermodynamie equilibrium 
would seem to be reasonable. For thermody- 
namie equilibrium to exist in the channel as a 

, function of position, the spatial variation of the 
temperature should be small over the distance 
that particles can diffuse in times of the order 
of the equilibration times discussed above 
[Griem, 1964]. For times of the order of 1 msec 
in the temperature range of interest, the par- 
ticle diffusion length is of the order of 0.1 em. 
Thus, for spatial variations on a 0.1-cm scale, 
the assumption of thermodynamie equilibrium 
would seem to be reasonable. 

Even if local thermodynamie equilibrium is 
not present within the channel, deviations from 
equilibrium will probably not cause an order 
of magnitude change in the computed temper- 
ature-decay data. This is the case because the 
thermal conductivity, specific best, and mass 
density are relatively insensitive functions of 
temperature and might be expected to differ 
f-om their equilibrium values by only a factor 
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of 2 or 3. On the other hand, the electrical con- 
ductivity given in Table 1 for low temperatures 
is a very sensitive function of temperature. In 
view of this fact, some of our comments about 
the temperatures at which certain conductivity 
levels are reached may be in error in the ab- 
sence of thermodynamic equilibrium. 

2. That radiative energy loss is negligible 
compared with heat Ion l-y thermal conduc- 
tion can be easily shown by comparing the 
thermal-conduction loss with tho calculations 
of the radiative emission of air by Allen [1905]. 
Gravity-driven convection may be an impor- 
tant heat-loss mechanism. A reasonable upper 
limit to the convective air velocity is a velocity 
of the order of the speed of sound, about 1 cm 
in 30 fisee. The convective velocity is probably 
one or two orders of magnitude below the speed 
of sound. Let us assume that the convective 
velocity is 1 cm/msec. Then appreciable con- 
vective motion can occur in the tens of milli- 
seconds between lightning; strokes. Although 
convective heat loss occurs from the lightning 
channel, the primary effect of convection may 
be to carry away the heat delivered from the 
channel core to the channel perimeter by 
thermal conduction. 

3. We have assumed that the pressure 
within and around the channel does not deviate 
appreciably from atmospheric as the channel 
cools. As the channel temperature decreases, the 
mass density in the channel must increase if the 
pressure is to remain constant. The inward flow 
of air needed to maintain the channel at near 
atmospheric pressure is driven by a time-vary- 
ing pressure gradient. An upper limit on the size 
of the pressure terms, the third and fourth 
terms on the left-hand side of (1), can be ob- 
tained by assuming that for any computed spa- 
tial and temporal change in channel temper- 
ature the mass density remains find. The 
pressure terms are then compared in magnitude 
to the other terms in (1). The results of such 
an analysis indicate that the pressure terms are 
negligible if the discharge properties change on 
a time scale measured in milliseconds. Thus, ex- 
cept possibly for the initial rapid temperature 
decay, the constant pressure approximation 
would appear to he valid for the lightning dis- 
charge. 

Another way of looking at the approximation 
of constant pressure h the following: If the 

pressure is to remain constant as the channel 
cools, air must flow radially into the channel. 
Equations 6-8 allow no pressure variations but 
force the velocity to assume a value necessary 
to keep the pressure constant. The average 
radial velocity in the 10,000" to 14,000 K tem- 
jwrature range computed for the 1.0-rm chan- 
nel is about 0.1 cm/msec and for the S.O-cm 
radius is about 0.04 cm/msec. If these vclocitK-s 
are realisable without significant pressure vari- 
ation, the constant pressure assumption is rea- 
sonable. For channels with radii 1 cm and over, 
the flow velocity is relatively small and thus 
might be expected to exist in the absence of 
streng pressure variation. 

4. The assumption of cylindrical symmetry 
should have little effect on the temperature 
decay in the absence of turbulence or other non- 
radial air flow. The effects of turbulence and 
other nonradial air flow in transferring heat 
from the channel are similar to the effect« of 
gravity-driven convection. In addition, however, 
turbulence or strong wind could physically 
break or fragment the channel. Since the inter- 
stroke time interval has been measured many 
times under various different conditions of wind 
velocity and since the various measurements 
are in relatively good agreement, it would seem 
reasonable to assume that the effects of tur- 
bulence and other nonradial air flow on the 
discharge parameters could be neglected. 
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